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Dementia is a global issue, and it is a growing problem. Exercise is an effective 
intervention strategy for improving cognition and physical function for people of all 
ages, and measurement is fundamental to scientific endeavour. This thesis sits at 
the crossroads to these three key areas. Without appropriate psychometric 
justification behind the choice of measurement tools for exercise intervention studies, 
the validity of outcomes to suggest that exercise is beneficial for people with 
dementia should be called into question. This thesis aims to identify common 
measures of physical function, a key construct to remaining independent for people 
with dementia, assess their psychometric properties and determine whether such 
measures are suitable for use for people with dementia. This thesis uses a multi-
stage, mixed methods approach, with each stage founded upon its own question to 
answer. Stage One answers the question; what measures of physical function are 
currently used in exercise intervention studies? Stage Two answers the question; 
have common measures been rigorously assessed for their psychometric properties 
in a dementia specific population? Stage Three answers the question; are common 
measures, previously unassessed, valid and reliable in a sample of people with 
dementia? Stage Four answers the question; what does it mean for a person with 
dementia to be ‘physically able’?  
In Stage One, the systematic review of the benefits of exercise for people with 
dementia demonstrated significant heterogeneity, making a meta-analysis and final 
recommendation on the frequency, intensity and time of exercise for this population 
difficult. A significant factor in this was the large number of outcome measures 
chosen to demonstrate the benefits of exercise. Sub-group analysis with identical 
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measures was able to demonstrate homogeneity. Part of the findings from this 
review was that physical function as a construct is poorly defined and measured. In 
Stage Two, a second systematic review was undertaken. This examined the 
psychometric properties of all measures from Stage One in dementia specific 
populations. While some measures had garnered the attention of researchers, many 
measures had no, or very little psychometric investigation. This potentially 
undermines the validity of the intervention studies reviewed in Stage One. In Stage 
Three, a subset of commonly used measures of physical function, which had not 
previously been assessed, were subject to a seven day test-retest reliability trial and 
video analysis of the standardised protocol. The majority of measures had high 
levels of relative reliability (ICC > 0.71), but low levels of absolute reliability, as 
demonstrated by large Standard Error of Measures and Limits of Agreement. The 
prevalence of error in task execution and non-standardised instruction was 
significantly different in the first trial (p<0.05), generally these differences were no 
longer present by the third trial (p>0.05). It was evident that the majority of our 
sample were able to complete the measures to standardised the protocol. In Stage 
Four, the previous definitions of physical function, which centre on capacity to 
complete complex and basic daily tasks, is appropriate for people with dementia. 
However, further attention should be given to the tasks most basic and central to 
remaining independent.  
The discussion focussed on three main findings from this thesis. These are; there is 
reasonable evidence to support the use of assessed measures, intended use should 
guide clinicians and researchers, and simple measures for people that have low 
physical and low cognitive function should be used. Implications will translate these 
main findings into expected consequences of this work.  A Rasch Analysis of the 
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data from Stage Three was briefly presented to demonstrate the applicability of this 
approach to future psychometric investigation into this area.  
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1.00 CHAPTER ONE 
1.01 LETTER TO EDITOR 
Publication reference: Fox B, Henwood T & Neville C. (2014). Reliability of 
Functional Performance in the Older Adults with Dementia. Australasian Journal on 
Ageing, 32(4): 248-249.  
To the Editor, 
Research into the benefits of exercise for cognitively compromised adults is 
promising and the interest in this area is growing (Seeher, Withall, & Brodaty, 2011). 
While data is mixed, a number of studies show important benefits through exercise 
and physical activity for cognitively compromised older adults, including reduced 
agitation, behavioural symptoms and depression and improved coordination, 
memory and capacity in activities of daily living (Francese, Sorrell, & Butler, 1997; 
Hauer et al., 2012; Steinberg, Leoutsakos, Podewils, & Lyketsos, 2009). Importantly, 
it has the potential to reduce care related expenses and dependencies issues, and 
improve quality of life, self-worth and the patient’s dignity. 
However, recent pilot work for the Watermemories Swimming Club for People with 
Dementia (Neville, Henwood, Clifton, & Beattie, 2012) calls into question the validity 
and reliability of common outcome measures. A test-retest investigation into the 
reliability of the SPPB and the Balance Outcome Measure for Elderly Rehabilitation 
(BOOMER) demonstrates poor-fair absolute reliability (SEM = 1.78-14.28; 13-
40.83% of measured values) of individual components of these test batteries, in 
older adults with advanced dementia. Previous work has suggested acceptable 
absolute reliability based on coefficient of variation (CV) scores less than 11% in 
balance and mobility measures. Yet only seven out of the eighteen measures 
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reached this arbitrary, rather excessive threshold (Suttanon, Hill, Dodd, & Said, 
2011).  
Currently no other studies exist measuring the absolute reliability, as compared to 
relative reliability, of commonly employed outcome measures in the domain of 
physical function and among adults with dementia. However, dementia should not 
preclude excellent absolute reliability scores, as high reproducibility (CV values 
around 4%) of gait measures has been demonstrated (Wittwer, Webster, Andrews, & 
Menz, 2008) and further testing is warranted. 
It has become apparent that while physical function measures are demonstrated 
valid and reliable in cognitively sound older adults, questionable absolute reliability 
suggests that for use within dementia populations, these measures are 
inappropriate.  This has been previously acknowledged (Hauer & Oster, 2008; van 
Iersel, Benraad, & Rikkert, 2007), and further investigation is necessary to identify 
more sensitive and specific measures of physical function (Blankevoort, van 
Heuvelen, & Scherder, 2013). Wilkins contends that currently, among the cognitively 
disabled, data collection is time consuming and a “gold standard” is lacking (Wilkins, 
Roe, & Morris, 2010). Nevertheless, researchers continue to employ such measures 
to assess exercise and physical activity intervention outcomes. 
The importance of measurement accuracy cannot be understated. Confidence in the 
psychometric properties of the measurement tools, in any given population, is 
paramount, in order to draw any accurate conclusions. For the dementia population, 
comprehensive analysis and rigorous testing is desperately needed to determine the 
appropriateness of common physical function measures. This will allow researchers 
to confidently state research conclusions without compromising the integrity and 
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accuracy of their research. Easy to deliver, reliable measures that can be used in a 
clinical environment will allow care providers to accurately track clients towards 
disability or towards improvement. For researchers, as an emerging area of 
importance, an appropriate measure that can be used to track the benefits of 
exercise interventions in a dementia population will make an important contribution 
to measuring program value. 
Unpublished data reveals that common physical function measures among this 
disadvantaged and often forgotten population are inappropriate and unreliable. 
There exists a need for further research. Findings will have important implications for 
those in the care sector and for researchers alike. 
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2.00 CHAPTER TWO 
2.01 Introduction 
As a source of major concern within the Australia health system, dementia is 
receiving much attention from politicians, researchers and clinicians alike (NHMRC, 
2015). Despite this, dementia prevalence is set to rise, producing considerable strain 
on the health and aged care sectors. This is of concern as dementia has significant 
consequences on the health and well-being of those with the condition, as well to the 
lives of friends and family.  
2.02 DEMENTIA 
Dementia is not one specific disease; rather it describes a collection of 
neurodegenerative symptoms that affect cognition more so than the normal ageing 
process and impedes the daily activities of the individual. It is chronic and 
progressive, whereby higher executive functions of memory, perception, personality, 
cognitive skills, decision making, problem solving and comprehension decline over 
time (AIHW, 2012; Draper, 2011; WHO, 2012). Unfortunately, people with dementia 
remain aware of their inability to do simple tasks (WHO, 2012), which often leads to 
a loss of dignity and quality of life. One of the difficulties with diagnosing dementia is 
the insidious onset, where changes in behaviour (depression, anxiety, and memory 
changes), and personality (apathy, irritability, lack of interest in social 
activities/hobbies) are often attributed to normal ageing or depression (Draper, 
2011). While no comprehensive assessment exists to definitively diagnose dementia, 
the benefits of an early diagnosis are becoming increasingly recognised (Draper, 
2011).  
The most common form of dementia is Alzheimer’s Disease, accounting for 50-75% 
of dementia cases (ADI, 2009). Other major types include: Vascular Dementia, Lewy 
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Bodies Dementia and Frontotemporal Dementia. Indistinct borders between 
dementia types means prevalence is difficult to estimate for each type.  
2.03 THE GLOBAL PROBLEM 
Globally, it is estimated that over 47.5 million people were living with a diagnosis of 
dementia in 2015, approximately 7.8% of all people aged 60yrs or older, and this is 
expected to rise over 135 million people by 2050 (WHO, 2015). In 2010, nearly 7.7 
million new cases of dementia were diagnosed, an average of one every four 
seconds. This lead to an estimated financial impact of $604 billion, over 1% 
worldwide GDP (WHO, 2012).  
In 2011, it was estimated that almost 300,000 people were living with a diagnosis of 
dementia in Australia, almost 1.5% of the total population and approximately 9% of 
older adults (>65yrs of age) (AIWH, 2012). This number is expected to rise to 
900,000 people by 2050.  In 2011 alone, 63,300 people were diagnosed with 
dementia, equating to nearly 7 people every hour, a direct cost to the Australian 
Government of $2 billion annually (AIHW, 2012). In the next two decades, dementia 
is expected be become the third greatest source of health and residential aged care 
spending, equating to almost 1% of GDP (Alzheimer's Australia, 2009).  
Within Australia, dementia is one of the greatest disability burdens for those aged 
65yrs or older, only behind ischaemic heart disease. It also ranks 6th  for YLL (AIHW, 
2011), behind ischaemic heart disease, stroke, lung cancer, chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease and colorectal cancer, and is the leading cause of YLD for those 
over 65yrs of age (AIHW, 2012). Every day, it is estimated that 25 people die with a 
predominant cause of death of dementia, the third leading cause of death for older 
adults. Interestingly, in 2011 an additional 14% of deaths were stated as having an 
underlying, indirect cause of dementia (AIHW, 2012).  
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With respect to residential aged care, the Australian Government spent $1.1 billion in 
2011 funding facilities to support people with dementia (AIHW, 2012). It is estimated 
that over 50% of older Australians (> 65yrs of age) living within residential aged care 
facilities (RACFs) have dementia (AIHW, 2011), with 94% rated as moderate-severe 
dementia cases.  
Evidently, dementia is a major health issue and it is expected to increase over the 
next few decades. It is necessary for further investment into support for clinicians, 
researchers, and people with dementia, their family and their carers. While no 
current cure for dementia exists, the necessity for focus on primary, secondary and 
tertiary prevention is paramount.  
2.04 DEMENTIA & EXERCISE  
The benefits of exercise has been well demonstrated; as part of healthy ageing, with 
established positive effects on executive function, attention, processing speed and 
story recall (Klusmann et al., 2010; Muscari et al., 2010). Interestingly, a 12month 
endurance exercise program showed a slower rate of cognitive decline (1.0 less drop 
in MMSE scores) compared to a sedentary control group (OR=2.74) (Muscari et al., 
2010). Exercise also has a demonstrably positive effect on executive function 
(p=0.04), cardiorespiratory fitness (p=0.03) and insulin sensitivity (p=0.05) in those 
with glucose intolerance, a significant risk factor for Type II diabetes and in turn an 
identified risk factor of cognitive decline and AD  (Baker et al., 2010). Furthermore, 
reductions in AD biomarkers approached significance (p=0.07) in the six month 
aerobic exercise program (Baker et al., 2010).  
Both the WHO and the AIHW specify physical inactivity as a modifiable risk factor for 
dementia (AIHW, 2012; WHO, 2012), with WHO suggesting that nearly 12.7% all 
dementia cases could be prevented by adequate physical activity  (WHO, 2012). 
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Hamer and Chida (2009), in a meta-analysis, concluded that adequate physical 
activity reduces the risk of dementia and AD by 28% and 25% respectively, in 
previously sedentary older adults by the prevention of cognitive decline and 
improvement in vascular health (decreased BP, lipids, obesity, inflammatory markers 
and endothelial function) (Hamer & Chida, 2009). Furthermore, a systematic review 
found that 20 out of 24 longitudinal studies demonstrated an increased risk of 
cognitive impairment with physical inactivity (Yves Rolland, Abellan van Kan, & 
Vellas, 2008).  
In contrast, midlife physical activity patterns impact on the risk of dementia and AD in 
later life, with midlife adults that participated in leisure time activities at least twice a 
week reduced the risk of dementia by 52% (OR = 0.48, CI = 0.25-0.91) and AD by 
62% (OR = 0.38, CI = 0.17-0.85) (Rovio et al., 2005). Of interest, greater reductions 
in risk were reported even among those genetically susceptible to the disease (Rovio 
et al., 2005). Furthermore, Laurin, Verreault, Lindsay, MacPherson, and Rockwood 
(2001) consider physical activity in older adults, cognitively normal at baseline, a 
protective factor against cognitive decline (OR=0.58, CI = 0.41-0.83), dementia any 
type (OR = 0.63, CI = 0.40-0.98) and AD (OR = 0.50, CI = 0.28-0.90).  Ahlskog, 
Geda, Graff-Radford, and Petersen (2011) agrees that physical activity has a 
neuroprotective effect and attributes this to grey matter volume preservation and 
neurotropic factors following exercise in both human and animal studies.  
Therefore, the effect of exercise for people with dementia is an area of interest that is 
of increasing importance. While no current cure for dementia exists, there is a 
growing body of literature dealing specifically with tertiary prevention to reduce 
dementia-related symptoms and disability. In particular, a number of studies have 
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shown promising benefits through exercise and physical activity (Cooper et al., 2012; 
Hauer et al., 2012; Steinberg et al., 2009).   
Heyn, Abreu, and Ottenbacher (2004) in a meta-analysis of physical activity 
interventions for people with dementia, shows exercise has the potential to reduce 
risk of comorbidities, level of dependence and disability. Included studies also 
reported improvements in fitness, behaviour, cognition, communication and 
functional wellbeing. Other studies report reduced agitation, behavioural and 
psychological symptoms (including  depression) and improved coordination, memory 
and capacity in ADLs (Hauer et al., 2012; Steinberg et al., 2009) Importantly, these 
results suggest that exercise has the potential to reduce care related expenses and 
dependencies issues, and improve quality of life (Potter, Ellard, Rees, & Thorogood, 
2011). These findings have huge implications for the physical function of people with 
dementia and the accuracy of employed measures is paramount. However, the 
growing body of research investigating exercise and dementia rarely question the 
appropriateness of the outcome measures employed to determine physical function. 
Hauer, Becker, Lindemann, and Beyer (2006), in a systematic review concluded that 
methodical deficiencies prevent any comprehensive analysis of the benefits of 
exercise on the cognitive impairment of people with dementia. This differs from 
previous research due to critical appraisal of the methodology of included studies. Of 
note, is that ten out of eleven studies did not report on the validity and reliability of 
chosen outcome measures and eight out of the eleven studies only reported MMSE 
scores of participants with no specific diagnosis of dementia indicated. A 
comprehensive analysis is warranted for people with dementia, as it is necessary to 
utilise measurement tools that are specific to this population. This thesis aims to 
assess the validity and reliability of outcome measurement tools, the primary step in 
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confidently determining the potential benefits of exercise interventions for people 
with dementia. 
While a definitive conclusion on the benefits of exercise remains elusive, a large 
range of physical function outcome measurements exist, most have not undergone 
comprehensive psychometric evaluation in people with dementia. Furthermore, pilot 
study data in this thesis suggests that mixed findings may be due to inappropriate 
and unreliable outcomes measures employed among this often forgotten older 
population. Further research is also necessary before definitive conclusions can be 
reached (Hauer & Oster, 2008). As an area of research, there is a necessity to 
identify more sensitive and specific measures of physical function (Blankevoort et al., 
2013). Wilkins et al. (2010) contend that among the people with dementia, data 
collection is time consuming and a “gold standard” is lacking. Even so, researchers 
continue to employ physical function measures to assess exercise and physical 
activity interventions for people with dementia that have only been validated for 
adults without dementia. 
2.05 THE RESEARCH QUESTION 
This raises the question: Do current measures of physical function provide valid and 
reliable outcomes when used with people with dementia? 
2.06 RESEARCH AIM 
The specific aim is to assess the psychometric properties of common measures of 
physical function in a sample of people with dementia. The specific objectives of this 
thesis are: 




2) To assess the test-retest reliability of common measures of physical 
function in a sample of people with dementia, living in residential aged 
care facilities. 
3) To evaluate the validity of common measures of physical function in a 
sample of people with dementia, living in residential aged care facilities. 
4) To define physical function specifically for people with dementia.  
2.07 HYPOTHESIS  
It is hypothesised that measures of physical function commonly employed in 
research among people with dementia will be found to be inappropriate at one or 
multiple levels of psychometric assessment for use in this population. Consequently, 
new or modified measures may be required. It is hypothesised that physical function 




2.08 PILOT STUDY 
In order to assess the feasibility of this thesis, a pilot study was undertaken. This 
examined the test-retest reliability of measures of physical function and 
anthropometry. Qualitative information was also collected regarding protocol 
execution and task understanding to ascertain the validity of measures for people 
with dementia, in light of their cognitive impairment. Only a small sample of 
participants were recruited (n = 12), due to the pilot nature of this study. Other 
issues around suitability of measures and drop-out rates was used to inform the 
studies undertaken within the thesis at large.  
Publication Reference: Fox B, Henwood T, Neville C, Keogh J. Relative and 
absolute reliability of functional performance measures for adults with dementia 





Exercise undertaken regularly can have pronounced physical and functional benefits 
for adults with dementia (Ahlskog et al., 2011; Littbrand, Stenvall, & Rosendahl, 
2011). To understand these benefits, we are reliant on the sound psychometric 
properties of the measures utilised to assess functional and physical capacity.  
However, most psychometric assessments of these measures have been done 
among adults with no cognitive impairment. For people with dementia impaired 
balance confidence, elevated anxiety towards new or foreign tasks, decreased 
comprehension and increased confusion may impede the individual’s ability to follow 
instructions and complete the protocol, thereby significantly reducing the reliability of 
the measures (Brill, Drimmer, Morgan, & Gordon, 1995). Data in current literature 
investigating the reliability of common exercise intervention measures with older 
adults with dementia are mixed and inconclusive. 
While some studies  reported the relative reliability of physical performance 
measures among adults with dementia (Binder, Miller, & Ball, 2001; Blankevoort et 
al., 2010; Blankevoort et al., 2013; Conradsson et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2004; Ries, 
Echternach, Nof, & Gagnon, 2009; Rockwood, Awalt, Carver, & MacKnight, 2000; 
Suttanon et al., 2011; Tappen, Roach, Buchner, Barry, & Edelstein, 1997; V. 
Thomas & Hageman, 2002; van Iersel et al., 2007), most have failed to assess the 
absolute reliability, the measure of magnitude of change and individual variability. 
Identifying or developing appropriate measures that can be employed with older 
adults with dementia will allow the accurate assessment of outcomes in exercise 
interventions aimed at improving functional wellbeing in this population.  
The aim of this pilot study was to gain preliminary insight into the relative and 
absolute reliability of physical function measures that have been commonly used in 
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studies involving cognitively sound older adults, among a group of adults with 
dementia who live in residential aged care facilities.  
Methods 
Design and Participants 
This study was undertaken to establish the feasibility of conducting a larger, powered 
study of physical function test-retest reliability among adults with dementia. 
Participants were recruited from two RACF in South-East Queensland, Australia. 
The inclusion criteria were: a diagnosis of dementia, not wheel chair bound, and no 
unstable or terminal disease. Those with walking aids (frame or stick) were included 
as long as they could ambulate at least 10 metres (m). Participants with pacemakers 
were excluded due to Bio-electric Impedance Analysis measurement. Participants 
required medical practitioner or RACF registered nurse health status approval and all 
participants’ substitutionary decision makers were contacted to provide informed 
consent for participant in the project. Verbal assent from participants was necessary 
on day of testing and they were free to withdraw from the project for any reason at 
any time, and were allowed to rest between measures if needed. The study was 
approved by the University of Queensland’s Behavioural and Social Sciences Ethical 
Review Committee.  
Procedures 
Prior to the reliability assessment, RACF staff were consulted and confirmed 
dementia diagnosis and information regarding gender and date of birth of 
participants was provided. Background data including length of time in RACF, level 
of dementia, comorbidities and medications was unfortunately not made available for 
collection by research staff.  A number of common physical function, grip strength 
and anthropometric measures that have been found to be highly reliable in older, 
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cognitively sound adults were collected from participants in two sessions undertaken 
seven days apart. Assessment times, location and order of testing were kept 
constant for both occasions. Measurement administrators, trained in the prescribed 
measures by a qualified exercise physiologist, experienced in measuring functional 
capacity in older adults, were assigned specific measures throughout to minimise 
inter tester error.  RACF staff assisted with moving clients between measures, and 
under the guidance of the assessor helped maintain client safety during measures 
that involved standing, walking or balancing. To ensure safety, the measurer and a 
staff member stayed close to the participants during the standing measures and the 
participants were encouraged to sit and rest between trials. Prior to the 
assessments, participants were familiarised to the measure by both demonstration 
and verbal description.  
Measures 
Anthropometry 
Height and weight were measured by stadiometer (Charder Electronic Co, Ltd., 
Taichung Hesin, Taiwan) and electronic scale (SECA Medical Scales and Measuring 
Systems, Birmingham, UK), respectively.  Percent body fat, lean mass, total body 
water and body mass index (BMI) (kg/m2) were measured by Maltron 906 50 kHz 
tetrapolar Bio-lectrical Impedance Analysis (BIA) (Maltron International Ltd., 
Rayleigh, UK). Participants were instructed to lie supine with their hands and legs 
slightly apart, and four electrodes were applied to the right side of the body at the 
hand, wrist, foot and ankle. Parameters specific to each client were entered and a 




Participants undertook two standardised physical performance battery measures 
designed to assess balance and functional capacity in older adults, and a measure 
of muscle strength. Measurement protocols have been published elsewhere, and will 
only be briefly detailed to here.  
The SPPB (Guralnik et al., 1994) is an assessment of functional capacity and 
contains three measures: A hierarchal measure of standing balance, a timed 2.4m 
walk at habitual speed and a timed  repeated (5) chair stands. Measures are scored 
individually and an overall summary score is also obtained. The BOOMER (Haines 
et al., 2007) is a measure of agility, dynamic and static balance consisting of four 
measures: a maximum step test in 15 seconds, the Timed Up and Go (TUG) test, 
the static timed standing test and a measure of functional reach. Hand grip muscle 
strength (kg) was measured using a Jamar dynamometer (Sammons Preston 
Roylan, Bolingbrook, USA). Participants were seated with their elbow at their side 
and at 900. When given a ‘GO’ signal, participants squeezed the dynamometer as 
hard as they could. Both the left and right hand were tested (Taekema, Gussekloo, 
Maier, Westendorp, & de Craen, 2010).  
Notes were also taken during measurement, which included: deviations from the 
protocol, the use of additional verbal or physical assistance, difficulties in 
comprehension for participants, confusion and behavioural issues, and any other 
anomalies from the testing protocol. This information was used to draw subjective 
conclusions regarding the appropriateness and applicability of the measures and 
methods of assessment.   
Statistical Analysis 
Data were analysed using SPSS 21 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). ICC determined 
the relative test-retest reliability of measures.  Relative reliability was deemed 
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acceptable if the ICC statistic was greater than 0.71 (J. R. Thomas & Nelson, 2001). 
Absolute reliability was assessed by measuring the SEM (Domholdt, 2000) and was 
deemed acceptable if the SEM value was less than 10% the mean cumulative test-






Bland and Altman plots were used as a visual representation of pre-post agreement, 
with MD and LoA (±1.96 SD) imposed on the plots for each measurement. LoA 
represents the expected difference between pre and post measurement to a 95% 
confidence level. MD is a function of the average difference between test and retest 
measurement scores.  
As a function of the difference between test-retest measurement result and the score 
during pre-testing, Bland-Altman plots helped establish whether there was good 
agreement at the group level  (a mean difference close to zero), and at the individual 
level (narrow bands of LoA). A one sample T-test was used to determine if mean 
differences significantly deviated from 0. Acceptable LoA values were determined by 
expected variance of comparative measures (Schwenk et al., 2012).  All analyses 
were two-tailed and a value of p < .05 was required for significance. All values were 
expressed as mean  standard deviation.  
Results 
Informed consent was received for seventeen participants to be included in the 
study. The study had five dropouts, which represents an attrition rate of 29.41%. Of 




 𝑋 100 
EQUATION 1:  STANDARD ERROR OF MEASUREMENT EQUATIONS 
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those who dropped out, one was removed from the study after becoming extremely 
agitated during the initial measurement, with another removed under similar 
circumstances during retest measurement.  The remaining four either did not feel 
well or did not give verbal assent on the day. Twelve participants completed both test 
retest measurements and have been included for statistical analysis. 
Participants were predominantly female (n= 11, 91.66%) and were aged 83.25 ± 
9.94 years. Dementia diagnosis was confirmed by aged care facility management, 
but information on dementia severity was not collected. However, the low walking 
speeds (0.41m/s at baseline, range = 0.62-0.24m/s) in this sample are suggestive of 
more severe cognitive impairment, with previous links between walking speed and 
cognitive functioning (Kemoun et al., 2010) Poor time to complete the TUG and 5 
repeated chair stands measures and low SPPB summary scores at baseline also 
indicate the low level of function in this sample (Bean et al., 2002; Bohannon, 2006; 
Cesari et al., 2005; Guralnik, Ferrucci, Simonsick, Salive, & Wallace, 1995; Guralnik 
et al., 1994). 
Acceptable levels of reliability were shown for all anthropometric measures, grip 
strength, chair stands, the SPPB summary score, TUG test and the Step Test (left). 
Step Test (Right) approached acceptable levels. Acceptable levels of absolute 
reliability were shown for five of the six anthropometric measures (Height, Weight, 
BMI, Lean Mass, and Total Body Water) and approached acceptable for Body Fat % 
(10.70%). Grip Strength (L and R) approached acceptable levels (10.00% and 
11.66% respectively). All other measures showed unacceptable levels of absolute 
reliability (12.76% for Chair Stands to 43.33% for Step Test [Right]). All test–retest, 
SEM and ICC data are presented in Table 1. Bland-Altman analysis results are 
presented in Table 2.  There were no significant differences between group means 
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and the expected value of zero for all 17 measures. The TUG (M = 4.77, p =0.090) 
approached significance, while the functional reach (M= -4.08cm, p = 0.146) had a 
large non-significant deviation from zero. Figure 1 is the Bland-Altman plot for the  
Grip Strength Right, with MD and LoA superimposed. With a zero mean (M = 0.17kg) 
and narrow LoA (-4.55-4.88kg), it is possible to conclude that the Grip Strength Right 
is an appropriate measure in this population. By contrast, the Bland-Altman plot for 
the TUG is presented in Figure 2. Large, non-significant deviation of the mean and 
wide LoA (-11.74-21.29s) suggests that this measure may be inappropriate for use in 
a group of adults with dementia residing in a RACF. Body fat percentage, total body 
water, standing balance, 5 repeated chair Stands, Step Test, TUG, Functional reach 
and Static timed standing all had unacceptable LoA. A number of participants 
Variable n Test (±SD) Retest (±SD) SEM (%) ICC 
Height (cm) 12 156.78 (±7.03) 157.78 (±7.24) 1.391 (0.88) 0.97 
Weight (kg) 12 62.91 (±14.24) 63.26 (±14.91) 1.469 (2.33) 0.99 
BMI (kg/m2) 11 25.91 (±5.13) 26.93 (±5.28)  1.134 (4.29) 0.96 
Body Fat (%) 11 36.52 (±9.77) 37.23 (±8.83) 3.944 (10.70) 0.85 
Lean Mass (kg) 11 39.60 (±5.53) 40.16 (±7.25) 2.067 (5.18) 0.92 
Total Body Water (L) 10 29.41 (±4.01) 30.97 (±6.21) 2.506 (8.30) 0.82 
Performance Measures      
SPPB      
  Standing Balance (s) 12 14.67 (±6.72) 15.83 (±6.69) 4.971 (32.60) 0.49 
  2.4-m walk (s) 11 5.82 (±2.07) 5.65 (±2.23) 1.312 (22.88) 0.68 
  5 Repeated Chair Stands (s) 11 26.54 (±15.64) 25.32 (±15.59) 3.309 (12.76) 0.97 
  SPPB Summary Score 11 4.55 (±2.16) 5.00 (±2.19) 0.858 (17.97) 0.88 
BOOMER      
  Step Test (R) 12 6.17 (±4.24) 6.08 (±4.78) 2.654 (43.33) 0.70 
  Step Test (L) 12 5.75 (±4.43) 5.92 (±4.4) 2.192 (37.57) 0.79 
  Timed up and go (s) 11 33.07 (±15.97) 28.29 (±12.14) 5.959 (19.42) 0.86 
  Functional Reach (cm) 11 16.55 (±5.24) 20.63 (±9.25) 6.080 (32.71) 0.38 
  Static Timed Standing (s) 12 67.56 (±33.84) 71.08 (±30.94) 24.462 (35.29) 0.47 
Grip Strength (kg)      
  Right Hand 12 14.67 (±5.12) 14.50 (±5.63) 1.701 (11.66) 0.92 
  Left Hand 7 11.86 (±4.88) 12.43 (±4.47) 1.215 (10.00) 0.96 
      
TABLE 1: TEST-RETEST RESULTS AND RELIABILITY FOR COMMON PHYSICAL FUNCTION MEASURES. NOTE. % 
VALUE IN BRACKETS ARE PRESENTED AS THE PERCENTAGE OF AVERAGE TEST-RETEST MEASUREMENTS.   
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appeared to have reduced capacity in many of the assessments both as a 
component of dangerously reduced balance and balance confidence, and their ability 
to translate protocols to accurately undertake the measure. Deviations from strict 
protocol were also noted (including extra prompts) and are addressed in detail in the 
discussion. Generally, participants required extra prompts to be reminded of protocol 
(i.e. would forget what it was), or constant cueing throughout to be able to 
successfully complete the measure. Participants often required the contact with the 
arms of the chair to complete chair stands and TUG test, which is outside the  
protocol, and required assistance in balancing during the step test. 
 
Variable n MD (±SD) LoA (±1.96SD) p 
Height (cm) 12 -0.42 (±1.97) -4.27 – 3.44 0.479 
Weight (kg) 12 -0.35 (±2.08) -4.42 – 3.72 0.571 
     
BMI (kg/m2) 11 -0.02 (±1.60) -3.16 – 3.12 0.971 
Body Fat (%) 11 -0.71 (±5.58) -11.64 – 10.22 0.682 
Lean Mass (kg) 11 -0.56 (±2.92) -6.29 – 5.17 0.537 
Total Body Water (L) 10 -1.42 (±3.40) -8.07 – 5.24 0.196 
Performance Measures     
SPPB     
  Standing Balance (s) 12 -1.17 (±7.03) -14.95 – 12.61 0.577 
  2.4-m walk (s) 11 0.16(±1.86) - 3.47 – 3.80 0.775 
  5 Repeated Chair Stands (s) 11 1.22 (±4.68) -7.95 – 10.39 0.407 
  SPPB Summary Score 11 -0.45(±1.21) -2.83 – 1.92 0.242 
BOOMER     
  Step Test (R) 12 0.08 (±3.75) -7.27-7.44 0.940 
  Step Test (L) 12 -0.17 (±3.10) -6.24 – 5.91 0.856 
  Timed up and go (s) 11 4.77(±8.43) -11.74 – 21.29 0.090 
  Functional Reach (cm) 11 -4.08(±8.60) -20.93 – 12.77 0.146 
  Static Timed Standing (s) 12 -3.50(±34.60) -71.31 – 64.31 0.733 
Grip Strength (kg)     
  Right Hand 12 0.17(±2.41) -4.55 – 4.88 0.815 
  Left Hand 7 -0.57(±1.72) -3.93 – 2.80 0.413 
     
TABLE 2:  BLAND-ALTMAN ANALYSIS OF LEVELS OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN TEST-RETEST MEASURES. NOTE. P 




 FIGURE 1: BLAND-ALTMAN PLOT FOR GRIP STRENGTH RIGHT HAND 
FIGURE 2: BLAND-ALTMAN PLOT FOR THE TIMED UP AND GO 
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Many challenges also exist for participant with their comprehension of what the task 
was requiring of them often poorly translated to the movement or stance required of 
them. For example, the SPPB’s semi-tandem position (see Figure 3) proved 
impossible to achieve for a percentage of participants, even with extensive 









This study appears to be one of the first to examine the psychometric properties of 
two commonly used measures of physical function and common anthropometric 
measures in RACF adults with dementia. Results indicated acceptable levels of 
relative and absolute reliability for most anthropometric measures, while showing 
acceptable relative reliability at the group level and TEM values slightly above 
acceptable limits. In contrast, the physical function measures of the SPPB, the 
BOOMER and hand grip appear less reliable. While Grip Strength, TUG, Step Test 
(L), SPPB Summary Score and chair stands had demonstrably acceptable levels of 
relative reliability, unacceptably high TEM values question the applicability and 
usefulness of such tests in clinical practice and research. This data have significant 
implication for clinicians and researchers when deciding which measures are best 
Side by Side 
Semi-Tandem 
Tandem 
FIGURE 3: SHORT PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE BATTERY BALANCE TASK 
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used with a cognitively challenged older cohort.  Bland Altman plots confirmed that 
while group means do not significantly deviate from zero, demonstrating their 
applicability within a population setting, high levels of variability and wide LoA 
confirmed that, at an individual level, significant shortcomings exist in the 
measurement of physical function in older adults with dementia living in RACFs.  Our 
data suggested careful consideration is required in choosing measures, and that 
there is scope for validating adaptations of the present measures to make 
allowances for the support required for the very old, low functioning adult with 
dementia. 
Currently no literature exists which examines the reliability (both relatively and 
absolutely) of anthropometric measures and grip strength in adults with dementia. 
Our data suggests that these measures are acceptable in terms of relative reliability 
and absolute reliability and demonstrated good levels of group and individual 
agreement. These measures were reliable and can be used with this population.   
This also seems to be the first study to examine the reliability of the SPPB and 
BOOMER physical function batteries with adults with dementia, although, studies 
have attempted to establish the reliability of the individual test items with varying 
success (Blankevoort et al., 2013; Conradsson et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2004; van 
Iersel et al., 2007). Some authors have only examined the ICC statistic and 
concluded tests are suitable for use within this population (Binder et al., 2001; Lin et 
al., 2004; Tappen et al., 1997; van Iersel et al., 2007). While the relative reliability 
determines if differences exist at the group level (Suttanon et al., 2011), it is 
necessary to examine the absolute reliability and variability of these measures in 
order to ascertain the consistency of the measurement and determine the magnitude 
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of statistical relevant changes in a measure (Suttanon et al., 2011). Both forms of 
reliability are necessary to determine the applicability of measures.  
The TUG (Blankevoort et al., 2010; Ries et al., 2009; Rockwood et al., 2000; 
Suttanon et al., 2011; Tappen et al., 1997; V. Thomas & Hageman, 2002), Step Test 
(Suttanon et al., 2011), Functional Reach (Rockwood et al., 2000; Suttanon et al., 
2011), chair stands (Binder et al., 2001; Blankevoort et al., 2013; Suttanon et al., 
2011), walking speed tests (Binder et al., 2001; Blankevoort et al., 2013; Ries et al., 
2009) have all been shown to have acceptable ICC values in dementia populations. 
While our data showed lower ICC for our walking test, Step Test and Functional 
Reach than has been shown previously, Bland-Altman plots demonstrated their 
applicability at the group level. Low TEM values could be a function of the lower 
cognitive processing ability of the participants within this study. Our findings are 
consistent with previous research that unacceptable levels of absolute reliability limit 
the individual applicability of these measures in this population (Blankevoort et al., 
2013; Ries et al., 2009; Suttanon et al., 2011) .  
Part of this study was to qualitatively evaluate the ability of participants to 
comprehend and complete the measures prescribed. The ability of participants to 
complete the tasks was compromised by their inability to comprehend or maintain 
attention throughout, or require physical assistance to successfully complete the 
task. As consistent with previous research, participants needed constant cueing to 
remind them of the task, extra prompts to be able to comprehend the task or physical 
assistance (i.e. using the arms of a chair to stand or help from the researchers in 
ambulating) (Blankevoort et al., 2013; van Iersel et al., 2007). This has severe 
implications for the reliability and validity of measures. Hauer and Oster (2008) 
outlined similar difficulties of working within this population and have stated 
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previously that acceptable relative reliability does not guarantee measure 
appropriateness. This is further evidenced by our lack of acceptable absolute 
reliability, the practicalities of which undermine the validity of the measures. 
Therefore, drawing any form of meaningful conclusion or comparison is difficult from 
using the SPPB or BOOMER tools and implies a paradigm shift away from protocol 
driven measures may be necessary if an accurate assessment of physical function in 
older adults with dementia is to be achieved…   
There are several limitations to the present study. First is the sample size, which 
reduces the statistical power of the analyses. However, as a pilot, the study that 
mirrored sample sizes from recent exercise intervention trials among adults with 
dementia (Santana-Sosa, Barriopedro, Lopez-Mojares, Perez, & Lucia, 2008). 
Another limitation to this pilot is the aforementioned deviations to protocol. Hauer 
and Oster (2008) suggested that levels of reliability may be more a function of 
additional prompts and continuous cueing than the actual measure itself. Finally, 
data was not collected on level of dementia (MMSE score or equivalent) and 
aetiology of disease and, therefore, were not controlled for. While not crucial to the 
current investigation, it is entirely plausible that both these factors may affect the 
relative and absolute reliability.  
This study adds further weight of evidence of the difficulties of measuring physical 
function in adults with dementia and establishes the inappropriateness of two 
common measurement batteries of physical function. This is due to low levels of 
absolute reliability and high variance at the individual level. These measurement 
batteries, perhaps, are better employed in group comparisons, but caution must be 
extended at an individual level. Dementia should not preclude older adults from 
participation in interventions to improve physical function. However, we suggest that 
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future research investigate other assessment methods and that the use of IRT might 
be an applicable and useful alternative.   
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3.00 CHAPTER THREE 
3.01 METHODOLOGY 
The concept of measurement is one fundamental to scientific endeavour; the two are 
synonymous. Intuitively, measurement seems simple. However, the reality is not 
quite so. This is because there are very few things that can be measure directly.  
When looking closely, even measuring someone’s height is a complicated 
procedure. Several questions arise immediately: What do we measure height with? 
How do know this is a measure of height? How can we interpret what we measure? 
How do we know it is an accurate measure? Temperature is another common 
example of the problem of measurement. Temperature is measured using a 
thermometer; which is a vacuum chamber filled with mercury. As the temperature 
increases, the properties of the mercury also change and the height of mercury 
within the chamber increases. A particular height of mercury is equivalent to specific 
ambient temperatures. However, it is not temperature that is being measured 
directly, instead the presence or absent of heat. The question of measurement 
should not be taken for granted. 
Measurement becomes a little more complicated when the construct that needs to 
be measured is not directly observable. Examples of this are IQ, mood or emotional 
intelligence. How do we measure something that cannot be directly observed? The 
field of psychology has termed the phenomenon of interest a ‘construct’ (Rowe & 
Mahar, 2006), which is essentially a hypothetical variable. It does not exist, rather it 
is defined for a particular purpose. If we return to the examples provided, 
intelligence, despite our familiarity with it, does not exist as a physical entity. It has 
been constructed and defined from expert opinion and measurement on what can be 
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measured (Spearman, 1904). It is a hypothetical construct, although a very well 
accepted hypothetical construct. Humans do not contain a certain level of 
intelligence, like fluid in a jar. Rather, an individual’s intelligence is inferred from 
responses to an assessment item (Furr & Bacharach, 2008). Psychologists have 
long been the experts in the field of measurement (Embretson & Reise, 2000). 
However, this does not mean the basic sciences have nothing to learn from the 
wealth of work in this area. After all, temperature is a construction of scientists to 
quantify the amount of heat that exists. Scientists examined the phenomenon of heat 
and its properties, its relationship to other variables (pressure, density) and 
developed a method to measure this quantity of heat and defined this construct as 
temperature.  
For this reason, the development of measurement tools that can accurately and 
reliably infer and directly relate to the underlying ‘construct’ is a necessary 
endeavour (Rowe & Mahar, 2006). In returning to the example of temperature, it 
cannot be measured directly. Rather, the thermometer was developed, to measure 
the height of mercury in the tube, whereby heat affects the pressure of the mercury 
inside the tube and from this temperature can be inferred. In this case, temperature 
is the ‘construct’ of interest and the thermometer is the developed tool. There are two 
pivotal questions regarding this method of measuring temperature. Firstly, is this a 
valid method of measuring temperature? Secondly, is this a reliable method of 
measuring temperature? The concept of validity would inform the question, is this 
tool (thermometer) a useful and meaningful test of this construct (temperature)? The 
concept of reliability would inform the question, is this tool (thermometer) consistently 
measuring this construct (temperature)? 
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This thesis will examine the construct of physical function. Similarly to the 
aforementioned constructs, it does not exist. However, health professionals have 
created a suite of measurement tools to infer an individual’s ability to physically 
complete everyday tasks. An individual with high levels of physical function could 
complete a wide variety of these tasks. Whereas, an individual with low levels may 
need assistance with many, if not all, everyday tasks. It is possible to measure 
physical function by several methods, but all measure very similar constructs. 
Throughout the last 50 years, two major paths of thought have been developed to 
answer these questions. The older, classical approach to measurement is Test 
Score Theory, or more commonly known as CTT, whereas the modern approach, 
Latent Trait Theory, was developed by Lord (1980) and Rasch (1980), predominantly 
IRT and the Rasch Model respectively. While fields of psychology have long moved 
on from CTT, the field of Allied Health and exercise science has continued to use the 
CTT approach, despite numerous advantages to alternate approaches (Embretson & 
Reise, 2000).  
This chapter will explore these two measurement theories and their applicability to 
this thesis, inclusive of an exploration of the concept of reliability, as it is foundational 
in CTT. A brief rationale will also be provided of the chosen methodology, inclusive 
of chosen theoretical framework of measurement. Largely, this thesis is grounded in 
an initial theoretical standpoint, which informs the practical conceptualisation of the 
project to be undertaken (Engelhard Jr, 2013). As such, a discussion regarding two 
traditional approaches to measurement will be made.  
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3.02 MEASUREMENT THEORY 
CTT has its’ developmental roots in the early work of Spearman (1904) in his work of 
measuring general intelligence, and has been the most dominant theory throughout 
the last 80 years (Kline, 2005). CTT is considered to be the founding theory in the 
Test-Score tradition of measurement and essentially estimates the latent trait being 
measured by the total test score. It is considered a linear model of latent trait 
measurement. While total test scores are used to estimate the underlying construct, 
CTT is largely concerned with quantifying the amount and sources of error within 
measurement (DeVellis, 2006).  
Idealistically, the measurement of a psychological construct would accurately reflect 
the true score of that respective construct (Raykov & Marcoulides, 2011). 
Realistically, however, there will always be errors present, which inevitably affect 
measurement. There are two main sources of error: systematic error; errors with the 
measurement tool itself and can be controlled for (Raykov & Marcoulides, 2011) and 
random error; errors from unknown, unpredictable sources (Raykov & Marcoulides, 
2011). Under CTT, an observed (or measured) score is a combination of the “true 
score” of the participant and the amount of error in the measurement. This is the 
fundamental assumption of CTT and can be expressed by the equation in Equation 
2.  
 =     
EQUATION 2: TRUE SCORE EQUATION (RAYKOV & MARCOULIDES, 2011). WHERE X IS THE OBSERVED SCORE, T IS 
THE TOTAL SCORE AND E EQUALS A PARTICULAR AMOUNT OF ERROR 
Determining someone’s true score would be as simple as determining how much 
error is present within a particular observation. However, this is much easier said 
than done. While systematic error is consistent and can be accounted for, the 
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unpredictable nature of random error lends itself to differences in error scores, which 
is termed error variance. If the error present is truly random, then two assumptions 
can be made: The distribution of the error will be statistically normal and, as such, 
the error will have a zero-average (DeVellis, 2006). Therefore, for an individual with 
infinite test administrations, the mean observed score, X, will equate to the true 
score, T, of the participant. However, not only is this method impractical, it would be 
incredibly time consuming.  However, it was hypothesised, as DeVellis (2006) 
records, when measuring infinite people on a single administration of a test would 
yield the same results as a single participant on infinite administrations of that same 
test (Raykov & Marcoulides, 2011).  
As such, the reliability of a measure is paramount in CTT, as it is impossible to not 
have error; minimising error variance means differences in the observed score 
accurately reflect differences in the true score of that person (Kline, 2005). CTT has 
several advantages. First, it is simple, easy to understand and is used widely 
throughout both clinical and research applications. This essentially means 
interpretation of tests results is easy and straight forward. Psychometric evaluation of 
measurement instruments is also fairly straight forward as standard statistic software 
packages, such as SPSS are able to analyse tests in CTT. Finally, for tests that are 
unreliable, a longer version of the test can be developed and employed to achieve 
satisfactory reliability (Embretson & Reise, 2000).  
There also exist several disadvantages to CTT. Namely, the statistical analysis is 
population and test specific (Embretson & Reise, 2000). It is also necessary for test 
measurements to be parallel to allow for adequate comparisons to be made. This 
means that psychometric analyses are only generalizable within the specific setting 
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in which they are assessed (Embretson & Reise, 2000). Another disadvantage is that 
identical forms must be used, in order to accurately compare between test occasions 
or populations (Furr & Bacharach, 2008). Finally, examinee characteristics and test 
characteristics cannot be separated and must be interpreted in the context they exist 
(Embretson & Reise, 2000).  
A modern approach to measurement has been developed. Instead of a main 
objective to locate and quantify error in order to correct for it, Test Scaling tradition 
was developed within educational settings to quantify student ability and focusses on 
the pattern of responses on an assessment form (Embretson & Reise, 2000). Test 
scaling tradition has its’ origins in late 19th Century psychophysics (Engelhard Jr, 
2013), and while a lot of the early theoretical development was made by  Thorndike 
(1913) and Thurstone (1926), IRT, as is understood by modern measurement 
theorists, was developed by Birnbaum (1958)  and Rasch (1980). Other key figures 
in the application of theory to practice of IRT are: Lord (1980) and Wright (1977). If 
readers are interested in the early development of the scaling tradition, they should 
read the respective authors, or Engelhard Jr (2013) contains a brief overview of the 
early contributions of the aforementioned psychometricians. While other theories 
exist, Birbaum’s IRT model (Birnbaum, 1958) and Rasch’s Rasch Model (Rasch, 
1980) are the most dominant theories used by modern measurement theorists, 
particularly within the fields of Psychology and Education. While not widely used 
within health sciences fields, IRT has many significant advantages over CTT (Zhu, 
2006). These are: that the models are invariant, as such results are more 
generalizable to underrepresented populations (Engelhard Jr, 2013), mixed item 
formats yield optimal test scores (Embretson & Reise, 2000), the estimation of item 
parameters (Zhu, 2006) and the model does not rely on the psychometric property of 
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reliability (Zhu, 2006), rather, error is taken into account of item and person 
parameter estimation (Embretson & Reise, 2000). However, several disadvantages 
of an IRT model exist. These are: the complex, mathematical modelling underlying 
(Zhu, 2006), the stringent assumptions (Zhu, 2006), and  the sample size 
requirements, of the model (Suen, 1990). As a maximal likelihood logistic regression 
analysis underpins IRT, large samples sizes are required in order to accurately 
estimate item and person parameters (Suen, 1990).  
Measurement theorists would strongly argue that IRT, including the Rasch Models, 
has many distinct benefits over CTT (Zhu, 2006). Within the fields of Psychology and 
Education, CTT is largely considered out-dated (Engelhard Jr, 2013). Despite this, 
many in the health sciences have not utilised or even understood the benefits offered 
to them by IRT. This thesis will operate under a CTT framework predominantly. This 
is largely due to the sample size requirements of IRT, as the scope of this thesis was 
to examine physical function for people with dementia, the feasibility of conducting 
such a study within this candidature was considered low. Furthermore, several 
studies have not determined too much difference in outcomes from comparison of 
IRT and CTT approaches (Fan, 1998). However, in order to consider how IRT may 
be useful in this environment, a pilot investigation into model fit from an IRT 
approach will be conducted and included in a section on Future Work within the 
Discussion Chapter.   
3.03 THE CONCEPT OF VALIDITY 
This thesis will operate under the following definition of validity, as provided by Furr 
and Bacharach (2008, p 168); “…the degree to which evidence and theory support 
the interpretations of test scores entailed by its proposed uses”. This definition is 
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distinct as it intentionally focuses on two major aspects of validity, and is of 
preference to this thesis. These two aspects are: Supporting interpretations and the 
degree of evidence. The definition focusses on the interpretation of results from the 
tool and therefore, it is the interpretation which is said to be valid or invalid, rather 
than the tool itself (Rowe & Mahar, 2006). This is an important distinction, as tools 
should never be dismissed, rather its use and interpretations of results in particular 
situations and populations be avoided, if demonstrated invalid (Furr & Bacharach, 
2008). Secondly, the definition makes a distinction regarding how validity is 
classified. Validity is defined as the degree to which it conforms to the theory and 
evidence (Rowe & Mahar, 2006). It is not, and should not, be measured on a 
valid/invalid dichotomy. Rather, as Furr and Bacharach (2008) suggest, validity 
should be determined on a continuum of weak to strong evidence and tools selected 
for use should be based on the strength of evidence supporting the intended 
interpretations and use. Validity should be considered the most important issue 
psychometric issue, as it underpins the applicability and usefulness of any tool (Furr 
& Bacharach, 2008). Rowe and Mahar (2006) adds to this by suggesting that validity 
is an ever continual process, an assumption that requires constant assessing and re-
assessing. Historically, there are three types of validity: content, criterion and 
construct (Mokkink et al., 2010). However, more modern interpretations emphasise 
construct validity and its five domains (Furr & Bacharach, 2008).  These domains 
are: Internal structure, associations to other variables, response process, text 
context, and consequences of use.  
The relationship between age and physical function has long been of interest to 
allied health professionals, policy makers and care providers. However, what that 
‘physical function’ means, conceptually, to each of these professions could 
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potentially be different. While, there seems to be a wealth of research in the 
development and validation of tools that measure physical function, many of these 
tools have been developed for the cognitively sound in mind. Pilot data reveals that 
these tools are, perhaps, not directly translatable to a population of cognitively 
challenged individuals, specifically, people with dementia. However, many of these 
tools are continually being used in this population without any consideration for the 
applicability and validity of such measures. Henceforth, targeted strategies are 
needed in order to ensure that chosen tools measure what they claim to measure in 
a dementia specific population. 
3.04 STUDY DESIGN 
The nature of this thesis is a ground-up, theory driven approach. It lies outside the 
scope of this thesis to develop a measure and simply give clinicians or researchers 
another tool, modified or new.  Rather, this thesis aims to use measures that have 
already been validated for use (usually in a different population) and are currently at 
use in exercise-based interventions for people with dementia. This study forms a four 
stage, mixed methodology, doctoral thesis. Each stage attempts to answer a crucial 
question, which ultimately serves to comprehensively answer the overarching 
question: Are currently used measures of physical function in the exercise 
intervention literature valid and reliable for use in a dementia specific population? 
While this thesis predominantly positions itself in the CTT framework, future 
directions could potentially shift towards an IRT framework and a secondary analysis 




The primary stage is founded upon the question: What are the measures of physical 
function that are currently in use within the dementia exercise intervention literature? 
In order to answer this question a systematic review of the effectiveness of exercise 
on physical function for people with dementia was planned. This stage forms the 
basis of this doctoral thesis, in order to ascertain the breadth and depth of measures 
being used. This will also provide an opportunity to comment on the justification of 
outcome measurement used within these studies. While several recent systematic 
reviews on the effectiveness of exercise for cognitively impaired older adults exist 
(Burge, Kuhne, Berchtold, Maupetit, & von Gunten, 2012; Hauer et al., 2006; Heyn et 
al., 2004; Littbrand et al., 2011; Pitkala, Savikko, Poysti, Strandberg, & Laakkonen, 
2013; Suttanon et al., 2011; Van Uffelen, Chin A Paw, Hopman-Rock, & Van 
Mechelen, 2008), all had their limitations. Only four of these reviews were specific to 
a dementia diagnosis, two of these only examined the effect on activities of daily 
living (ADLs) (Burge et al., 2012), with this considered a too narrow scope of 
physical function in this population and one was not specific on physical exercise 
(Littbrand et al., 2011; Suttanon et al., 2011). One recent systematic review (Pitkala 
et al., 2013) examined the effects of exercise interventions on mobility and physical 
function in people with dementia. However, the systematic review within this thesis 
was more restrictive on dementia diagnosis (Pitkala et al., 2013), by excluding 
studies from the review if studies do not describe a valid dementia diagnosis. The 
protocol for this systematic review has been published elsewhere (Fox, Hodgkinson, 
& Parker, 2013). This stage can be considered a breadth search in identifying the 





The second stage was founded upon the question: What are the demonstrated 
psychometric properties of identified physical function measures for people with 
dementia? In order to answer this question, a second systematic review of literature 
was conducted on the psychometric viability of all measures identified in Stage One. 
Specifically, the psychometric properties of reliability (both relative and absolute) and 
validity (both content and construct) were reviewed, using a comprehensive checklist 
for psychometric properties – the Cosmin Checklist (Terwee et al., 2012). Literature 
was in dementia specific populations. Measures were marked for inclusion into the 
third stage of this study, due to their potential suitability and feasibility for people with 
dementia, as determined by the research team and the lack of psychometric 
evidence to date. Measurements with comprehensive psychometric analysis were 
excluded within the third phase of this study. A single test battery was developed to 
measure physical function. 
STAGE THREE 
The third stage was founded upon the question: How applicable are current 
measures of physical function in a population of people with dementia? Stage three 
utilised a seven day test-retest protocol to assess reliability of measures and 
qualitative video analysis to assess construct validity. Protocols for each identified 
measure were strictly adhered to. However, if deviations from standard protocol were 
required, this was coded as part of the video analysis. Variations in environmental 
conditions were minimised between testing locations to the best of ability of the 
assessors to ensure fair comparison between locations. Participants were closely 
monitored and adequate rest was provided to avoid over-exertion and adverse 
events occurring. Support staff were on hand during testing, in order to ensure 
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correct monitoring of participants without interference to test protocol (i.e. additional 
support which may be dis/advantageous to results). Data collection sheets provided 
adequate room to note any difficulties which arose during testing (ie participants not 
understanding/forgetting instructions or cue/s). All sessions were filmed using a 
commercial Go Pro camera. Video was recorded at a framerate of 30FPS and video 
quality was 720p.  Statistical analyses for absolute and relative reliability was 
conducted. Video analysis was conducted for six measures: grip strength, walk 
speed, functional reach, TUG, five chair stands and single chair stand and were 
coded against four criteria: Initial verbal instruction, task understanding, prompts, 
and task error. It was hypothesised that more complex items, compared to simple 
items, would results in a greater number of deviations from standard protocol. 
Previous literature had indicated that people with dementia had physical difficulty in 
completing items or comprehension difficulty in understanding what was required of 
the item (Blankevoort et al., 2013; Sterke, Huisman, van Beeck, Looman, & van der 
Cammen, 2010; Tappen et al., 1997). If the prevalence of sub optimal task execution 
was too great, it would be possible to conclude that such measures may not be valid 
measures of physical function for people with dementia.  
STAGE FOUR 
The final stage of this doctoral thesis was informed by the question: What does it 
mean for people with dementia to be ‘physically able’? In order to answer this 
question, a series of qualitative interviews with aged care staff was conducted. As 
previously mentioned, the applicability of measures of functional ability for people 
with dementia is rarely questioned, therefore the founding question of this stage 
must be asked. While these measures may be reliable, if they are not valid, the 
measures should not be used within this population. The semi-structured open-
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ended questions were guided by an interview schedule that listed key questions to 
be asked (Appendix One). This provided an opportunity for the participants to 
express how they think and feel about their experience in the unique challenges of 
working with populations of people with dementia, reflecting on the question of what 
it means for this population to be ‘physically able’ and the perceived necessity to 
measure the physical function of people with dementia.  
Reflective questions about family background were included so that the influence of 
these social institutions can be filtered. Interviews were electronically taped to record 
participants’ answers as fully as possible. The record of interviews were transcribed 
and systematically read by the lead investigator primarily, with assistance from the 
Supervisory Team. The data was imported into NVivo 10 to allow the information to 
be thematically coded, classified and organised into key themes. This process 
provided a sense of the relationships between the themes.  
Ideally, a definitional approach may be more natural as the primary stage of the 
measurement development (Rowe & Mahar, 2006). However, this thesis is 
intentional in its approach to this final stage, definitional approach to the overarching 
question. Reliability is crucial evidence in the validity examination of measures, as 
reliable measures can be invalid, but unreliable measures cannot be valid. 
Therefore, if measures do not show acceptable levels of absolute and relative 
reliability, new measures can be developed beginning with the definitional stage just 
described. If measures are demonstrably reliable, then the definitional stage can 
attempt to include missing items and exclude irrelevant items. 
The four stages to this thesis are represented in Figure 4 which visually 
demonstrates the relationship between the overarching question, the questions 
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respective to each stage and the targeted method to attempt to answer these 
questions. This diagram is repeated throughout the thesis, in order to orientate the 
reader to the respective stage and link in each paper presented within the thesis. 
Combined with a pre-amble and epilogue to bookend the papers presented within 
this thesis and connect each study into its respective question.  
 
FIGURE 4: VISUALISATION OF STUDY DESIGN 
FUTURE WORK 
As previously asserted, the fundamental assumptions of IRT were assessed ultilising 
data from Stage Three, as a pilot study for future work in this area. Due to the 
sample size requirements for accurate item and person estimation and some major 
unanswered questions present regarding current measurement tools, this approach 
did not underlie the entire thesis. However, it may provide an insight into where 





• Forty older adults (>65yrs of age) living in residential aged care (RAC) facilities 
(RACFs) with a medical diagnosis of dementia. 
Participants in Stage Three were recruited from Blue Care RACFs in five major 
population centres in Queensland. These locations included both urban centres 
(Brisbane, Gold Coast, Sunshine Coast, Ipswich) and regional centres 
(Rockhampton and Gladstone) as defined by the Australian Statistical Geography 
Standard (ASGS) Remoteness Structure.  
Inclusion criteria were: Low and high care RACF residents aged 65 years or older, 
with a medical diagnosis of dementia. Exclusion criteria will include clients with end 
stage palliative or terminal illness, behavioural problem(s) that will endanger the 
researchers or participant during participation, and/or those who use wheelchairs or 
are bed-bound.  
A sample size of 40 was based on a sample size suggested for reliability studies. 
Two methods have been suggested for estimating ICC (Bonett, 2002; Donner & 
Eliasziw, 1987; Giraudeau & Mary, 2001; Zou, 2012). One is based on predicted 
value and ideal values of ICC, and rejecting the null hypothesis (p>0.05). The null 
hypothesis (H0) set for this study is an ICC = 0.71 (50% coefficient of determination), 
with an anticipated ideal ICC (p1) equal to 0.90, with two observations per 
participant. Donner and Eliasziw (1987) reported power contours to estimate 
required sample size. No single power contour matches these stated values exactly. 
However, an estimate at H0 = 0.6 and p1 = 0.8 estimated a sample size between 30 – 
35 participants, no further accuracy could be achieved by a greater sample size and 
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trends towards fewer participants for greater values of p1. At H0 = 0.80 and p1 = 0.90, 
a similar sample size was calculated, with no greater power from additional 
participants. A second method was devised by Zou (2012), with particular 
consideration for precision of ICC estimate, indicated by the width of the CI.   
Zou (2012) ran equations through a simulation 10,000 times and calculated 
assurance as probability that CI contained. Also calculated was the coverage of CI of 
results from the simulation, which is synonymous with α = 0.95. At H0 = 0.80, a CI 
half-width (CI1) = 0.15 and at an 80% assurance of achieving the desired CI, the 
sample size was estimated at n = 35. If CI1is reduced to 0.10, estimated sample size 
was estimated at n = 69, which recruitment within this study is considered unrealistic 
without additional back-fill funding for staff. If, alternatively, assurance is increased to 
90%, sample size is estimated at n=41. Our preference is, by this method, to set H0 = 
0.80, CI1= 0.15, to an 80% assurance. This means that for 35 participants, there is 
an 80% probability that the true point estimate of ICC is located between 0.65 and 
0.95 and that 95% of all estimates are covered by this CI. This value is ideal as it 
best incorporates our initial, acceptable point estimate of ICC = 0.71. 
STAGE FOUR 
• Twelve clinicians (allied health and care staff)  
Clinicians working with people with dementia were recruited from care facilities 
already participating in Stage Three. Twelve interviews are considered a large 




3.07 STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Quantitative data were entered into SPSS 22 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) for 
reporting and analysis. All outcome measures underwent tests for internal 
(cronbach’s alpha) reliability and relative (ICC) and absolute (SEM, (MDC and Bland-
Altman plots) reliability on test-retest data. Content validity will arise (in part) from the 
systematic review of literature and by interviews of staff within dementia populations. 
Construct Validity will be evaluated by video analysis of the deviations from standard 
protocol.  Statistical significance will be assumed at 95% confidence interval (p<0.05) 
on two tailed tests. To avoid spurious associations, all statistical analyses have been 
predefined for each outcome measure (a priori). The effect of missing data will be 
investigated by standard measures of imputation.  
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4.00 CHAPTER FOUR 
4.01 INTRODUCTION 
The following chapter culminates the results from individual studies completed within 
this thesis. For consistency, as some studies have been published and others are 
being prepared for publication, each study has been written up as an individual 
paper and included within the relevant stage of this thesis. Each study tells its own 
story, and is preceded by a preamble and followed by an epilogue that connects it to 
the thesis as large. These will detail how the results and conclusions drawn from 
each study answer the question for the respective stage and how the following stage 
is informed by these findings. In order to remind the reader of the stage and its 
respective question, the visualisation of the thesis structure has been provided and 
the respective stage highlighted. Introductions from publications have been partially 
redacted to avoid repetitive content. All abstracts, declarations of conflicts of interest 
and acknowledgements have also been redacted as this is often repeated across 
studies and available within the preliminary pages of the thesis. References lists of 
individual studies have been redacted and a full reference list can be located at the 
summation of the thesis.    
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4.02 STAGE ONE 
Preamble 
The overarching question to Stage One was: What measures are currently used 
within the exercise science literature? In order to answer this question, a systematic 
review of literature was conducted. This would provide the opportunity to survey the 
different measurement tools used to assess physical function, as well as, the 
justification for use of these tools within selected studies. While the pilot study was 
useful to determine the feasibility and need for this research, the systematic literature 
review was designed to capture the actual use of measurement tools within the 
exercise science literature. In order for this thesis to be as influential as possible on 
practice and policy, it was seen as necessary to assess measures that are already 
commonly used and well accepted within the literature. For the familiarity of the 
reader, Figure 5 is the visual representation of this thesis, specifically outlining the 
current stage. This article is under consideration at the Journal of Aging and Physical 
Activity.  
  




The overarching aim of this systematic literature review was to establish whether 
exercise has the potential to improve physical function in people with diagnosed 
dementia. Previous systematic reviews in this area have significant methodological 
shortcomings that warrant this current review. These shortcomings include a non-
specific diagnosis of dementia, including studies on mild cognitive impairment (MCI), 
which should be considered a separate medical entity, as well as a non-specific 
definition of exercise. While general physical activity is not without benefits, the 
repetitive and structured nature of exercise allows for discreet bouts of activity, the 
examination of a potential dose-response relationship of exercise and the 
recommendation of frequency, intensity, type and time of exercise for people with 
dementia. This review will use the ACSM definition of exercise as “a type of physical 
activity consisting of planned, structured, and repetitive bodily movement done to 
improve and/or maintain one or more components of physical fitness” (American 
College of Sports Medicine, 2010).  
Methods 
Inclusion Criteria 
A search strategy (Fox, Hodgkinson, et al., 2013) was developed to identify 
experimental studies examining the effect of exercise on physical function outcomes 
for people with dementia. Inclusion criteria were: randomised controlled, non-
randomised or quasi-experimental study designs, a confirmation of prevailing 
dementia diagnosis, regardless of aetiology, and an exercise intervention strategy, 
as per ACSM’s definition (American College of Sports Medicine, 2010), with a 
predominant purpose to improve cardiovascular fitness, muscular fitness or both, 
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and measured physical function with performance based outcome measurement 
tools. Exclusion criteria were: cohort, case-control, observational or cross-sectional 
study designs, dementia diagnosis established off unacceptable methods (i.e. MMSE 
scores alone), intervention strategies that were predominantly neuromuscular (i.e. 
balance specific strategies) or education strategies and outcome measurement tools 
that were proxy rated questionnaires.  
Search Strategy 
The search strategy aimed to identify published and non-published literature 
answering the overarching question. The following databases were searched for 
published literature: MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, ISI Web of Science. For non-
published literature, ALOIS (Cochrane Dementia and Cognitive Impairment Group), 
Google Scholar, Proquest (Theses and Dissertations) and national and international 
Alzheimer’s associations’ websites were also searched. Keywords included: 
“dementia” OR “alzheimer’s disease” OR “cognitive impairment”, AND “exercise” OR 
“physical activity” AND “training” OR “intervention” AND “older adults” OR “geriatric” 
OR “elderly”. Literature published in English and after 1990 were the focus of this 
review. Reference lists of identified articles were searched to identify any articles 
missed by the developed search strategy.  
Assessment of Methodological Quality 
Standardised forms from the JBI MASTARI tool were used to assess the 
methodological quality of included studies (Appendix Two). Blinding to treatment 
protocol was not applicable to any study within this review and was removed as a 
criterion for methodological quality. If a study satisfactorily met seven or more criteria 
it was rated as ‘high’ quality, if a study met between four and seven criteria it was 
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rated as ‘moderate’ quality and below four, it was rated as ‘low’ quality. Studies were 
assessed by two individual reviewers independently, before conference to settle any 
differences in rating studies.  
Meta-Analysis and Statistical Analysis 
Quantitative meta-analysis was conducted with REVMAN 5.2 ("Review Manager 
(RevMan)," 2012). Data was pooled and assessed for heterogeneity, with common 
methods of χ2 with a 95% CI. If heterogeneity was present, a test for overall effect 
was conducted within a random effects model (REM), which accounts for 
heterogeneity within the model, and a standardised mean difference (SMD) ± 95% 
CI was calculated. Sensitivity analyses were also conducted to minimise levels of 
heterogeneity and establish homogeneity between studies. If homogeneity was 
established (p>0.05 for χ2 test), a SMD was calculated within a fixed effect model 
(FEM). Sub-group analyses, used to identify sources of heterogeneity, was also 
conducted for: study quality, exercise type and outcome measurement domain.  
Results 
Included Studies 
Within a larger systematic review examining the effects of exercise on cognitive 
function, physical function, physical activity levels and quality of life for older adults 
with dementia, seventeen articles were identified by the search strategy. Specific to 
this review, twelve studies examined physical function, using measurement tools that 






Participants recruited in the included studies equated to 626. A total of 76 
participants dropped out of the studies (12.1%). There were more females (N = 354) 
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FIGURE 6: MODIFIED FLOWCHART OF INCLUDED ARTICLES FROM FOX ET AL. (FOX, HODGKINSON, & PARKER, 
2014), INCLUDING DATABASE SOURCE OF ARTICLES. A FURTHER 822 ARTICLES IDENTIFIED BY GOOGLE SCHOLAR, 
PRO-QUEST AND ALOIS.  
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than males (N = 123), with 149 (23.8%) unidentified with respect to gender. Mean 
age for all included studies was 82.5 ± 4.8 years (yrs) and a mean MMSE score of 
13.6 ± 4.9 revealed a moderately cognitively impaired sample. A variety of diagnostic 
techniques were used to confirm dementia.  Three studies used the National Institute 
of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke and the Alzheimer’s 
Disease and Related Disorders Association (NINCDS/ADRDA) for Alzheimer’s 
disease (Roach, Tappen, Kirk-Sanchez, Williams, & Loewenstein, 2011; Y. Rolland 
et al., 2007; Santana-Sosa et al., 2008), two studies used the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 4th Edition (DSM-IV) (Garuffi et al., 2013; 
Kemoun et al., 2010), one study used the Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) 
(Venturelli, Scarsini, & Schena, 2011), three studies relied on medical diagnosis 
(Cott, Dawson, Sidani, & Wells, 2002; Kwak, Um, Son, & Kim, 2008; Tappen, Roach, 
Applegate, & Stowell, 2000), one study used the International Classification of 
Diseases 10th Edition (ICD-10) (Christofoletti et al., 2008), one study used a 
combination of the DSM-IV and CDR (Coelho et al., 2013) and one study used both 
the CERAD and Trial making test (Hauer et al., 2012). MMSE scores were used as 
secondary criteria for dementia diagnosis (Christofoletti et al., 2008; Cott et al., 2002; 
Kemoun et al., 2010; Tappen et al., 2000).  Three hundred and twenty-two 
participants were assigned to an exercise intervention (51.4%), which had a drop-out 
rate of 11.1% (N = 36). The exercise group had more females (N = 179), compared 
with males (N = 65), with 78 participants (11.1%) unidentified with respect to gender. 
Mean age for the exercise group was 82.3 ± 5.1 yrs and mean MMSE score was 
13.7 ± 5.2. The remaining 304 participants (48.6%) were assigned to usual care, or a 
comparative control group. Drop-out rate was 13.2% (N = 40). The control group had 
more females (N = 175) than males (N = 58), with 71 (23.4%) participants 
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unidentified with respect to gender. Mean age for the control group was 82.8 ± 4.7 
yrs and mean MMSE score was 13.4 ± 4.8.  
Intervention Strategies 
Exercise intervention strategies were varied across studies. However, these can be 
broadly considered aerobic, resistance or multi-modal in principle. In summary, 
exercise programs range from 12 to 52 weeks, completing an average of 3.3 ± 1.1 
sessions.week-1 for an average of 59.0 ± 34.5 minutes.session-1.  
Outcome Measures 
The measurement tools to assess physical function were highly varied across 
studies. In order to assess mobility, the following measurement protocols were used: 
1) 2min walk test (Cott et al., 2002),  
2) walk speed (Coelho et al., 2013; Garuffi et al., 2013; Kemoun et al., 2010; Y. 
Rolland et al., 2007), 
3) house moving (MH) (Garuffi et al., 2013),  
4) gait parameters, including;  
a. stride length (Coelho et al., 2013; Hauer et al., 2012; Kemoun et al., 
2010),  
b. cadence (Coelho et al., 2013; Hauer et al., 2012),  
c. double limb support time (DLST) (Kemoun et al., 2010),  
5) timed up and go (TUG) (Christofoletti et al., 2008; Hauer et al., 2012; Y. 
Rolland et al., 2007),  
6) ACSM protocol for agility (Kwak et al., 2008), and 
7) and dual task walk speed, cadence and stride length (Coelho et al., 2013). 
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To assess balance: 
1) BERG balance scale (Christofoletti et al., 2008), and 
2) and ACSM balance protocol (Kwak et al., 2008). 
To assess flexibility: 
1) Back scratch protocol (Santana-Sosa et al., 2008), and 
2) and chair sit and reach (Kwak et al., 2008; Santana-Sosa et al., 2008). 
To assess cardiovascular fitness: 
1) 2 minute step test (Santana-Sosa et al., 2008), and 
2) and the 6min walk test (Kwak et al., 2008; Roach et al., 2011; Tappen et al., 
2000; Venturelli et al., 2011). 
To assess strength: 
1) Leg press 1 repetition maximum (1RM) (Hauer et al., 2012),  
2) grip strength (Hauer et al., 2012; Kwak et al., 2008), 
3) 5 chair stands (Hauer et al., 2012),  
4) 30sec chair stands (Kwak et al., 2008; Santana-Sosa et al., 2008), 
5) arm curl test (Santana-Sosa et al., 2008), 
6) stair climbs (Garuffi et al., 2013),  and 
7) and time stand up from floor (Garuffi et al., 2013).   
Additionally, the following measures were also included: 
1) POMA (Hauer et al., 2012; Santana-Sosa et al., 2008) which measures both 




Overall, the methodological quality of included studies was poor. Three of the 12 
studies were rated as high quality, meeting at least seven of the JBI MASTARI 
standardised form, this included one study which satisfactorily met all nine criteria 
(Hauer et al., 2012). Another two studies were rated as moderate, meeting at least 
four, but no more than six criteria. The remaining seven studies were rated as poor, 
satisfying less than four criteria, with one study satisfactorily meeting none of the 
criteria.  
Meta-Analysis 
Twelve studies were pooled using REVMAN 5.2 ("Review Manager (RevMan)," 
2012), and revealed significant heterogeneity across included studies (τ² = 0.5; χ² = 
292.1, df = 46, p< 0.01; I² = 84%). Therefore, a random effects model was used to 
assess the overall effect of exercise on physical function. This demonstrated a 
significant, beneficial effect of exercise (Z = 8.5 p< 0.01), with a SMD = 1.0 ± 0.2. A 




FIGURE 7: FOREST PLOT OF ALL OUTCOMES FROM INCLUDED STUDIES. 
In order to isolate any potential sources of bias, several sensitivity and sub-group 
analyses were completed. An initial sensitivity analysis to remove studies with 
multiple outcome measures within the analysis. The primary purpose was to 
eliminate non-independent results. This would also reduce the effect of an artificially 
inflated sample size and chance of type one error failed to establish homogeneity 
with the sample (Tau² = 0.4; Chi² = 55.4, df = 11, p < 0.01, I² = 80%). Another 
sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine if any combination of outcome 
measures could establish homogeneity within the sample. After removal of four 
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studies (Christofoletti et al., 2008; Santana-Sosa et al., 2008; Tappen et al., 2000; 
Venturelli et al., 2011), Leg Press and Grip strength items from Hauer et al. (Hauer 
et al., 2012), walk speed from Kemoun et al. (Kemoun et al., 2010), and the ACSM 
balance and agility items, sit and reach and 6min walk test from  Kwak et al. (2008) 
homogeneity was established  (χ² = 39.5, df = 27, p = 0.06, I² = 32%). Within a fixed 
effect model, a significant, positive beneficial effect of exercise was calculated within 
a FEM (SMD = 0.55 ± 0.09, Z = 11.62, p<0.01).  
In order to identify potential sources of bias, several sub-group analysis were 
conducted. Analysis on high quality studies failed to remove significant heterogeneity 
(τ² = 2.8; χ² = 124.7, df = 5 P< 0.01, I² = 96%). A sub-group analysis for exercise 
type was also conducted. Significant heterogeneity (p<0.01) existed for multi-modal 
exercise studies (I2 = 93%), aerobic (I2 = 73%) and resistance (I2 = 62%) training 
studies. After removal of two studies (Christofoletti et al., 2008; Kwak et al., 2008) 
from the multi-modal group, homogeneity was established (χ² = 8.4, df = 5, p = 0.13, 
I² = 41%), revealing a significant beneficial effect, within a FEM of multi-modal 
exercise for people with dementia (SMD = 0.3 ± 0.2, Z = 2.4, p = 0.02). After 
removing one study (Venturelli et al., 2011) from the aerobic group, homogeneity 
was established (χ² = 5.74, df = 4, p = 0.22, I² = 30%) revealing a significant, positive 
benefit of aerobic exercise, within a FEM, for people with dementia (SMD = 0.6 ± 0.3, 
Z = 4.2, p <0.01). Finally, after removing one study (Santana-Sosa et al., 2008), and 
1RM leg press from Hauer et al. (Hauer et al., 2012) homogeneity was established 
(χ² = 22.1, df = 14, p = 0.08, I² = 37%), revealing significant positive benefits of 
resistance training, within a FEM, for people with dementia (SMD = 0.6 ± 0.1, Z = 




FIGURE 8: FOREST PLOT OF MOBILITY ITEMS FROM INCLUDED STUDIES. 
Finally, a sub-group analysis on the domains of physical function; mobility, strength, 
balance, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness, was conducted. Heterogeneity was 
present in all analyses (P<0.01), with I2 values ranging between 76-95% across the 
listed domains. Within the mobility domain, removing two studies (Christofoletti et al., 
2008; Kwak et al., 2008) and the walk speed item from Kemoun et al. (Kemoun et 
al., 2010) homogeneity was established (χ² = 27.6, df = 18, p = 0.07, I² = 35%) and 
revealed that within a FEM, exercise was beneficial on the mobility of people with 
dementia (SMD = 0.5 ± 0.1, Z = 8.9, p<0.01). A forest plot for mobility items is 
available in Figure 8. 
Within the strength domain, removal of one study (Garuffi et al., 2013) and the grip 
strength item from Hauer et al. (Hauer et al., 2012) homogeneity was established (χ 
i² = 8.5, df = 5 (P = 0.13); I² = 41%), revealing that within a FEM, exercise was 
significantly beneficial for the strength of older adults with dementia (SMD = 0.8 ± 




FIGURE 9: FOREST PLOT OF STRENGTH ITEMS FROM INCLUDED STUDIES. 
 Within the balance domain, homogeneity could not be established (τ² = 4.0; χ² = 
41.7, df = 2, p< 0.01, I² = 95%). Using a random effects model (REM), which 
accounts for the presence of heterogeneity within the studies, results indicated the 
beneficial effect of exercise on the balance of older adults with dementia (SMD = 2.7 
± 2.3, Z = 2.3, p<0.05). A forest plot for balance items is available in Figure 10.  
 
FIGURE 10: FOREST PLOT OF BALANCE ITEMS FROM INCLUDED STUDIES. 
 Within the flexibility domain, removal of one study (Kwak et al., 2008) and 
homogeneity was established (χ² = 1.9, df = 2, p = 0.39, I² = 0%), revealing within a 
FEM effect no effect of exercise on flexibility for older adults with dementia (SMD = -




FIGURE 11: FOREST PLOT OF FLEXIBILITY ITEMS FROM INCLUDED STUDIES. 
 Within the cardiovascular fitness domain, removal of two studies(Kwak et al., 2008; 
Venturelli et al., 2011) established homogeneity within the sample (χ² = 0.5, df = 2, p 
= 0.77, I² = 0%), revealing within a FEM no significant effect of exercise on 
cardiovascular fitness for older adults with dementia (SMD = 0.3 ± 0.4, Z = 1.8, 
p>0.05). A forest plot is available in Figure 12. 
 
FIGURE 12: FOREST PLOT OF CARDIOVASCULAR FITNESS ITEMS FROM INCLUDED STUDIES. 
 A full table of results is available in Appendix II.  
Discussion 
The weight of evidence suggests that exercise is beneficial to physical function of 
people with dementia. Despite significant heterogeneity present between study 
results, removal of specific studies in sensitivity analysis established homogeneity 
(p>0.05), and a test for overall effect was conducted within a FEM. This revealed a 
SMD of 0.55 ± 0.09 (Z = 11.6, p<0.05). All three training modalities within this review 
were also shown to have significant, beneficial effects on physical function outcome 
measures. Sub-group analyses revealed that exercise had a beneficial effect on 
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mobility, balance and strength, but no effect was found for flexibility and 
cardiovascular fitness. This review supports the notion that exercise is beneficial for 
people with dementia and that exercise should be considered a part of the life of any 
person with dementia. This review aligns with the findings from Heyn et al. (2004) 
that exercise has a beneficial effect on the physical function of people with dementia. 
This current review updates the findings from Heyn et al. (2004), including 10 articles 
published after the former review and limits it’s studies specific to dementia. 
Study quality within this review was mixed. A lack of clear information available 
within studies prevented studies being rated as high quality. Of most concern was 
the criterion related to withdrawals described and included within the analysis, 
whereby only one study satisfactorily met this criterion (Y. Rolland et al., 2007). Four 
studies (Coelho et al., 2013; Garuffi et al., 2013; Kwak et al., 2008; Santana-Sosa et 
al., 2008) did not indicate any withdrawals from their study, but this was not clear as 
to whether withdrawals had been ignored, or if, in fact, every individual recruited 
successfully completed the study protocol. A further seven studies (Christofoletti et 
al., 2008; Cott et al., 2002; Hauer et al., 2012; Kemoun et al., 2010; Roach et al., 
2011; Tappen et al., 2000; Venturelli et al., 2011) only included those that finished 
the study in statistical analysis, with no indication of an intention to treat analysis. 
Hauer et al. (2006) completed a systematic review in cognitively impaired individuals, 
and reported that eight out of eleven studies only reported MMSE scores with no 
specific diagnosis of dementia. This current review only reviewed studies with a 
reported diagnosis of dementia. Only three studies (Cott et al., 2002; Kwak et al., 
2008; Tappen et al., 2000) relied on reported physician or medical diagnosis, the 
remaining studies had confirmed diagnosis, with methods ranged across several 
validated criteria (NINCDS/ADRDA, DSM-IV, CDR). Additionally, all twelve studies 
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reported MMSE scores for level of cognitive impairment. This is an important 
consideration as level of cognitive impairment, as measured by MMSE does not 
equate to a dementia diagnosis. This sets this review apart from previous attempts to 
analyse the evidence for exercise and has greater ability to understand the evidence 
and make recommendations regarding exercise for people with dementia.  
Despite the demonstrated benefits of exercise, due to the wide ranging intervention 
strategies specific recommendations regarding exercise prescription for people with 
dementia are difficult. With regards to frequency of exercise, studies ranged between 
2-5 times per week. Previous recommendation for older adults was five times per 
week (American College of Sports Medicine, 2010). With the level of evidence within 
this review it is not possible to demonstrate that more frequent exercise was 
beneficial than less frequent, yet there is no evidence to suggest modifying the 
current recommendations for older adults. Intensity was not well reported across 
studies. Only two aerobic studies (Kemoun et al., 2010; Kwak et al., 2008) and two 
resistance studies (Garuffi et al., 2013; Hauer et al., 2012) reported specific intensity 
used within studies. This included use of cardiac reserve (Kemoun et al., 2010), VO2 
Max (Kwak et al., 2008), 1RM (Hauer et al., 2012) and 20RM(Garuffi et al., 2013). 
Other studies reported that intensity was increased across the study period, but no 
specific details provided. No recommendations can be made regarding the intensity 
of exercise for people with dementia (Coelho et al., 2013; Y. Rolland et al., 2007). 
Recommendations regarding type of exercise should be align with previous 
established guidelines for older adults (American College of Sports Medicine, 2010). 
Studies within this review included walking for aerobic training, as well as use of 
ergometers (Kemoun et al., 2010; Kwak et al., 2008). Resistance training using 
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thera-bands, dumbbells, and machine weights. Balance, agility, flexibility and 
cognitive training was also conducted. All modes of exercise was seemingly well 
handled by people with dementia, due to the low withdrawal rate (12.1%) from 
studies. Finally, length of time for exercise per session ranged from 30-120 mins, 
with an average close to 60 mins. As with type of exercise, due to low withdrawal 
rates, even in studies with a sample of people with severe cognitive impairment (Y. 
Rolland et al., 2007), 60 mins of exercise could potentially be a target for people with 
dementia. However, sessions were only twice a week. Other studies in samples of 
severe cognitive impairment (Cott et al., 2002; Roach et al., 2011), involved 30 mins 
of exercise, five times per week. Cott et al. (2002) reported zero withdrawals from 
the intervention group (0%) and seven from the control group.(36.8%) after 16 weeks 
of five times per week walking exercise. Roach et al. (2011) reported six withdrawals 
from the intervention group (17.6%), compared to six from the control group after 16 
weeks of five times per week multimodal exercise intervention (19.4%). There is no 
evidence to suggest changing the recommendation for length of time for exercise for 
healthy older adults for people with dementia, as 30 mins a day seems reasonable, 
even among severely cognitively impaired people. At this stage, no dose-response 
relationship can be established and future studies should include specific details 
regarding the intensity of exercise throughout the intervention period.  
Importantly, the wide range of outcome measurement tools used by included studies 
demonstrated how poorly defined physical function is within the literature for people 
with dementia. Furthermore, the lack of psychometric validation of outcome 
measurement tools in dementia specific populations is of significant concern.  While 
citations within studies were indicative of the psychometric viability of chosen 
measures, only three studies (Hauer et al., 2012; Roach et al., 2011; Y. Rolland et 
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al., 2007) included measurement tools specific to people with dementia. These three 
studies indicated that there exists some psychometric evidence for walk 
speed(Tappen et al., 1997), 6min walk (Tappen et al., 1997), POMA (van Iersel et 
al., 2007), TUG (van Iersel et al., 2007), gait parameters(van Iersel et al., 2007), five 
chair stands(V. Thomas & Hageman, 2002), and hand grip strength(V. Thomas & 
Hageman, 2002). This supports the findings from Hauer et al. (2006) that studies 
poorly justified their choice of outcome measurement tool, although, this current 
review has found improvements in reporting of validity and reliability of chosen 
outcome measures in dementia specific populations. This differs from Hauer et al. 
(2006) which identified 10 out of 11 studies that did not include any psychometric 
validation for chosen measures. Future meta-analysis will be improved by a more 
concise definition of physical function, as this could potentially limit the large number 
of outcome measures, as researchers could utilise a bank of outcome measurement 
tools that are specific and valid for people with dementia. 
Limitations 
There are several limitations to this current review. First, this review only considered 
studies of the English language, and does not address any potential evidence 
published in another language. However, this study identified studies from many 
locations, including traditionally non-English speaking countries. Second, this review 
only considered specific exercise interventions, not including physical activity or 
physical therapy interventions. While this was by design for this review, general 
physical activity has the potential to be beneficial in this population group, and 
should not be completely discounted, as a potential non-pharmacological 
intervention strategy. Third, due to the inclusion criteria, specific to a dementia 
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diagnosis, this may have limited the number of studies included in this review and is 
not generalizable to cognitively impaired individuals, or older adults in general.  
Concluding Comments 
The weight of evidence is supportive of the use of exercise for people with dementia, 
as demonstrated by the beneficial effects upon their physical function. Limited 
specific recommendations can be made, but there is no demonstrated reason to 
detour from current recommendations for healthy older adults within this 
population(American College of Sports Medicine, 2010), provided comorbidities are 
taken into account when designing exercise programs. Cognitive impairment and 
dementia does not prevent participation in exercise intervention programs, and 
certainly people with dementia should be encouraged to be as physically active as 
possible. Further studies are necessary to confirm findings within this review and 
should focus on reporting procedures and improving the methodological quality of 
exercise intervention. Furthermore, large, high quality exercise interventions are 
necessary, specifically addressing the dose-response relationship of exercise for 




This systematic review evidenced the wide range of outcome measures currently at 
use within the exercise intervention literature. From this review alone, there were 21 
separate measures used across the domains of balance, strength, mobility, flexibility 
and cardiovascular fitness. Furthermore, physical function as a construct seems 
poorly defined due to the wide ranging outcome measures, in particularly, studies 
that focussed on one or two domains, rather than across all the aforementioned 
domains. The end result is a lack of clarity regarding the potential benefit of exercise, 
due to the large heterogeneity present within the meta-analysis.  
In addition to this, measures were poorly justified within only a handful of studies that 
referenced dementia specific studies in their methodology when justifying choice of 
outcome measures. This outcome has not only further demonstrated the necessity to 
continually assess outcome measures in dementia specific populations, but the 
necessity to define what physical function for the person with dementia is to guide 
measurement into the future. This stage has also shaped the remainder of this thesis 
by providing a list of outcome measures to be examined in the forthcoming stages. 
These are; 
8) 2min walk test (Cott et al., 2002),  
9) walk speed (Coelho et al., 2013; Garuffi et al., 2013; Kemoun et al., 2010; Y. 
Rolland et al., 2007), 
10) house moving (Garuffi et al., 2013), 
11) gait parameters, including;  




b. cadence (Coelho et al., 2013; Hauer et al., 2012), 
c. double limb support time (DLST)(Kemoun et al., 2010),  
12) Timed up and go (TUG) (Christofoletti et al., 2008; Hauer et al., 2012; Y. 
Rolland et al., 2007),  
13) ACSM protocol for agility (Kwak et al., 2008),  
14) Dual task walk speed, cadence and stride length (Coelho et al., 2013),  
15) ACSM balance protocol (Kwak et al., 2008) 
16) Back scratch protocol (Santana-Sosa et al., 2008),  
17) Chair sit and reach (Kwak et al., 2008; Santana-Sosa et al., 2008), 
18) 2 minute step test (Santana-Sosa et al., 2008),  
19) 6min walk test (Kwak et al., 2008; Roach et al., 2011; Tappen et al., 2000; 
Venturelli et al., 2011), 
20) Leg press 1 repetition maximum (1RM) (Hauer et al., 2012),  
21) grip strength (Hauer et al., 2012; Kwak et al., 2008), 
22) 5 chair stands (Hauer et al., 2012), 
23) 30sec chair stands (Kwak et al., 2008; Santana-Sosa et al., 2008), 
24) arm curl test (Santana-Sosa et al., 2008), 
25) stair climbs (Garuffi et al., 2013), 
26) and time stand up from floor (Garuffi et al., 2013),   
27) POMA (Hauer et al., 2012; Santana-Sosa et al., 2008), and 
28) BERG balance scale (Christofoletti et al., 2008).   
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4.03 STAGE TWO 
Preamble 
The overarching question to Stage Two was: Have common measures been 
rigorously assessed for psychometric properties within dementia specific 
populations? In order to answer this question, a second systematic review was 
planned to examine the psychometric properties of previously identified measures. It 
was clear from Stage One that some measures had been the focus of psychometric 
assessment in dementia specific populations. In order to determine the quantity and 
quality of previous research conducted in this area this second stage was planned. 
Figure 13 is the re-representation of the visualisation to highlight Stage Two.  
Publication reference: Fox B, Henwood T, Keogh J, Neville C. (2016) The 
psychometric viability of measures of functional performance commonly used for 
people with dementia: A systematic review of measurement properties. JBI 











Table 1: Summary of findings 
 
 FIGURE 13: STAGE TWO VISUALISATION 
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Summary of findings:  
Are common measures of physical function valid and reliable outcome measures in people with dementia? 
Patient or population: People with dementia  
Study Type: Cross Sectional studies examining the psychometric properties of included measures.   
Outcomes Impact № of 
participants  
(studies)  











assessed with: Validity  
Correlated to SPPB2 scores (r = 0.66), a modified BERG Balance Scale (r = 0.73). 
Partial correlations revealed stronger relationships. Significant differences existed 








Cadence: Total Weighted Mean ICC: 0.89 (0.88-0.89)(n=2) Stride Length: Total 






assessed with: Validity  
Significant correlations existed (p<0.05) between gait characteristics of cadence, 
stride length and double limb support time and scores on the SPPB and a modified 





Timed Up and Go 
assessed with: 
Reliability  




Timed Up and Go 
assessed with: Validity  
Significant differences existed (p<0.05) between groups of older adults with and 
without dementia. Significant differences existed (p<0.05) between people with mild-





6min Walk Test 
assessed with: 
Reliability  




5 Chair Stands 
assessed with: 
Reliability  















No Total Weighted Mean ICC can be calculated. Reported ICC (2,1) from a single 







Summary of findings:  
Are common measures of physical function valid and reliable outcome measures in people with dementia? 
Patient or population: People with dementia  
Study Type: Cross Sectional studies examining the psychometric properties of included measures.   
Outcomes Impact № of 
participants  
(studies)  







No Total Weighted Mean ICC Correlation can be calculated. Reported ICC (2,1) from 






assessed with: Validity  
Cut off scores were reported with the greatest sensitivity and specificity for future falls 





GRADE Working Group grades of evidence 
High quality: We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect 
Moderate quality: We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a 
possibility that it is substantially different 
Low quality: Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect 
Very low quality: We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect  
1 GRADE Working Group grades of evidence are translated from the ratings of quality evidence from COSMIN, where ‘Very Low’ equals ‘Poor’ and ‘Low’ 




Exercise may be part of the solution. It has the potential to improve, or at least 
attenuate a decline in physical, cognitive, behavioural and psychological impairments 
often associated with dementia (Hauer et al., 2006; Heyn et al., 2004; Heyn, 
Johnson, & Kramer, 2008). However, confidence in conclusions can only be drawn 
from measurement tools that have sound psychometric properties for the population 
with which they are used. A recent systematic review highlighted this issue that for 
older adults with cognitive impairment, 10 out of 11 included studies did not report 
the validity and reliability of chosen measures, or protocols were unclear (Hauer et 
al., 2006). More recently, the systematic review by Fox, Hodgkinson, and Parker 
(2014) reported that within a dementia specific population, measures of physical 
function were poorly justified, with researchers often citing validity or reliability 
studies from dissimilar clinical populations, such as bronchitis or healthy older adults 
without dementia. This led the authors to conclude that physical function measures 
were poorly justified for dementia specific populations. While some measurement 
tools, such as the Timed Up and Go (TUG), have undergone a rudimentary 
assessment for reliability in dementia specific populations, seemingly more 
comprehensive and rigorous psychometric evaluations are absent. In addition, 
results from pilot work by our group showed poor reliability and measurement error 
of two commonly employed measures of physical function in a sample of adults with 
dementia residing in permanent care (Fox, Henwood, & Neville, 2013; B. Fox, T. R. 
Henwood, C. Neville, & J. Keogh, 2014b). Both PROSPERO and PubMed databases 
were searched in August 2014 and again in October 2015. This search identified no 
systematic reviews of this exact nature. A similar systematic review has been 
completed by Sikkes, de Lange-de Klerk, Pijnenburg, Scheltens, and Uitdehaag 
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(2009) However, that review was limited to activities of daily living scales, not 
quantitative measurement of physical function, which is the objective of the current 
review. Several systematic reviews of measurement properties have been completed 
on measures of physical function (Bartels, de Groot, & Terwee, 2013; Kroman, Roos, 
Bennell, Hinman, & Dobson, 2014; Silva, Quintino, Franco, & Faria, 2014; Terwee, 
Mokkink, Steultjens, & Dekker, 2006; Voshaar, ten Klooster, Taal, & van de Laar, 
2011), but none to date are dementia specific. This current systematic review 
extends previous work and covers a significant research gap in order to review what 
psychometric justification is available for measures of physical function specific to 
adults with dementia. 
This review was conducted according to an a priori published protocol (Fox, 
Henwood, Neville, Keogh, & Hodgkinson, 2015). 
Objectives 
The objective was to determine if the measures of physical function that are used 
within populations of adults with dementia are psychometrically sound 
More specifically, the objectives were to review the reliability, validity and 
responsiveness of common measures of physical function that are used with 
exercise interventions for adults with dementia. 
Inclusion criteria 
Types of participants 
This review considered studies that included participants who were adults, aged 65 
years and older, with a confirmed medical diagnosis of dementia. While no specific 
aetiology of dementia was targeted, any study that involved participants with the 
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disease as the whole or part cohort were included. However, only relevant data were 
extracted and included in the review. 
Types of intervention(s)/phenomena of interest 
The following measures were included as a recent systematic review identified them 
as commonly used in research for exercise-based interventions for people with 
dementia (Fox, Hodgkinson, et al., 2014). 
General Physical Function 
1. POMA (Tinetti, 1986), 
2. Senior Fitness Test(Rikli & Jones, 2012), and 
3. SPPB (Guralnik et al., 1994; V. Thomas & Hageman, 2002). 
Strength 
1. 1 Repetition Maximum (1RM) leg press(American College of Sports 
Medicine, 2010), 
2. Grip strength(Roberts et al., 2011), and 
3. Standing from Floor(Andreotti & Oukuma, 1999). 
Balance 
1. BERG balance test (Berg, Wood-Dauphinee, Williams, & Gayton, 
1989), and  
2. 1 leg balance(Vellas et al., 1997). 
Mobility 
1. 2 minute (min) walk(McGavin, Gupta, & McHardy, 1976), 
2. 6 minute (min) walk(McGavin et al., 1976), 
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3. 800 metre (m) walk(Andreotti & Oukuma, 1999), 
4. Gait parameters of stride length (SL), cadence (CA) and double limb 
support time (DLST) (Bessou, Dupui, Montoya, & Pages, 1988), 
5. Walk speed(van Iersel et al., 2007), 
6. Stair climbs(Andreotti & Oukuma, 1999), and 
7. Timed up and go (TUG)(Large, Gan, Basic, & Jennings, 2006; 
Podsiadlo & Richardson, 1991). 
Flexibility 
1. Sit and reach(Rikli & Jones, 2012), and 
2. Back scratch test(Rikli & Jones, 2012). 
Types of studies 
This review considered studies that were observational and cross-sectional in nature 
and examined one or more of the psychometric properties of pre-defined outcome 
measures of physical function. Studies which use included measures as a criterion 
reference to establish concurrent validity for an undefined measurement tool were 
not included within this review. 
Types of outcomes 
Studies that examined the reliability and validity of the listed measurement tools 
were included in this review. No data were available on the 
sensitivity/responsiveness to change. This review used the COSMIN taxonomy to 
define the outcomes of interest (Mokkink et al., 2010). While the COSMIN study is 
clear on its’ definitions, the trinitarian approach to validity, as presented by COSMIN 
(Mokkink et al., 2010), is largely outdated in psychometrics. The pre-eminence of 
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construct validity is more widely accepted, as modern interpretations of validity 
encompass the three aforementioned concepts of validity under the single concept of 
construct validity (Rowe & Mahar, 2006). This distinction is important to be familiar 
with, to identify how individual studies semantically define the psychometric property 
of interest and to identify whether a classical or modern interpretation was preferred. 
Search strategy 
The search strategy aimed to find both published and unpublished studies. A three-
step search strategy was utilised in this review. An initial limited search of PUBMED 
was undertaken, followed by analysis of the text words contained in the title and 
abstract, and of the index terms used to describe the article. This process was 
guided by work already completed by COSMIN to develop sensitive and precise 
search filters in PUBMED (Terwee, Jansma, Riphagen, & Vet, 2009), to identify key 
words and index terms. A second search using all identified keywords and index 
terms was then undertaken across included databases. Thirdly, the identified article 
reference lists were searched for additional studies. 
Due to resource implications, non-English studies were not included. No date range 
was included for this review, to ensure the capture of any study looking to validate 
the measures. The databases searched include: 
MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL and ISI Web of Science 
The search for unpublished, grey literature studies included: 
ALOIS (Cochrane Dementia and Cognitive Impairment Group), Google Scholar and, 
Proquest (Dissertations and Theses Databases), 
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The search strategy was developed to capture the validity, reliability and 
responsiveness of pre-identified measures, in a population of adults (aged 65 years 
and older) with a confirmed diagnosis of dementia.  
Finally, pre-identified measures not found by the described search strategy were 
searched for by original protocol or validation papers. This included the protocol 
papers cited by this article. The use of the “citation map” function from ISI Web of 
Science, which creates a two generation map of all ‘cited’ and ‘citing’ articles from 
the chosen publication, was used to find literature in dementia specific populations.  
Measurement properties were not available for some tools in a dementia specific 
population and this has been reported on. The full search strategy is provided in 
Appendix Seven.  
Method of the review 
Assessment of the methodological quality was undertaken with the COSMIN 
checklist Appendix Eight (Terwee et al., 2012). This is a four point scoring system 
developed by COSMIN specifically for use in Systematic Reviews and was 
completed by two reviewers independently. Discussion among the two reviewers 
after review to clarify any disagreements was carried out. Unresolved disagreements 
were resolved by a third independent reviewer. The overall rating an article received 
is based on the lowest ranked item for any methodological criteria. Interested parties 
should read (Terwee et al., 2012) for more information regarding the development of 
the checklist for use in the health sciences. The advantage of this checklist is the 
inclusion of psychometric assessment from an IRT approach. A consumer table of 
ratings of quality of evidence from included studies for all types of outcomes is also 




The statistical outputs from reliability and validity analyses were collected. These 
included, but were not limited to, ICC, Kappa, Cronbach’s Alpha, Chi Squared, SEM, 
MDC and LoA. Extraction was completed by two reviewers. Data were extracted 
initially from two articles by both reviewers to ensure agreement in data collection, 
with the remaining data extracted separately. Attempts were made to contact original 
authors in the case of missing data. These attempts were unsuccessful. 
Standardised JBI data collection forms were used to extract data from included 
studies (Appendix Two). The extracted data included specific details about 
populations, study design, study methods and statistics. 
Data synthesis 
Data synthesis was in the form of narrative review of measurement properties of the 
tools used to measure physical function. Quantitative meta-analysis using pooled, 
weighted averages was conducted for ICC only, using a method proposed by 
Schmidt and Hunter: 
 ̅ =  
∑    
∑  
 
EQUATION 3: SCHMIDT AND HUNTER METHOD FOR META-ANALYSIS OF ICC ICCS, WHERE R  = WEIGHTED MEAN 
ICC (WMICC), N_I = NUMBER OR PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDY I, AND R_I = THE ICC FOR STUDY I (SCHMIDT & 
HUNTER, 2014).  
A residual for the Random-Effects Variance Component (REVC) was also calculated 
to identify levels of unexplained variance within the meta-analysis. The Schmidt and 
Hunter (2014) method was considered to be more accurate for small sample sizes 
and a small number of studies compared with the simulation approach suggested by 
Mason, Allam, and Brannick (2007). ICC and WMICC values are considered 
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acceptable if above 0.71 (J. R. Thomas & Nelson, 2001) and ideal for individual 
monitoring above 0.90 (Portney & Watkins, 2009). 
In order to assess measurement error, four different statistical methods were used: 
coefficient of variation (CV%), as a measure of the standard deviation of the 
difference between measurement occasions and to the mean difference. Although 
this was not consistent across studies, as Suttanon et al. (2011) estimated, CV% is 
the mean square error term of log transformed data. As such, no meta-analysis was 
conducted between CV% values. MDC represents the smallest change necessary in 
two scores that can be considered a ‘true change’, and is a function of the SEM. 
MDC is calculated by   = √             (1   ) The SEM provides an estimate 
of the range a participant’s true score lies and is calculated using the following 
formula:    =      (1 −    ) The MD is the simply the average difference 
between testing occasions for all participants. Under ideal circumstances, this value 





Description of studies 
Study Selection 
A total of 4,814 articles were identified by the search strategy across the four major 
databases. A further 77 articles were identified in PROQUEST and another 195 with 
Google Scholar. Specific search results are available in Appendix II for each 
database. Duplicates were removed, leaving 4,242 articles identified. 3,842 articles 
were removed by title and then 280 removed by abstract, leaving 122 articles for full 
text retrieval. Full text for one article was unavailable, leaving 121 articles. Eleven 
studies were considered relevant to this review and were included after full-text 
retrieval. Targeted searches of the a priori measurement tools not present within 
these nine studies was conducted using ISI Web of Science Citation Map function of 
original protocol papers and specific text search within the MEDLINE database. One 
further article was included, which was the English version of a Portuguese language 
paper accessed for full text retrieval (Alencar, Dias, Figueiredo, & Dias, 2012). A 
flowchart of articles selected for methodological appraisal is provided in Figure 14. A 
list of articles excluded after full text retrieval, plus reason for exclusion is available in 
Appendix Nine.  
Study characteristics  
The publication date of the studies ranged from 1997-2014, with ten studies 
published since 2005. This is indicative of the recent rise to prominence and 
development of dementia research. Studies were conducted in: the USA (n = 4), 
Australia (n = 3), Sweden (n = 2), Netherlands (n = 2) and Brazil (n = 1). The setting 
of the studies were split between community care (n = 7) and long term care (n = 5) 
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(Blankevoort et al., 2013; B. Fox, T. Henwood, C. Neville, & J. Keogh, 2014a; 
McGough, Logsdon, Kelly, & Teri, 2013; Sterke et al., 2010; Tappen et al., 1997). 
Community based care was a mixture of hospital inpatient services (n = 2) (van 
Iersel et al., 2007; Wittwer et al., 2008), short term or day care facilities (Bramell-
Risberg, Jarnlo, Minthon, & Elmståhl, 2005; V. Thomas & Hageman, 2002) (n = 2), 
or unspecified community care (n = 2)(Alencar et al., 2012; Suttanon et al., 2011). 
One final study included both hospital inpatient services and short day care facilities 
(Ries et al., 2009). 
One study was a three month longitudinal, follow-up predictive validity study on falls 
(Sterke et al., 2010). The remaining eleven studies were cross sectional in nature 
(Alencar et al., 2012; Blankevoort et al., 2013; Bramell-Risberg et al., 2005; Fox, 
Henwood, et al., 2014a; McGough et al., 2013; Nordin, Rosendahl, & Lundin-Olsson, 
2006; Ries et al., 2009; Suttanon et al., 2011; Tappen et al., 1997; V. Thomas & 
Hageman, 2002; Wittwer et al., 2008). Four studies only examined one psychometric 
property (Alencar et al., 2012; Bramell-Risberg et al., 2005; Tappen et al., 1997; V. 
Thomas & Hageman, 2002), three of these studies examined reliability; all three with 
intra-rater reliability, with one study also extending their analysis to inter-rater 
reliability. The final study measured construct validity, specifically hypothesis testing 
(Bramell-Risberg et al., 2005).  Eight studies examined two psychometric properties 
(Blankevoort et al., 2013; Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a; McGough et al., 2013; Nordin 
et al., 2006; Ries et al., 2009; Sterke et al., 2010; Suttanon et al., 2011; Wittwer et 
al., 2008). The most common combination was reliability and measurement error, 
examined by six studies (Blankevoort et al., 2013; Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a; 
Nordin et al., 2006; Ries et al., 2009; Suttanon et al., 2011; Wittwer et al., 2008). Out 
of these six studies, five studies were intra-rater reliability, with the remaining study 
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on inter-rater reliability (Nordin et al., 2006). Two studies examined both intra-rater 
reliability and construct validity, via hypothesis testing (McGough et al., 2013; Sterke 
et al., 2010). 
The most common time frame for re-test evaluation was seven days (n = 8), 
including one study concurrently assessing an AM/PM reliability and inter-rater 
reliability assessment (Tappen et al., 1997). The majority of studies (n = 7) only 
tested participants twice, with one study examining across three trials within seven 
days, improving the statistical power of the estimation of the reliability.(Nordin et al., 
2006) Other timings for intra-rater reliability were four hours (McGough et al., 2013) 
and between 30-60 minutes (Ries et al., 2009). No assessment of internal 
consistency was conducted in the included studies. All studies of reliability calculated 
the ICC.  Studies of measurement error were mixed calculating SEM (Blankevoort et 
al., 2013; Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a; Ries et al., 2009; Suttanon et al., 2011), 
coefficient of variation (CV%)(Suttanon et al., 2011; Wittwer et al., 2008), MD, 
including statistical significance (Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a; Ries et al., 2009), and 
MDC, including 95% CI(Blankevoort et al., 2013; Ries et al., 2009; Suttanon et al., 
2011; Wittwer et al., 2008). 
Three studies examined the construct validity of the measurement tools for a 
population with dementia. Sterke et al. (2010) examined the POMA for predictive 
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FIGURE 14: A FLOWCHART OF ARTICLES IDENTIFIED BY THE SEARCH STRATEGY. SEARCH TERMS AND RESULTS FOR 
THE FOUR MAJOR DATABASES ARE AVAILABLE IN APPENDIX I, AND A LIST OF ARTICLES EXCLUDED AFTER FULL 
TEXT RETRIEVAL IS AVAILABLE IN APPENDIX IV. FROM:  MOHER D, LIBERATI A, TETZLAFF J, ALTMAN DG, THE 
PRISMA GROUP (2009). PREFERRED REPORTING ITEMS FOR SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS AND META-ANALYSES: 




McGough et al. (2013) examined the correlation between spatiotemporal gait 
parameters with scores on the SPPB and a modified version of the BERG balance 
scale, as well as the discriminative ability between low versus high functional mobility 
participants and fallers versus non-fallers over a four month retrospective period. 
Bramell-Risberg et al. (2005) examined the discriminative ability of walk speed and 
TUG, between a healthy older adult control group and a dementia specific group.  
Study Participants 
A total of 487 people with dementia and 22 healthy controls were the baseline 
assessment sample population from the 12 included studies. Forty four participants 
dropped out after the initial assessment. Reasons for dropout included: could not be 
scheduled within the six to nine day test window (n = 16), refused verbal assent on 
the day of testing (n = 11), death (n = 6), became non-ambulatory (n = 6), became 
agitated during the session and did not continue (n = 2), AD diagnosis not confirmed 
(n = 2), and illness (n = 1). This represents an attrition rate of 8.6%. Five studies did 
not report any drop outs. Average age of the sample with dementia was 82.5 ± 1.8 
years with a mean MMSE score of 14.9 ± 4.8. Average age of the non-dementia 
sample was 85.8 ± 3.8 years. No information was reported regarding MMSE scores 
of this group. Females accounted for 72.9% of the sample (N = 323). This is typical 
of studies into dementia due to the gender specific increased risk of dementia 
(AIHW, 2012). Five studies were specific to the aetiology of dementia; three studies 
limited participants to AD only (Ries et al., 2009; Suttanon et al., 2011; Tappen et al., 
1997; Wittwer et al., 2008), one study to AD or Vascular Dementia (Alencar et al., 
2012) and one study to AD, Vascular Dementia or Fronto-Temporal Dementia types 
(Bramell-Risberg et al., 2005). The remaining seven studies were non-specific 
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dementia aetiology (Blankevoort et al., 2013; Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a; McGough 
et al., 2013; Nordin et al., 2006; Sterke et al., 2010; V. Thomas & Hageman, 2002). 
Three studies confirmed the presence of probable/possible AD using the National 
Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke/Alzheimer’s 
Disease and Related Disorders Association criteria (NINCDS/ADRDA)(Bramell-
Risberg et al., 2005; V. Thomas & Hageman, 2002; Wittwer et al., 2008) and two 
studies relied on a reported medical diagnosis (Alencar et al., 2012; Ries et al., 
2009; Suttanon et al., 2011). One study used the National Institute of Neurological 
Disorders and Stroke/Association Internationale pour la Recherché et 
l'Enseignement en Neurosciences (NINCDS/ARIEN) to confirm a diagnosis of 
Vascular Dementia and the Lund-Manchester criteria of Fronto-Temporal Dementia 
(Bramell-Risberg et al., 2005). The remaining study that specified Vascular Dementia 
established the diagnosis from a medical report (Alencar et al., 2012).  Among the 
non-specific dementia aetiology studies, two used the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders 4th Edition (DSM-IV) to establish a diagnosis 
(Blankevoort et al., 2013; Sterke et al., 2010). The remaining four studies used a 
reported medical diagnosis of dementia available to the respective research team 
(Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a; McGough et al., 2013; Nordin et al., 2006; V. Thomas 





   Participants Dementia 
Diagnosis 
Measures Statistics 
Reference BS BR R A V n Age MMSE 
Alencar et al. (2012)      76 83.9 ± 5.8 12.7 ± 7.2 Reported GS ICC (?,?) 
Blankevoort et al. (2013)      58 82.5 ± 5.3 19.2 ± 4.4 DSM-IV TUG, GS, 6MWT ICC (2,1) 
Bramell-Risberg et al. 
(2005) 
     22 81.2 ± 5.6 ? NINCDS-ADRDA,  
NINDA-ARIEN,  
Lund-Manchester 
WS, TUG MD 
Fox, Henwood, et al. 
(2014a) 
     12 83.3 ± 9.9 ? Reported WS, TUG, GS, 5CS, 
SPPB,  
ICC (?,?), SEM, MD, 
LoA 
McGough et al. (2013)      31 83.6 ± 7.0 12.4 ± 7.0 Reported WS, Gait (CA, SL, 
DLST) 
ICC (2,1), r 
Nordin et al. (2006)      78 84.8 ± 5.7 18.7 ± 5.6 Reported TUG ICC (2,1), ICC (3,1), Sw 
Ries et al. (2009)      51 80.7 ± 8.8 13.1 ± 8.2 Reported WS, TUG, 6MWT ICC (2,2), ICC (2,1), MD 
Sterke et al. (2010)      75 81.? ± 8.? ? DSM-IV POMA ICC (2,1), kappa, ROC  
Suttanon et al. (2011)      14 79.6 ± 6.2 21.4 ± 5.0 Medical WS, TUG, 5CS ICC (3,1), SEM, CV, 
MDC95 
Tappen et al. (1997)      33 84.7 ± 3.9 9.3 ± 6.0 NINCDS-ADRDA WS, 6MWT ICC (2,1), ICC (3,1) 
(V. Thomas & Hageman, 
2002) 
     10 80.5 ± 6.2 16.9 ± 7.3 Reported WS, TUG, GS, 5CS ICC (?,?) 
Wittwer et al. (2008)      25 80.6 ± 5.2 22 ± 3.5 NINCDS-ADRDA WS, Gait (CA, SL) ICC (3,1), CV, MDC95 
TABLE 3: STUDY PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS. BS = BETWEEN SUBJECTS (I.E. INTRA-RATER), BR = BETWEEN RATERS (I.E. INTER-RATER), R = RELATIVE RELIABILITY, A = ABSOLUTE 
RELIABILITY (MEASUREMENT ERROR), V = VALIDITY,  = PSYCHOMETRIC TEST PERFORMED, ? = DATA NOT AVAILABLE WITHIN THE REPORT, ROC =RECEIVER OPERATING 
CHARACTERISTIC , SW = WITHIN SUBJECT VARIATION, R  = SPEARMAN’S CORRELATION  COEFFICIENT, DSM-IV = AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION DIAGNOSTIC AND STATISTICAL 
MANUAL OF MENTAL DISORDERS – IV EDITION, NINCDS-ADRDA = NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NEUROLOGICAL COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS AND STROKE AND THE ALZHEIMER’S 
DISEASE AND RELATED DISORDERS ASSOCIATION CRITERIA, NINDA-ARIEN = NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS AND STROKE/ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE 
POUR LA RECHERCHÉ ET L'ENSEIGNEMENT EN NEUROSCIENCES, MMSE = MINI-MENTAL STATE EXAM, GS = GRIP STRENGTH,  6MWT = 6MIN WALK TEST, WS = WALK SPEED, 5CS 




Measures of general physical functioning 
Two measures of general physical function were assessed by all included studies. 
These were the SPPB total score (Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a) and the POMA 
(Sterke et al., 2010). While no studies examined the psychometric properties of the 
Senior Fitness Test in totality, specific items (the 30 second chair stand, 6min walk 
test and the TUG) were found by the search strategy and are included in the relevant 
sections below. Targeted searches for the Seniors Fitness Test, including specific 
items of arm curl, chair sit and reach, back scratch and 2 min step tests, but this did 
not reveal any additional studies.  
Measures of Mobility 
Walk speed was the most common outcome measure assessed within the included 
studies (Blankevoort et al., 2013; Bramell-Risberg et al., 2005; Fox, Henwood, et al., 
2014a; McGough et al., 2013; Ries et al., 2009; Suttanon et al., 2011; Tappen et al., 
1997; V. Thomas & Hageman, 2002; Wittwer et al., 2008). However, a wide variety 
of walk speed tests protocols were used. These included differences in number of 
trials allowed: one trial (Bramell-Risberg et al., 2005; Tappen et al., 1997), two trials 
(McGough et al., 2013; Ries et al., 2009; V. Thomas & Hageman, 2002), three trials 
(Blankevoort et al., 2013; Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a; Suttanon et al., 2011) and 
ten trials (Wittwer et al., 2008). All studies using multiple trials took the mean value of 
trials for analysis. Three studies used the GAITrite (McGough et al., 2013; Ries et 
al., 2009; Wittwer et al., 2008) mat system to measure walk speed over three 
different lengths (8.3m, 4.57m and 3.66m). A single study used the NeuroCOM long 
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force plate, which measures a 1.5m walking distance (Suttanon et al., 2011). The 
remaining studies measured the time taken to walk a certain distance over 2.4m 
(Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a), 6m (Blankevoort et al., 2013; V. Thomas & Hageman, 
2002), and 25ft (Tappen et al., 1997). Two studies (McGough et al., 2013; Wittwer et 
al., 2008) using the GAITrite mat system also analysed the gait characteristics of 
cadence, stride length and double limb support time.  
The second most common outcome measure assessed by included studies was the 
TUG (Blankevoort et al., 2013; Bramell-Risberg et al., 2005; Fox, Henwood, et al., 
2014a; Nordin et al., 2006; Ries et al., 2009; Suttanon et al., 2011; V. Thomas & 
Hageman, 2002).  All studies used a similar protocol of time to stand from a chair, 
walk three metres straight ahead and turn, then return to the chair. Number of trials 
were: one trial (Bramell-Risberg et al., 2005; Suttanon et al., 2011), two trials 
(Blankevoort et al., 2013; Ries et al., 2009), and three trials (Fox, Henwood, et al., 
2014a). Hands and assistive devices were explicitly allowed in three studies 
(Blankevoort et al., 2013; Bramell-Risberg et al., 2005; Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a),  
with the remaining studies being indeterminable. Generally a line at the 3m walk was 
used to mark the turnaround point, but one study used a bright orange cone (Ries et 
al., 2009) and one study required the participants to touch a wall at the 3m mark, 
before returning to the chair (Bramell-Risberg et al., 2005). The 6min walk test was 
assessed in two studies, both using a single trial to assess the distance walked (Ries 
et al., 2009; Tappen et al., 1997). While Ries et al. (2009)  reported using a long hall 
way within the residential aged care facilities, and it is presumed that participants in 
both studies completed several laps of a given distance, the length of the laps were 
not reported by both studies. Both studies allowed the use of verbal prompts.   
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A targeted search using ISI Web of Science that included a two generation citation 
map of protocol studies failed to find any additional studies relevant to the research 
question examining the psychometric properties of the 2min walk, 800m walk and 
stair climbs. 
Measures of Strength 
The 5 chair stands measure was assessed by three studies, two of which are 
presumed to have only recorded one trial from participants (Suttanon et al., 2011; V. 
Thomas & Hageman, 2002), as no reference to multiple trials was made within the 
report. This compares to three trials by Fox, Henwood, et al. (2014a) The use of 
hands was prohibited in one study (Suttanon et al., 2011), was restricted in another, 
but were allowed if unable to complete without hands (V. Thomas & Hageman, 
2002), and was not specifically stated by the final study (Fox, Henwood, et al., 
2014a). Blankevoort et al. (2013) performed a similar measure, but instead of 
measuring time to complete five chair stands, participants completed as many chair 
stands as possible within 30 seconds. The use of hands was allowed during this test. 
The final measure of strength used within the included studies was hand grip 
strength, which was assessed by three studies (Alencar et al., 2012; Blankevoort et 
al., 2013; Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a).  All used the Jamar hand dynamometer, with 
three trials, measured in kilograms force. Both Alencar et al. (2012) and Blankevoort 
et al. (2013) measured the dominant hand of the participants, whereas Fox, 
Henwood, et al. (2014a) assessed both left and right hands. Two studies (Alencar et 
al., 2012; Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a) assessed grip strength while seated, with the 
testing arm at 90 degrees, and the final study had participants stand, with the testing 
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arm straight down by the participants’ side (Blankevoort et al., 2013).  Additional 
targeted searches for one repetition maximum (1RM) leg press and standing from 
floor test in ISI Web of Science, including a two generation citation map, failed to 
identify any relevant studies.  
Balance 
The two predefined measures of balance: BERG Balance Test and 1 leg balance, 
were not identified by the search strategy. An additional targeted search of these 
tools was conducted and no additional studies were identified. 
Flexibility 
Both the sit and reach test and the back scratch were neither identified by the stated 
search strategy nor a targeted search of ISI Web of Science.  
Risk of Bias 
Overall, Risk of Bias was either rated ‘Fair’ or ‘Poor’ for each psychometric property 
being tested, evaluated as the lowest ranked criterion from the COSMIN checklist. 
The full evaluation of studies is available in Appendix Ten.  The worst performing 
categories were the questions related to missing items and sample size. How 
missing items were handled was only described by a single study (Bramell-Risberg 
et al., 2005), by list-wise deletion of missing data. For five studies, the handling of 
missing items was the lowest rated quality, which defined the overall rating for the 
study.  
Two studies used a sample size calculator for reliability, dependent on desirable 
precision of the confidence interval (Bonett, 2002; Zou, 2012). Independent analysis 
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suggests that for the desired ICC value of 0.80, with a CI half width of 0.15, with an 
80% assurance for two individual measures a sample of 35 participants was 
required. Therefore, a rating of good was ranked for studies with a sample size of 
34-54 participants. Decreasing the half-width of the CI to 0.10, the estimated sample 
size was 69 participants, therefore, a study was rated as excellent with sample sizes 
larger than 69 participants. Decreasing assurance to 50% for a CI half-width of 0.15, 
the estimated sample size was 24 participants, therefore studies with less than 24 
participants was rated as poor. For five studies, the item relating to sample size was 
the lowest rated item and defined the overall rating for the study (Bramell-Risberg et 
al., 2005; Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a; Suttanon et al., 2011; V. Thomas & 
Hageman, 2002; Wittwer et al., 2008). Wittwer et al. (2008) received a rating of ‘Fair’ 
for both missing items and sample size.  A consumer table of ratings of quality of 
evidence is available in Table 4.  
RESULTS OF INDIVIDUAL STUDIES 
General Physical Function 
Intra-Rater Reliability 
The SPPB Summary Score was assessed by one study (Fox, Henwood, et al., 
2014a).  Estimation of the ICC within model 2,1, was 0.88, over a seven day period.  
Intra-Rater Measurement Error 
The SPPB Summary Score was assessed by one study (Fox, Henwood, et al., 
2014a). Mean difference was -0.45 ± 1.21 points test-retest agreement, with no 
significant deviation from 0 noted (p>0.05). A SEM of 0.86 was calculated 
representing 17.97% of the mean test-retest value. Authors stated that ICC values 
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below 0.71 and SEM% over 10% were cut-offs for unreliable data. Authors 
concluded that while ICC values were agreeable for use in population samples, 
significant individual variability exists for the SPPB measure, suggesting poor  
absolute reliability of this measure.  






Walk Speed  Fox, Henwood, et al. (2014a) Poor Poor  
Blankevoort et al. (2013) Fair Fair  
Suttanon et al. (2011) Poor Poor  
Tappen et al. (1997) Poor   
Wittwer et al. (2008) Fair Fair  
V. Thomas and Hageman (2002) Poor   
McGough et al. (2013) Fair  Fair 
Ries et al. (2009)  Fair  
Bramell-Risberg et al. (2005)   Fair 
Gait Characteristics    
Cadence McGough et al. (2013) Fair  Fair 
Wittwer et al. (2008) Fair Fair  
Double Limb 
Support Time  
McGough et al. (2013) Fair  Fair 
Wittwer et al. (2008) Fair Fair  
Stride Length  McGough et al. (2013) Fair  Fair 
Wittwer et al. (2008) Fair Fair  
Timed Up and 
Go  
Blankevoort et al. (2013) Fair Fair  
Bramell-Risberg et al. (2005)   Fair 
Fox, Henwood, et al. (2014a) Poor Poor  
Nordin et al. (2006) Fair Fair  
Suttanon et al. (2011) Poor Poor  
V. Thomas and Hageman (2002) Poor   
Ries et al. (2009)  Fair  
6min Walk Test  Tappen et al. (1997) Poor   
Ries et al. (2009)  Fair  
5 Chair Stands  Fox, Henwood, et al. (2014a) Poor Poor  
Suttanon et al. (2011) Fair Fair  
V. Thomas and Hageman (2002) Poor   
30secs Chair 
Stands  Blankevoort et al. (2013) Fair Fair  
Grip Strength  Alencar et al. (2012)    
Blankevoort et al. (2013) Fair Fair  
Fox, Henwood, et al. (2014a) Poor Poor  
SPPB  Fox, Henwood, et al. (2014a) Poor Poor  
POMA  Sterke et al. (2010) Fair  Fair 
TABLE 4: CONSUMER TABLE OF RATINGS OF QUALITY OF EVIDENCE. RATINGS OF QUALITY OF EVIDENCE FOR THE 
OUTCOME MEASURES INCLUDED WITHIN THIS REVIEW, AS WELL AS THE TYPE OF PSYCHOMETRIC AVAILABLE WITHIN A 
DEMENTIA SPECIFIC POPULATION. EMPTY CELLS REPRESENT THAT THE RESPECTIVE OUTCOME WAS NOT ASSESSED 




POMA was the only other measure of general physical function, and was assessed 
by a single study (Sterke et al., 2010). POMA total (POMA-T), POMA balance subset 
(POMA-B) and POMA gait (POMA-G) subset all displayed high values of agreement, 
with ICC values of 0.97, 0.97 and 0.88 respectively. Kappa coefficients were 
calculated for individual items of the POMA test, which ranged between k = 0.65-
0.92 within the POMA-B and k = 0.47-0.83 for the POMA-G. Two items, ‘sitting 
balance’ and ‘initiation of gait’, were rated the same across all participants and no 
kappa statistic could be generated.  
Predictive Validity 
The POMA was also assessed for its predictive validity of the occurrence of falls 
over following three months. A cut score for POMA-T, POMA-B and POMA-G was 
calculated depending on the greatest sensitivity and specificity. A cut score of 21/28 
was suggested for POMA-T (Sensitivity = 56%, Specificity = 38%, PPV = 38%, NPV 
= 89%), 11/16 for POMA-B (Sensitivity = 70%, Specificity 51%, PPV = 35%, NPV = 
81%) and 9/12 for POMA-G (Sensitivity = 70%, specificity = 37%, PPV = 37%, PPV 
= 81%). For every one point decrease in POMA-T score, a 1.09 (1.01-1.17, p = 0.03) 
increase in risk ratio was calculated, in POMA-B, an 1.11 (1.01-1.23, p = 0.03) point 
increase was calculated and in POMA-G, a 1.15 (0.97-1.36, p = 0.10) point increase 





Five chair stands were assessed for intra-rater reliability from three studies (Fox, 
Henwood, et al., 2014a; Suttanon et al., 2011; V. Thomas & Hageman, 2002). 
Estimation of the ICC ranged between 0.80-0.97, with a WMICC of 0.89 (n= 3, CI= 
0.88-0.90, REVC= 0.002). Thirty second chair stand test was assessed by one study 
(Blankevoort et al., 2013) and reported an ICC value of 0.84 (CI= 0.73-0.90). Grip 
strength was assessed by three studies (Blankevoort et al., 2013; Fox, Henwood, et 
al., 2014a; V. Thomas & Hageman, 2002). Overall, a WMICC of 0.87 (n= 7, 0.85-
0.90, REVC= 0.023) was calculated. A sub-group analysis was conducted, using 
studies who reported use of the dominant hand, a WMICC of 0.86 (n = 5, 0.84-0.89, 
REVC = 0.030) was calculated. A sensitivity analysis was conducted to remove a 
group of participants with severe dementia, which yielded higher ICC estimates for 
the total group (n = 6, WMICC = 0.93, 0.95-0.96, REVC = 0.037), and for the 
dominant hand studies (n = 4, WMICC = 0.93, 0.93-0.94, REVC = 0.000). 
Intra-Rater Measurement Error 
The five chair stands test was assessed for measurement error by two studies (Fox, 
Henwood, et al., 2014a; Suttanon et al., 2011). One study reported a CV = 7.7%, 
MDC = 2.44s, and SEM of 1.25s (11.12%)(Suttanon et al., 2011), while the other 
reported a SEM of 3.31s (12.76%), and a non-significant MD of 1.22s between trials 
(Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a). Despite a greater SEM calculated for the second 
study, as a percentage of time taken to complete the complete the task, these results 
are comparable. For the 30 second Chair Stand Test an MDC of 3.49 repetitions and 
SEM of 1.49 repetitions (CI = 1.06-1.57, 18.34%) was reported (Blankevoort et al., 
2013). Grip strength was assessed for measurement error by two studies 
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(Blankevoort et al., 2013; Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a). One study reported an SEM 
of 1.70kg (11.7%) and MD of 0.17kg for the right hand and SEM of 1.22 (10.0%) and 
MD of -0.57 for the left (Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a). Blankevoort et al. (2013) 
estimated measurement error for the dominate hand only, with SEM of 2.79kg 
(13.2%, 2.05-2.98) and MDC = 7.59kg (Blankevoort et al., 2013). This suggests an 




One study included a measure of balance, the static standing balance item from the 
SPPB (Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a). Reported ICC was 0.49, suggesting poor 
reliability within this population.  
Intra-Rater Measurement Error 
SEM values of 4.97s (32.6%) and a non-significant MD of -1.17s reported (Fox, 
Henwood, et al., 2014a).  
Mobility 
Intra-Rater Reliability  
Seven studies examined walk speed, one study for 6min walk test (6MWT) and five 
studies for TUG assessed for intra-rater reliability.  A summary of results is available 
in Table 5, including estimates of WMICC for total and sub-group analysis. The gait 
characteristics of walking cadence (CA), double limb support time (DLST) and stride 
length (SL) was assessed in two studies (McGough et al., 2013; Wittwer et al., 
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2008). Intra-rater reliability estimates for CA from two studies ranged between ICC = 
0.88-0.91, with a weighted mean ICC estimate of 0.89 (n = 3, 0.88-0.89, REVC = 
0.00). For SL, ICC ranged between 0.92-0.98 across two studies, with a weighted 
mean ICC estimate of 0.97 (n = 5, 0.97-0.97, REVC = 0.00). Sub-group analysis 
revealed only minor, non-significant differences between the left leg (SLL) (ICC = 
0.98) compared with the right leg (SLR) (ICC = 0.97). No reliability estimates were 
found for DLST. 
 Study n Trials Notes Time ICC (95%CI)  
Walk Speed       
Fox, Henwood, et al. (2014a) 11 3 2.4m timed 7 Days 0.676  
Blankevoort et al. (2013) 58 2 6m  7 Days 0.86 (0.78-0.92)  
Suttanon et al. (2011) 14 3 1.5m NEUROcom 7 Days 0.495  
Wittwer et al. (2008) 25 10 7.63m GAITrite 7 days 0.96 (0.91-0.99)  
Wittwer et al. (2008) 25 3 7.63m GAITrite 7 days 0.95 (0.88-0.98)  
(V. Thomas & Hageman, 2002) 10 2 6m  7 days 0.92  
McGough et al. (2013) 8 2 3.66m, GAITrite 4 hours 0.952 (0.81 -0.99)  
Tappen et al. (1997) 33 NR 25ft, Week 1, Rater 1 AM-PM 0.77  
Tappen et al. (1997) 33 NR 25ft, Week 2, Rater 1 AM-PM 0.54  
Tappen et al. (1997) 33 NR 25ft, Week 1, Rater 2 AM-PM 0.45  
Tappen et al. (1997) 33 NR 25ft, Rater 1, AM 7 Days 0.53  
Tappen et al. (1997) 33 NR 25ft, Rater 1, PM 7 days 0.50  
    N WMICC REVC 
   Total 12 0.6990 (0.68-0.72) 0.027 
   7 Days 9 0.7502 (0.73 – 0.77) 0.029 
   1 Day 6 0.7834 (0.75 – 0.82) 0.037 
   AM/PM 3 0.5867 (0.56 – 0.61)  0.005 
6MWT       
Tappen et al. (1997) 33 NR Week 1, Rater 1 AM-PM 0.890  
Tappen et al. (1997) 33 NR Week 2, Rater 1 AM-PM 0.790  
Tappen et al. (1997) 33 NR Week 1, Rater 2 AM-PM 0.840  
Tappen et al. (1997) 33 NR Rater 1, AM 7 Days 0.840  
Tappen et al. (1997) 33 NR Rater 1, PM 7 Days 0.750  
    N WMICC REVC 
   Total 5 0.82 (0.82-0.82) 0.00 
   AM/PM 3 0.84 (0.84-0.84) 0.00 
   7 Days 2 0.80 (0.79-0.80) 0.00 
TUG       
Blankevoort et al. (2013) 58 2 3m, 7 days 0.94 (0.92-0.97)  
Fox, Henwood, et al. (2014a) 11 3 3m, Cone 7 days 0.857  
Nordin et al. (2006) 78 1 3m, Line 7 days 0.92 (0.86 -0.95)   
Suttanon et al. (2011) 14 1 3m, 7 days 0.757  
(V. Thomas & Hageman, 2002) 9 2 3m, 7 days 0.87  
    N WMICC REVC 
   Total 5 0.91 (0.90-0.91) 0.00 
TABLE 5: RESULTS TABLE OF RELIABILITY FOR WALK SPEED, 6MWT AND TUG. 
Intra-Rater Measurement Error 
Four Studies examined the measurement error of walk speed, one study on 6MWT 
and six studies on TUG. A summary table of results is presented in Table 6. Only 
one study assessed measurement error for gait characteristics of CA and SL, from 
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either ten trials or three trials (Wittwer et al., 2008). From ten trials, MDC = 7.64 
steps/min, with a CV% = 2.54% for CA, and from three trials, MDC = 8.13steps/min, 
with CV% = 2.68%. For SLL from ten trials, MDC = 8.99cm and CV% = 2.69%, and 
from three trials, MDC = 11.17cm and CV% = 3.21. For SLR from ten trials, MDC = 
8.12cm and CV% 2.41, and from three trials MDC = 10.24cm and CV% = 2.97%. 
SLL and SLR were comparable in both the ten trials and three trials, yet estimates of 
measurement error were greater with fewer trials. No measurement error was 
estimated for DLST. 
Study n Trials Notes Time CV% MDC95 SEM MD (%) 
Walk Speed         
Fox, Henwood, et al. (2014a) 11 3 2.4m timed 7 Days   1.312m/s 0.16 (1.9%) 
Suttanon et al. (2011) 14  1.5m NEUROcom 7 Days 20.6 14.86m/s 7.58m/s  
Wittwer et al. (2008) 25 10 7.63m GAITrite 7 days 3.83 0.11m/s   
Wittwer et al. (2008) 25 3 7.63m GAITrite 7 days 4.2 0.13m/s   
Ries et al. (2009) (All) 51 2 4.57m GAITrite 30-60min  9.44cm/s 5.72cm/s  
Ries et al. (2009) (Mild-Mod) 20 2 4.57m GAITrite 30-60min   6.07cm/s  
Ries et al. (2009) (Mod-Sev) 31 2 4.57m GAITrite 30-60min   5.48cm/s  
         
6MWT         
Ries et al. (2009) (All) 51 1 Long hallways 30-60min  33.47m 20.28m  
Ries et al. (2009) (Mild-Mod) 20 1 Long hallways 30-60min   21.86m  
Ries et al. (2009) (Mod-Sev) 31 1 Long hallways 30-60min   19.57m  
         
TUG         
Blankevoort et al. (2013) 58 2 3m, 7 days  5.88s 2.12s  
Fox, Henwood, et al. (2014a) 11 3 3m, Cone 7 days   5.959s 4.77 (8.43)* 
Nordin et al. (2006) 78 1 3m, Line 7 days    0.1 (9.0) 
Suttanon et al. (2011) 14 1 3m, 7 days  9.4s 2.42s 1.21 
(V. Thomas & Hageman, 2002) 9 2 3m, 7 days     
Ries et al. (2009) (Al)l 51 2 3m, Cone 30-60mins  4.09s 2.48s  
Ries et al. (2009) (Mild-Mod) 20 2 3m, Cone 30-60mins   1.52s  
Ries et al. (2009) (Mod-Sev) 31 2 3m, Cone 30-60mins   3.03s  
Nordin et al. (2006) 78 1 3m, Line 7 days    2.0 (8.5) 
         
TABLE 6: RESULTS TABLE OF MEASUREMENT ERROR OF WALK SPEED, 6MWT AND TUG.  
Inter-Rater Reliability 
Walk speed was assessed for inter-rater reliability by a single study (Tappen et al., 
1997), between two assessors. ICC was reported at 0.940 in the morning and 0.810 
in the afternoon. A WMICC of 0.88 (n = 2, 0.87-0.88, REVC = 0.003) was calculated. 
6MWT inter-rater reliability was assessed by the same study, ICC was reported as 
0.98 in the morning and 0.96 in the afternoon. A WMICC of 0.97 (0.97-0.97, REVC = 
0.00) was calculated. TUG was also assessed by a single study (Nordin et al., 2006) 
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ICC of 0.91 (n = 78, 0.86-0.94) was reported, from two raters. No WMICC was 
calculated for the TUG.  
Construct Validity  
The construct validity of walk speed was assessed by two studies (Bramell-Risberg 
et al., 2005; McGough et al., 2013), using hypothesis testing to examine the 
relationship to other measurement tools and by measuring ‘differences between 
relevant groups’. McGough et al. (2013) correlated walk speed to scores on the 
SPPB (r = 0.66, p<0.05) and a modified version of the Berg Balance Test (Mod-
BERG) (r = 0.73, p<0.05). A partial correlation, adjusted for age and MMSE scores, 
revealed slightly stronger correlations to the SPPB (r = 0.71, p<0.05), and slightly 
weaker correlations for Mod-BERG (r = 0.62, p<0.05). Significant correlations 
between SPPB and walk speed were expected to be found, as walk speed is one of 
the three measures of the SPPB. Gait characteristics of SL, CA and DLST was 
assessed for construct validity by McGough et al. (2013) using hypothesis testing to 
examine the relationship to other measurement tools. All correlations were significant 
(p<0.05), with bivariate correlation values for CA (r = 0.56 & 0.68 to SPPB and Mod-
Berg), SL (r=0.63 & 0.72 to SPPB to Mod-Berg), and DLST (r = -0.69 and -0.70 to 
SPPB and Mod-Berg). In all instances, partial correlation, adjusted for age and 
MMSE revealed slightly weaker correlations, but differences in ICCs was not greater 
than 0.06 points. TUG, was assessed by two studies (Bramell-Risberg et al., 2005; 
Ries et al., 2009), via hypothesis testing of relevant groups. Bramell-Risberg et al. 
(2005) measured people with dementia versus healthy controls, under both a 
maximum and usual speed variation. Sub-group analyses were also conducted for 
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older people with dementia (aged 80years and over) compared to younger people 
with dementia (aged under 80 years), and people with dementia compared with older 
healthy controls (80years and older). Significant differences existed (p<0.05) 
between the group with dementia (Max: n =22, 9.8 ± 2.2, Self: n = 22, 12.7 ± 2.5) 
and healthy controls (Max: n = 22, 7.6 ± 1.0; Self: n = 22, 9.6 ± 1.4s), and people 
with dementia (Max: n = 21, 9.9 ±2.4s; Self: n = 21, 12.3 ± 2.9) and older healthy 
controls (Max: n = 12, 7.6 ± 1.0; Self: n = 12, 9.6 ± 1.4s), but not between younger 
and older sub-groups with dementia (p>0.05) under both self-selected and maximum 
TUG speed. Ries et al. (2009) examined TUG between people with mild-moderate 
dementia (19.95 ± 9.81s) and moderate- severe dementia (28.01 ± 17.49s), and 
found significant differences (p<0.05) existed between groups. 6MWT was assessed 
by one study, using hypothesis testing between relevant groups. Significant 
differences (p<0.05) between people with mild-moderate (n = 16, M = 938.78 ± 






Summary of Evidence  
The purpose of this review was to review the psychometric properties of measurement 
tools, identified as commonly used within exercise-based intervention studies for adults 
with dementia (Fox, Hodgkinson, et al., 2014). Of the evidence available, it is apparent that 
WMICC and ICC values are above thresholds for both acceptability (Portney & Watkins, 
2009; J. R. Thomas & Nelson, 2001) and individual monitoring (Portney & Watkins, 2009), 
increased levels of measurement error were reported, which limits the applicability of these 
tools for use in the measurement of individuals. At a population level, these tools seem 
appropriate for use generally due to the acceptable reliability levels. Additionally, despite 
being commonly used in the target population, no studies were found that had undertaken 
a dementia specific psychometric assessment for: Senior Fitness Test, 1RM leg press, 
standing from floor test, BERG balance test, 1 leg balance, 2min walk, 800m walk, stair 
climbs, sit and reach and back scratch test. This is cause of concern that decisions and 
recommendations on the efficacy of exercise as a non-pharmacological intervention 
strategy for people with dementia could be based on non-validate measurement tools.   
Intra-rater reliability ICC were available for walk speed, gait characteristics of CA and SL, 
TUG, five chair stands, 30 second chair stand test, grip strength, SPPB balance item and 
SPPB summary score. All measures for intra-rater reliability, except for walk speed (ICC = 
0.70) and the SPPB balance item (ICC = 0.490), had estimated WMICC values greater 
than 0.71. A sub-group analysis of walk-speed, for seven day test-retest reliability, 
compared to single day reliability, revealed a WMICC of 0.75, which is above the threshold 
for acceptability. WMICC were greater than the threshold for being ideal for individual 
monitoring (>0.90) for SL (ICC = 0.97), TUG (ICC = 0.91), and grip strength (ICC = 0.91). 
With respect to inter-rater reliability, only the 6min walk test (ICC = 0.97) and walk speed 
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(ICC = 0.88) were assessed, both of which were greater than the threshold for 
acceptability and one greater than the threshold for being ideal for individual monitoring. It 
is worth noting that this is from a single study (Tappen et al., 1997) and susceptible to an 
individual study effects. Repeated studies are necessary to confirm these findings. 
However, ICCs do not provide enough evidence to inform psychometric viability of 
measures. This is due, in part, to the relative nature of ICC calculation that ranks persons 
from best to worst performer. Provided that ranking remains essentially unchanged, 
regardless of change in actual measurement values, then ICC estimates are high (Streiner 
& R., 2003).   At a population level, a high WMICC would be ideal for determining 
differences between groups (J. R. Thomas & Nelson, 2001). However, if individual 
monitoring is desired, as would be the case in clinical settings, then a more robust 
assessment is necessary, such as measurement error.  
Additionally, the current Australian health care model prioritises consumer directed care. 
As such, clinicians may become more interested in individual outcomes, rather than 
whether the group has changed over time. Therefore, low levels of measurement error 
would be necessary to vouch for the psychometric viability of any chosen measure 
(Suttanon et al., 2011). Measurement error statistics are in the same units as the original 
measurement, which allows ease of comparison for clinicians. However, interpretation 
does require knowledge of the original sample, and its generalisability to the current 
standing. For example, measurement error data from the included studies on walk speed 
reported a MDC (CI = 95%) between 0.11-0.15m/s (Suttanon et al., 2011; Wittwer et al., 
2008). This suggests that a minimum improvement of 0.11m/s in walk speed is required to 
be confident that a true change has occurred, and is not the result of natural variation 
within the measurement itself. However, the two studies that estimated MDC (CI = 95%), 
one was with slow walkers (~0.40m/s), and the other in faster walkers (~1.0m/s). This 
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suggests a minimum improvement of 35% for slower walkers, compared to 12% for faster 
walkers, is necessary to be confident in changes. Y. Rolland et al. (2007) reported a 
0.08m/s (24%) improvement in walk speed for slower walkers, compared to Hauer et al. 
(2012) reported a 0.32m/s (35%) improvement for faster walkers. Therefore, when 
considering a walk speed assessment measure, a clinician would need to decide whether 
0.11-0.15m/s is sensitive enough for change within their sample. Both Wittwer et al. (2008) 
and Suttanon et al. (2011) rated their MDCs as a clinically relevant change, as this 
magnitude of change has previously been established. However, the samples in Wittwer et 
al. (2008) and Suttanon et al. (2011) had mild stage dementia (Mean MMSE = 22.0 ± 3.5 
and 21.4 ± 5.0). The remaining studies reported large measurement error estimates and it 
would suggest such measures are not clinically relevant to people with moderate or severe 
dementia. On the other hand, a common phenomenon in measurement of physical 
function is heteroscedastic data that are lower performers generally display greater levels 
of individual variability than high performers (Suttanon et al., 2011). As such, to ascertain 
whether cognitive impairment or reduced physical function is the major deterministic factor 
regarding the psychometric viability of measures is not yet possible.  
SEM represents the amount of variability present within a measure. A value ± 2 SEM 
represents a 95% confidence interval of the location of true point value exists. In the study 
by Ries et al. (2009) mean TUG time was reported as 19.95± 9.81s, with an SEM of 1.52s 
for mild-moderate dementia and 28.01 ± 17.49s, with an SEM of 3.03s for moderate to 
severe dementia. Therefore, as a clinician, if a person with mild dementia completed the 
TUG in 22.0s, there would be 95% confidence that their true value lies between 18.96 s 
and 25.04 s. Likewise, for a person with severe dementia with a TUG of 30.0s, there would 
be 95% confident that a true score lies between 23.94s and 36.06s. Ries et al. (2009) 
concluded that notable variance at the individual level, despite high ICC values. Unlike 
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reliability, however, there is no simple definition for acceptable levels of measurement 
error. Instead, clinicians must decide on the applicability of chosen measures for their 
intended use. The authors of this review suggest that interpretation of measures within this 
review be taken with caution and that research into the identification of less variable 
measures in more cognitively impaired individuals is necessary.  
The definition of validity deals with the accuracy and precision of a measurement tool to 
assess what it purports to measure and for its intended use (Rowe & Mahar, 2006). This 
definition refers to a level of evidence to support the intended use of a measure. 
Therefore, as a requirement for an interpretation of a measure to be valid, it must have 
undergone some form of psychometric evaluation. Reliability is one part of validity, with 
construct validity providing the framework for both clinical and research interpretation. 
From this current review, only three included studies assessed the validity of measures for 
people with dementia. McGough et al. (2013) examined the concurrent validity of walk 
speed and gait characteristics of CA and SL to SPPB and modified version of the BERG 
balance scale. Additionally, baseline SPPB, CA and SL scores on detecting differences 
between low versus high functioning participants and fallers versus non-fallers in a four 
month follow up. Bramell-Risberg et al. (2005) compared people with dementia to healthy 
older adults on walk speed and TUG. Finally, Sterke et al. (2010) assessed the predictive 
validity of POMA on falls risk. Therefore, this review is able to conclude that the following 
applications are valid within dementia populations:  
Using the SPPB, mod-BERG, walk speed, CA and SL to predict functional mobility 
limitations,  
Using the Mod-Berg and CA to estimate falls risk in the next four months,   
Relating the SPPB and mod-Berg to walk speed, CA and SL, and  
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Differentiating between TUG times and walk speed for people with dementia and healthy 
controls (Bramell-Risberg et al., 2005). This supports the use of these measures in even 
the oldest old.   
Finally, using the POMA-T, POMA-B and POMA-G to predict three month falls risk, 
specifically with cut-off scores of 21, 11 and nine respectively have the highest validity 
within the study sample.  
Validity may also be undermined by deviations from standard protocol and/or the use of 
additional, non-standardised prompts throughout the measurement session. From the 
included studies in this review, half of the studies allowed some form of deviation from 
protocol (Blankevoort et al., 2013; Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a; Nordin et al., 2006; Ries et 
al., 2009; Tappen et al., 1997; V. Thomas & Hageman, 2002). This variation from the 
established protocol could threaten test validity. Furthermore, researchers argued that 
additional prompts in reliability studies simply advocate for the reliability of the prompts 
(Hauer & Oster, 2008), not the measure itself, and yet, authors of one paper suggested 
that protocol deviations for dementia samples are necessary for individuals to complete 
the measures (Tappen et al., 1997). Additionally, two studies (Fox, Henwood, et al., 
2014a; Sterke et al., 2010) recorded the difficulties that people with dementia had 
understanding task instructions, which was as high as 41% of participants in one study 
(Sterke et al., 2010). Therefore, despite the valuable research completed to date, perhaps 
future research should focus on the appropriateness of these current tools, if an individual 
cannot complete the measure according to standard protocol.  
CONCLUSION 
In summary, not all measures commonly used within the exercise intervention literature 
have been assessed for their psychometric viability within a dementia specific population. 
Measures that have are demonstrably reliable, but large levels of measurement error 
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undermine the applicability at the individual level. Limited studies into the validity of 
measures mean conclusions can only be drawn for a small number of measures, these 
include the POMA, SPPB, Mod-Berg, TUG and walk speed. Finally, studies often included 
deviations from the standard protocol, which may invalidate the measure itself in this 
population. Future research should aim to demonstrate the applicability to adults with 
dementia, considering the deviations from standard protocols utilised by many studies 
within this area. Additionally, less variable measures of physical function should be 
developed to reduce the levels of measurement error present to provide the potential for 
individual monitoring within adults with dementia. Studies can also improve methodological 
quality by reporting how missing data were handled and provide defensible sample sizes. 
The present difficulties certainly need to be addressed and should be the focus of future 
research.  
Implications for practice 
There are several implications for practice. Clinicians must be aware that not all 
measurement tools are created equal and, therefore, should be encouraged to only use 
tools that are appropriately validated for the particular population of interest. For people 
with dementia, all measures of physical function found within this review have shown 
appropriate levels of reliability. There is strong evidence for their use in population settings 
and a Grade A recommendation is made. However, if monitoring physical function of 
individuals over time is the intended use, only a Grade B recommendation can be made, 
as levels of measurement error demonstrate too greater intra-individual variation to be 
effective at distinguishing differences in measurement occasions. Limited studies into the 
validity of measures mean conclusions can only be drawn for a small number of measures, 
these include the POMA, SPPB, Mod-Berg, TUG and walk speed. For these measures, a 
Grade B recommendation is made. This is due to the limited nature of the context of 
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psychometric assessment, as well as the quality of the research guiding the respective 
studies. Clinicians and researchers alike must consider the intended use of the 
measurement tools and let that guide the decision to use any of the measures found within 
this review.  
Implications for research 
There are several implications for further research. All measures included in the 
systematic review have previously been used within exercise intervention studies. There is 
a possibility that other measures of physical function are also commonly used for people 
with dementia. Further work is necessary to determine the reliability and validity of 
measurement tools within dementia specific populations before use within a study. 
Research must appropriately justify its use of outcome measurement tools and this review 
will go a long way to supporting this. Furthermore, more research is necessary to 
determine the appropriate of identified tools that have not been the focus of psychometric 
testing within a dementia specific population, to support their use. Finally, the strength of 
the COSMIN checklist was to ascertain the psychometric evidence from an IRT approach. 
However, no such study was found. Significant advantages exists in psychometric analysis 
using an IRT approach (Hays, Morales, & Reise, 2000) and should be considered a 





The findings of this current stage reveal that despite a wide ranging outcome measures 
used to determine the effects of exercise in Stage One, nearly half of the 21 identified (n = 
10, 47%) had no studies that examined the psychometric properties in Stage Two. 
Furthermore, the majority of studies were of poor quality, which means that interpretations 
should be made with caution. Furthermore, some studies indicated that deviations from 
protocols were necessary in order for this population of people to complete the measures. 
However, the prevalence or impact on validity has yet to be determined. The majority of 
studies included in the current stage had determined the relative and absolute reliability of 
the target measures, which is indicative of the importance of these dual concepts of 
reliability in psychometric assessment. 
With respect to moving forward in this area, a great deal more research is needed. For the 
purpose of this thesis, common measures of physical function that had not been the focus 
of rigorous psychometric assessment (relative and absolute reliability assessment as a 
minimum) were the focus. The following measures were chosen to include in the next 
stage of this thesis:  
1) BERG Balance Scale, 
2) POMA,  
3) SPPB and 
4) Functional Reach. 
In order to determine similarity with the previously established literature, the following 
measures were also included: 
1) Grip Strength and 
2) Timed Up and Go.  
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4.04 STAGE THREE 
PREAMBLE 
The overarching question to Stage Three was: Are commonly used measures valid and 
reliable for use within a dementia specific population? In order to answer this question, a 
test-retest reliability study was planned. This stage occurs as two independent studies. 
The first is a quantitative analysis of the absolute and relative reliability of the included 
measures. A seven day test-retest study methodology is used. The second study is a 
video analysis of the frequency of deviations from standard protocol. Figure 15 is the 
visual representation of this thesis, specifically outlining the current stage.  
The seven day test-retest reliability paper is under consideration at the Journal of Aging 




FIGURE 15: STAGE THREE VISUALISATION 
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STAGE THREE SEVEN DAY TEST-RETEST RELIABILITY  
Introduction 
Traditionally, reliability is determined by correlation between test values, known as intra-
class ICC. An ICC measures the correlation between ranked data sets and the magnitude 
of absolute difference between values is not taken into account (Carter, Lubinsky, & 
Domholdt, 2010). Therefore, the term relative reliability has come to prominence to 
describe the ICC. Alternately, absolute reliability can be defined as the absolute 
agreement between measures. The assessment of both relative and absolute reliability is 
necessary to support the psychometric viability of a measure (Bruton, Conway, & Holgate, 
2000). Furthermore, intended interpretation should guide justification in selection of 
outcome measures.   
Given the body of work to date reporting measurable benefits among people with dementia 
following exercise intervention, but employing tools not assessed for population reliability, 
it cannot be understated the importance of this study in order to provide evidence to 
support or debunk the use of particular measurement tools. Evidence-based practices are 
fundamental to providing the best and accurate outcomes for people with dementia.  
Methods 
This study exists are part of a larger body of work, which is investigating the psychometric 
properties of common measures of physical function for people with dementia. Previous 
work established a long list of measures that are used frequently within exercise 
intervention studies (Fox, Hodgkinson, et al., 2014). Findings were indicative that some, 
but not all, measures that were commonly used within exercise intervention studies had 
appropriate psychometric viability within dementia specific populations. Wilkins, Roe and 
Morris (Wilkins et al., 2010) contend that a gold standard is lacking in the assessment of 
physical function for those with cognitive impairment. Therefore, measures that were 
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identified in the systematic review and that had not been the focus of psychometric 
assessment were chosen for this paper, as commonly employed measures of physical 
function for people with dementia.  
The study employed a seven day, test retest reliability trial design for people with dementia 
in Residential Aged Care (RAC) within South-East Queensland, Australia. The participant 
inclusion criteria were: medical diagnosis of dementia, have the ability to understand basic 
instructions given in English and the ability to independently mobilise, with or without 
walking aids. Exclusion criteria were: history of response behaviours that may endanger 
the participant or research staff, if they were palliative or end stage, or were considered a 
two person transfer by RAC staff. Permission from facilities organisational ethics groups 
and general managers was sought prior to contact with the specific facility service 
managers of the RAC. A meeting with service managers was arranged to explain the 
project and identify eligible residents. Service managers were given the participant 
information sheet and informed consent forms to distribute to the substitutionary decision 
maker for all identified individuals. No direct contact with substitutionary decision maker 
was made by the research team, as service managers distributed and collected all consent 
forms. Participants were required to participate in two assessments, seven days apart and 
that were scheduled at a time convenient to both the research team and the RAC. The 
majority of data was collected between September 2014 and March 2015, with 
assessment completed at one site in July 2014. A single allied health professional 
assessor who was experienced with all outcome measures and familiar with measuring 
physical function among people with dementia collected measures on all participants. RAC 
staff were present to assist moving participants to and from assessment location and in 
case of any adverse event. The study was approved by Uniting Care Queensland Human 
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Research Ethics Committee and University of Queensland’s Behavioural and Social 
Sciences Ethical Review Committee. 
Verbal assent was required from each participant on each assessment day. The time of 
day, location, equipment (including chairs) and order of testing were kept constant for 
testing occasions. Participants completed, in order of assessment, the POMA (POMA-T), 
which includes a balance (POMA-B) and gait (POMA-G) subset, the BERG Balance Scale 
(BBS) and the SPPB, as well as the timed up and go (TUG), hand grip strength and 
functional reach. BERG and POMA forms were completed once in a single session 
following standardised procedures (Berg et al., 1989; Tinetti, 1986). For the eight foot walk 
speed (SPPB-1), three trials were used and the time to complete was converted into a 
metres/second walk speed. Analysis was completed on the fastest and slowest trial, as 
well as the mean of three trials. The balance item (SPPB-2) is a progressive item, whereby 
difficulty increases until failure. As such, only one trial was completed.  Three trials for 
SPPB five chair stands (SPPB-3) were completed and analysis was only completed on the 
quickest trial.  All SPPB measures were summarised, with scored set according to 
standardised procedures (Guralnik et al., 1994). Three trials of TUG was completed and 
the fastest trial used for analysis. For the TUG, a marker was used to indicate the point 
where participants could return back to the chair. Participants were required to go around 
the marker and return to the seat. Participants could use their hands to rise from the chair, 
if necessary. Three trials of hand grip strength was completed on both hands (Grip L and 
Grip R), with dominant hand noted. A Jamar dynamometer (Sammons Preston Roylan, 
Bolingbrook, USA) was used to assess grip strength, with procedure standardised to 
recommendations made by Roberts et al. (2011) Three trials for functional reach were also 
completed, following standardised procedures, with the greatest distant reached used for 
analysis. A single Barthel ADL scale was completed on the first day of assessment. 
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Unique identifiers, used by the organisation, were also collected and data regarding date 
of birth, date of admission, medical diagnosis, Psychogeriatric Assessment Scale (PAS) 
score (Jorm et al., 1995), a rating of falls risk and Aged Care Funding Instrument (ACFI)1 
domain scores collected once at the first assessment.  
Sample size was determined by methods proposed by Bonett (2002) and Zou (2012) from 
desired precision and assurance. For this study, ideal ICC was set at 0.80, with a CI of 
0.30, with an 80% assurance for two observations. Based on this a sample size of 35 was 
calculated as necessary for this study. Data were analysed using SPSS 22 (SPSS Inc., 
Chicago, IL, USA). In order to estimate relative reliability, ICC were calculated with a two-
way mixed effects model (ICC2,1) for continuous scores. ICC values were considered 
acceptable greater than 0.71(J. R. Thomas & Nelson, 2001) and ideal if greater than 0.90 
(Portney & Watkins, 2009). For specific test items, a weighted kappa was calculated for 
ordinal scores using quadratic weights. In order to estimate absolute reliability, four 
methods were used. A standard error of the measurement (SEM) was calculated, which is 
a measure of the variance for a point estimation of a value. The following formula was 
used:    =   √1 −    , where: SD equals mean test-retest standard deviation and ICC 
equals  intra-class correlation coefficient.  
From this value, a minimal detectable change (MDC) was calculated to 95% confidence. 
This is the minimum value necessary that differences across measurement occurrences 
are not due to statistical variation. The following formula was used:    = 1        √ . 
Mean difference between test and retest values was calculated, significant differences 
between test and retest assessment was determined by a one sample T test. Finally, 
Bland-Altman plots were generated to visually represent the difference between test and 
                                                             
1
 ACFI is a standard funding instrument to allocate federal funding for entities providing residential aged care. More 
information can be found at: https://www.dss.gov.au/ageing-and-aged-care/aged-care-funding/residential-care-
subsidy/basic-subsidy-amount-aged-care-funding-instrument   
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retest assessment days. Heteroscedasticity, non-linear variance across test outcomes, 
was determined using standardised methods (Atkinson & Nevill, 1998). Limits of 
agreement (LoA) were calculated and inputted onto plots. For homoscedastic data, the 
following formula was used:    =    (1       ), where: SD equals standard deviation 
of test-retest difference.  
For heteroscedastic data, the following formula was used: 
   =             
EQUATION 4 LIMITS OF AGREEMENT, WHERE LMD = ANTILOG OF MEAN TEST-REST DIFFERENCE OF LOG TRANSFORMED 
VALUES AND LSD = ANTILOG OF STANDARD DEVIATION OF LOG TRANSFORMED VALUES.   
Results 
Informed consent was received from 50 participants’ substitutionary decision maker for 
study inclusion. Twenty two percent (N = 11) of the original group were not included in this 
study. Thirty-nine participants completed both testing occasions. Reasons for not being 
included in the follow-up were: did not provide verbal assent on test day (n=8), did not 
provide verbal assent on retest day (n=1), severity of cognitive impairment was too great 
to understand task instructions, therefore, could not complete assessment at either time 
point (n=1) and became agitated during assessment and did not want to continue (n = 1). 
Finally, ten percent (N = 5) of participants were removed from analysis as a diagnosis of 
dementia could not be established despite clear inclusion criteria given to service 
managers. Analysis was completed on 34 participants in total. Missing items were handled 
through list wise deletion of data, numbers included in analysis has been provided for each 
assessment.   
Participants were 84.4 ± 8.4 years (yrs) of age, with a mean PAS score of 12.8 ± 5.1. This 
represents an overall moderate level of cognitive impairment within this sample. There  
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were more females than males (26 females: 8 males) and mean time in the RAC was 
767.9 ± 1021.0 days. Median test retest duration was 7.0 days. Participant characteristics 
are available in Table 7. Acceptable levels of relative reliability (ICC > 0.71) were shown 
for the majority of measures, with ideal levels of absolute reliability (ICC > 0.90) observed 
for both hands of for dominant and non-dominant hand grip strength and SPPB-1 average 
Low levels of relative reliability was observed for the POMA-T, POMA-G, POMA-B, SPPB-
2 and functional reach. However, a sensitivity analysis revealed that removal of one outlier 
from the SPPB- 2 increased the ICC value to 0.897, thereby moving it above the threshold 
for acceptability. Weighted kappas for the BERG, POMA and SPPB items were 0.09-0.73, 
-0.18-0.70 and 0.54-0.94, respectively. Full results for relative reliability are available in 
Table 8. For absolute reliability, SEM varied greatly among items, ranging from 8% to 45% 
of the mean between testing occasions, which lead to relatively large MDC values (range 
= 22-123%). For right hand grip strength (lowest relative MDC), an absolute change of 
4.1kg is needed to determine that a change is greater than expected statistical variation 
and that a real change has occurred. SPPB 2 score and time had the highest relative 
MDC, but this was not the case after sensitivity
Characteristics n Mean ± SD Range missing %  
Age (yrs) 30 84.4 ± 8.4 65.2 - 103.2 11.8%  
Time in RAC (days) 30 364 ± 476.5* 110.0 - 5214.0 11.8%  
Falls Risk (score) 24 21.4 ± 3.7 15.0 - 28.0 29.4%  
PAS (score) 23 12.8 ± 5.1 1.0 - 21.0 32.4%  
BARTHEL ADL 28 53.6 ± 17.8 20.0 - 100.0 17.6%  
          
Females:Males 34 26 : 8 
   
0.0%  
Test-Retest interval (hrs) 20 168.0 ± 0.25* 6.9 - 7.0 41.2%  
TABLE 7: PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS. VALUES MAY NOT EQUAL TOTAL PARTICIPANTS AS INFORMATION 
UNAVAILABLE FROM CARE ORGANISATIONS ELECTRONIC DATABASE. EVERY PARTICIPANT COMPLETED TWO 
ASSESSMENT WITHIN SEVEN DAYS, THE TEST-RETEST INTERVAL IS BASED ON THE TIME OF DAY A PARTICIPANT 
STARTED ASSESSMENT. DATA IS MISSING WHEN THE TIME WAS NOT NOTED FOR EITHER THE TEST OR RETEST TIME 
POINT. * MEDIAN AND INTER-QUARTILE RANGE DISPLAYED AS KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST FOR NORMALITY WAS 
SIGNIFICANT (P<0.05), RAC = RESIDENTIAL AGED CARE; PAS = PSYCHOGERIATRIC ASSESSMENT SCALES 
(REFERENCE); * MEDIAN AND INTER-QUARTILE RANGE DISPLAYED AS KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST FOR 
NORMALITY WAS SIGNIFICANT (P<0.05). 
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n Mean ± SD n Mean ± SD n ICC 95% Confidence miss SEM % MDC % MD SD Up Low 
BERG Total Score 28 35.6 ± 8.9 22 39.1 ± 8.2 22 0.85 0.68 - 0.94 35.3% 3.29 8.8% 9.1 24.4% 1.18 4.5 10.0 -7.7 
POMA Total Score 32 21.2 ± 4.9 35 20.4 ± 4.8 27 0.71 0.45 - 0.85 20.6% 2.64 12.7% 7.3 35.2% 0.32 1.4 3.0 -2.4 
POMA Balance 29 12.4 ± 2.5 30 11.5 ± 2.6 28 0.66 0.39 - 0.83 17.6% 1.47 12.3% 4.1 34.1% -1.00 2.0 2.9 -4.9* 
POMA Gait 30 8.8 ± 2.7 31 8.9 ± 2.9 29 0.58 0.27 - 0.78 14.7% 1.80 20.4% 5.0 56.5% -0.03 2.4 4.7 -4.8 
SPPB Total Score 25 5.9 ± 2.6 22 6.5 ± 3.0 19 0.89 0.74 - 0.96 44.1% 0.93 15.0% 2.6 41.6% 0.32 1.8 3.8 -3.1 
SPPB-1 average (m/s)  30 0.55 ± 0.2 30 0.56 ± 0.2 29 0.90 0.80 - 0.95 14.7% 0.07 12.6% 0.2 34.9% -0.01 0.1 0.2 -0.2 
SPPB-1 fastest (m/s) 31 0.59 ± 0.2 30 0.61 ± 0.2 29 0.90 0.79 - 0.95 14.7% 0.08 12.5% 0.2 34.8% 0.00 0.1 0.2 -0.2 
SPPB- 1 slowest (m/s) 31 0.51 ± 0.2 30 0.51 ± 0.2 29 0.88 0.76 - 0.94 14.7% 0.08 14.7% 0.2 40.9% -0.02 0.1 0.2 -0.2 
SPPB-2 (s) 31 17.7 ± 8.1 30 19.7 ± 9.5 28 0.59 0.29 - 0.79 17.6% 5.63 30.2% 15.6 83.6% 1.18 8.0 16.8 -14.5 
SPPB-3 (s) 31 21.0 ± 12.2 29 20.0 ± 10.2 29 0.86 0.73 - 0.93 14.7% 4.13 20.2% 11.5 55.9% -0.69 6.0 11.0 -12.4 
Functional Reach (cm) 30 16.2 ± 8.3 28 16.1 ± 8.8 27 0.70 0.45 - 0.85 20.6% 4.67 29.0% 12.9 80.3% -1.02 6.6 11.8 -13.9 
TUG (s) 32 24.1 ± 13.8 29 22.9 ± 14.8 29 0.88 0.75 - 0.94 14.7% 5.05 21.5% 14.0 59.6% -0.52 7.2 13.6 -14.7 
Grip Right (kg) 33 18.2 ± 7.4 32 19.3 ± 7.7 32 0.96 0.92 - 0.98 5.9% 1.49 8.0% 4.1 22.1% 0.78 2.1 4.9 -3.3* 
Grip Left (kg) 32 16.6 ± 6.3 32 16.4 ± 6.9 31 0.94 0.87 - 0.97 8.8% 1.65 10.0% 4.6 27.8% 0.16 2.4 4.8 -4.5 
                       
SPPB-2 1p removed 30 20.2 ± 8.2 30 19.5 ± 8.0 27 0.83 0.67 - 0.91 20.6% 3.39 17.1% 9.4 47.5% 0.05 4.5 8.9 -8.8 
SPPB-2 2p removed 29 20.2 ± 8.3 29 19.0 ± 7.7 26 0.88 0.77 - 0.94 23.5% 2.75 14.0% 7.6 38.9% -0.52 3.4 6.1 -7.1 
SPPB-2 1p removed 30 21.9 ± 12.9 30 20.2 ± 10.1 27 0.90 0.80 - 0.95 20.6% 3.68 17.5% 10.2 48.4% -1.51 5.3 8.9 -11.9 
TABLE 8: FULL TABLE OF RESULTS FOR ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE RELIABILITY OF COMMONLY EMPLOYED MEASURES OF PHYSICAL FUNCTION. MEASURES WITH TEST AND 
RETEST MEANS, PLUS RESULTS FROM RELIABILITY ANALYSIS. MISSING DATA WAS HANDLED BY LIST-WISE EXCLUSION. MISS = PERCENTAGE OF INDIVIDUALS REMOVED FROM 
ANALYSIS DUE TO LIST-WISE EXCLUSION (VALUE BASED OFF N = 34). % = PERCENTAGE OF MEAN TEST RE-TEST VALUE. SPPB-1 = WALK SPEED, SPPB-2 = PROGRESSIVE 




analysis and removal of one outlier. Functional reach had the next highest relative MDC at 
80% of test retest mean. This suggests that a change of 12.9cm is required to determine a 
real change in functional reach. Additionally, there was a significant difference in mean 
difference for POMA-B and Grip R. Bland-Altman plots for measures are available in 
Figure 16. Tests for heteroscedasticity revealed significant results for TUG, functional 
reach, POMA-B, and POMA-T. As such, LoA have been adjusted to represent this within 
the Bland-Altman plots.  
Discussion 
The data suggests that relative reliability is quite high, with only a few specific items not 
meeting the minimum threshold for acceptability (ICC > 0.71), when people with dementia 
were measured. The three measures that did not have acceptable ICC were POMA (total 
and both subsets), functional reach and SPPB-2. However, SPPB-2 was subject to 
sensitivity analysis due to the potential confounder effect of outlying data points. After 
removal of this individual, the hierarchical balance test moved into an acceptable ICC 
range. The results reported in the current study are comparable to other studies within 
dementia specific populations, with ranging cognitive impairment levels (Blankevoort et al., 
2013; Ries et al., 2009; Suttanon et al., 2011). While MMSE scores were not available for 
this study, all participants had a confirmed diagnosis of dementia, determined by medical 
history and mean PAS scores. Additionally, the ACFI scores individuals against a set 
criterion within a physical, cognitive and behavioural domain. Combined score are then 
used to determine the individual’s level of government aged care support.  From the ACFI 
cognitive domain, 37.9% of our cohort had moderate and 41.4% had severe levels of 
cognitive impairment.  
Portney and Watkins (2009) reported ICC values can be considered ideal for individual 





FIGURE 16: BLAND-ALTMAN PLOTS WITH LOA FOR PEOPLE WITH DEMENTIA. SOLID LINE REPRESENTS MEAN DIFFERENCE, DOTTED LINE REPRESENTS THE UPPER AND LOWER LIMITS OF 
AGREEMENT. WHERE LIMITS OF AGREE ARE NOT PARALLEL TO THE MEAN DIFFERENCE, SIGNIFICANT HETEROSCEDASCITY IS PRESENT WITHIN THE SAMPLE, SUGGESTING A NON-EQUAL VARIANCE 
ACROSS PERFORMANCE LEVELS.    
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Bruton et al. (2000) argues that levels of absolute reliability need to be assessed in 
conjunction with high ICC values to assist in interpreting changes scores when measuring 
individuals. Researchers and clinicians must decide on how much change is expected 
within such individuals, particularly in a population of people with impaired balance. As 
such, using common measures of physical function for outcome measurement tools at a 
population level may be considered acceptable given the current evidence. However, such 
measures may not be useful when tracking individual changes for people with dementia.  
This is because the MDC values far exceed expected levels of change. The results here 
within should guide interpretation of outcomes.  
Interestingly, a report by Ries et al. (2009) examined relative and absolute reliability for the 
TUG, walk speed and 6 minute walk test. Both mild and moderate cognitive impairment 
groups demonstrated high levels of relative reliability for these measures. However, SEM 
varied between cognitive impairment levels for TUG in this study. This suggests greater 
variance present for those with increased cognitive impairment. This is comparable to our 
results, as individuals with poorer performance on TUG, functional reach, POMA-B, and 
POMA-T tests demonstrated greater variance in performance assessment, as significant 
heteroscedasticity was present. Therefore, for the lowest performer’s greater caution in 
interpreting change between testing occasions is warranted. Furthermore, even for ‘high’ 
performers, or all performers across measures were homoscedasticity was present, large 
MDC values suggest that the applicability of these measures within this population is 
questionable. Measures with the least intra-individual variation were grip strength with an 
MDC of 4kg and average walk speed with an MDC of 0.19m/s.  A comparison of MDC of 
4kg for handgrip strength and 0.19m/s for walk speed (SPPB-1) to results described in a 
recent systematic review of exercise effectiveness indicates that such magnitude in 
changes were evident in some but not all studies (Fox, Hodgkinson, et al., 2014). This is 
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despite studies reporting significant improvements (Hauer et al., 2012; Y. Rolland et al., 
2007).  
In brief, monitoring individual performance change using the investigated measurement 
tools is not recommended, as intra-individual variation is too great for accurately determine 
change in a dementia group. While this does not undermine the applicability of current 
measures for other populations, researchers and clinicians should interpret findings with 
caution if choosing to apply these measures to dementia populations. At a population 
level, these measures demonstrate good levels of relative reliability and were well handled 
by people with dementia, as demonstrated by the ability to complete the measures. Some 
deviations to protocol were allowed, as long as they were consistent between trials (e.g. 
using hands to rise from chair in five chair stands). This may threaten the validity of such 
measures, as five chair stands may not be an assessment of leg strength and power if an 
individual can use his/her arms. Additionally, it has been suggested that reliability 
estimates in items that contain deviations from protocol may be an assessment of 
reliability of the prompt or deviation, rather than the measurement tool (Hauer & Oster, 
2008). However, this was seen as necessary to complete the item, and is in line with 
previous literature regarding such deviations (Blankevoort et al., 2013). While necessary, if 
an individual cannot complete the assessment according to standardised protocol, whether 
due to a lack of cognitive understanding or physical inability, a question regarding how the 
missing data is handled must be asked. With CTT (Lord & Novick, 1968) as the underlying 
measurement theory driving research to date comparison requires identical test form. In 
reality this may not happen when assessing physical function of people with dementia. An 
area for potential future research is to assess measures from the paradigm of IRT. No 
research involving IRT has been completed to date for people with dementia, and its use 
may allow better measurement and tracking of individuals’ physical function over time 
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(Embretson & Reise, 2000), as its primary purpose is to estimate ability of individuals, 
rather than the distribution across populations (Embretson & Reise, 2000).  
Limitations 
Several limitations were present in this study. All participants were from RAC facilities in 
Queensland from one care chain. As such, results may not be generalizable beyond that 
scope, although results are comparable to other studies. Community or hospital based 
populations may have more or less variability within measures. Therefore, the findings 
here should only be applied to people with dementia who reside in RAC. Another limitation 
is that participants were allowed to deviate from standard protocols and additional prompts 
were given to improve protocol uptake. This may threaten the validity of the measures and, 
as such, reliability of the prompts and deviations may be what is being measured within 
this study (Hauer & Oster, 2008). Despite this, due to low levels of function, deviations 
were necessary among participants to successfully complete items. Future research 
should investigate a targeted, modified measurement tool for physical function in 
dementia. Furthermore, the impact of different aetiologies of dementia were not the focus 
of this study, and it may be that Alzheimer’s disease, vascular dementia or fronto-temporal 
dementia presents varying levels of reliability, due to the varying effect on the central 
nervous system. While this study included all dementia types, ante mortem diagnosis has 
its difficulties (Vemuri et al., 2011) and statistical analysis would lack power in a sub-group 
analysis within this study capacity in the measurement tool execution and therefore 
outcomes. This may be an important direction for future work. 
Concluding Comments 
Despite high ICC values, large levels of intra-individual variation impacts the measures’ 
ability to monitor individuals’ physical function over time and caution is warranted in the 
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interpretation of changes scores below MDC values. IRT may present a way forward for 
improving ability to measure individuals, as well as study the effect of deviations from 
standard protocol.  
 EPILOGUE 
The results from this part of Stage Three reveal that the identified measures have 
acceptable levels of relative reliability, which was demonstrated by ICC values greater 
than 0.71. However, large levels of intra-individual variation suggests that the absolute 
reliability of identified measures would not provide meaningful assessment of individual 
change. Some measures are less variable than others, such as Grip Strength and Walk 
Speed. These particular measures may be better if applications where individual 
monitoring is the goal. However, cautioned should be warranted for individual change 
scores less than the MDC values presented within this stage.  Of interest, is that these 
measures appear to be less complex and less variable than such measures like the Timed 
Up and Go or the Functional Reach. Measures with multiple steps and take a relatively 
long time to complete may be the source of greater variation in performance for someone 




The previous article identified that complexity may be the source of variation with 
seemingly complex measures, which involve multiple steps and lengthy duration, 
therefore, having to remember instructions compared to simple measures that are quick to 
complete, may increase variation. It was identified anecdotally within the pilot study that a 
sample of people with dementia would often wander off course, take extra time to turn 
around or not complete measures according to standard protocol. In order to investigate 
the effect of such deviations, the purpose of this stage was to determine the prevalence of 
such events occurring for simple, moderate and complex measures. Once again, 
measures that had been the focus of previous stages were the focus of this article, as 
these are the measures that are commonly undertaken within the exercise intervention 
literature. It was hypothesised that more complex measures would result in greater 
number of errors and non-standardised instructions in order that a person with dementia 
could complete. This could involve repeated instructions, additional prompts or error in 
task execution. If errors were occurring more frequently in more complex measures, it 
could be potentially be the source of intra-individual variation.   
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STAGE THREE VIDEO ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
There are currently 47 million people with dementia worldwide, with this number expected 
to rapidly rise over the next few decades(WHO, 2012). Exercise has been identified as a 
potential non-pharmacological intervention strategy to benefit people with dementia (Fox, 
Hodgkinson, et al., 2014). While evidence for benefits on cognitive and physical function 
exists, outcome measurement tools of physical function were poorly justified by included 
studies. It is imperative that outcome measurement have comprehensive psychometric 
evidence to justify their selection within the population of interest (Embretson & Reise, 
2000). Validity is the central psychometric concept. Furr et al. (2008) defined validity as the 
degree to which the evidence supports test interpretations. This definition is important as it 
refers to two critical aspects of validity. First, it refers to the degree of support, as validity 
should not be considered as a dichotomous concept (Furr & Bacharach, 2008). Second, is 
in reference to test interpretations, as validity should provide confidence in particular 
outcomes from measurement tools. Historically, validity had been considered as three 
independent concepts, but since 1985, the American Psychological Association unified 
validity under the single concept of construct validity (Rowe & Mahar, 2006).  
A threat to the validity of a measure is deviations from standard protocols. Two studies of 
reliability reported deviations from standard protocol were required for people with 
dementia to complete the chosen measurement tools (Blankevoort et al., 2013; Tappen et 
al., 1997). Furthermore, van Iersel et al. (2007) acknowledged that such deviations make it 
difficult to compare results to standard forms. Despite this, participants within the study of  
van Iersel et al. (2007)  included  people with and without dementia who required constant 
cueing throughout quantitative gait assessment. Anecdotal observations in a pilot study by 
our group (Fox, Henwood, et al., 2013) identified two potential sources for deviations from 
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standard protocol. A cognitive deficit that prevents an understanding or memory of the test 
protocol. For example, a participant may walk well past the line in a Timed up and Go 
(TUG) test. This notion is supported by Sterke et al. (2010). This study reported that 41% 
of participants had difficulties in understanding one or more of the items of the POMA 
(Tinetti, 1986). The second source was a physical deficit that required items to be adapted 
in order to be completed. For example, an individual using their hands to rise during a five 
chair stands. This was identified in two reliability studies (Blankevoort et al., 2013; Tappen 
et al., 1997). However, no study to date has systematically examined the prevalence of 
such deviations from standard protocol in people with dementia. Therefore, the purpose of 
this study was to examine the prevalence of error within common measures of physical 
function in a sample of people with dementia. Suttanon et al. (2011) demonstrated that 
TUG with a concurrent manual or cognitive task took longer to complete, had lower ICC 
values and increased intra individual variation compared to TUG without concurrent tasks. 
As such, it is hypothesised that the prevalence of errors will be greater in tasks rated as of 
greater complexity.  
Methods 
The study was a cross sectional design on the validity of common measures of people with 
dementia residing in an aged care facility (RACF) within South-East Queensland, 
Australia. Inclusion criteria were: a medical diagnosis of dementia, understands English 
instructions and be independently mobile. We excluded individuals with a history of 
dangerous behaviours, palliative end stage or people who were considered two person 
transfers or hoists with regards to their mobility. Approval from an organisational research 
approval group was granted. Approval from the region specific managers was sought, 
before contact with individual service managers was made. A short, one on one meeting 
with service managers was arranged to explain the project and identify people within the 
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RACF who fitted the inclusion criteria. Participant information sheets and informed consent 
forms were then mailed to the substitutionary decision maker by staff at the RACF for 
everyone that met the inclusion criteria. No direct contact between the research team and 
substitutionary decision maker was made. Participants were required to participate in 
assessment on two separate occasions, seven days apart. Both sessions were filmed and 
the first session was coded and analysed. A single assessor, competent at measurement 
of physical function in people with dementia completed all measures to ensure consistency 
across participants. The study was approved by Uniting Care Queensland Human 
Research Ethics Committee and University of Queensland’s Behavioural and Social 
Sciences Ethical Review Committee. 
On the day of assessment, verbal assent from participants was required. A maximum of 
three attempts on the day of assessment was made to receive verbal assent. If verbal 
assent was not received, the participant was excluded from the study procedures. This 
study was part of a larger study, examining the reliability of measures of physical function. 
Participants completed a larger battery of assessment measures. For the purpose of this 
study, six items were selected to assess their validity. These were: Single Chair Stand 
(from the BERG Balance Scale), Grip Strength, Five Chair Stands, Walk Speed, 
Functional Reach and Timed Up and Go (TUG).  A single trial for Single Chair Stand is all 
that is required, as such, the Single Chair Stand Item from the POMA was also included as 
the second trial of a single chair stand. The remaining items had three trials, as per 
standard requirements. Grip Strength was completed on both hands, but only the right 
hand trials were included in analysis, as this was completed before the left hand.  
Items were rated to determine complexity. This was assessed on average length of task, 
number of task components, and level of instructions given. Table 9 provides the criteria 
for item complexity. All items were recorded by a GoPro 3+ Black Edition™ (frame rate: 60 
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frames/second, frame dimensions: 1280 x 720, file format: MP4). The camera uses a 
fisheye lens to capture 270 degrees of vision, was placed in a location within the room that 
would  
Criteria Rating 
Length of Task  
1-2 seconds * 
3-10 seconds ** 
10+ seconds *** 
Number of Task Components  
One component * 
Two components ** 
Three plus components *** 
Level of Instruction  
Short, Simple * 
Moderate length, simple instructions  ** 
Moderate length, complicated instructions *** 
TABLE 9: CRITERIA OF ITEM COMPLEXITY. EACH ITEM WAS RANKED BY COMPLEXITY ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING THREE 
CRITERIA: LENGTH OF TASK, NUMBER OF TASK COMPONENTS, AND LEVEL OF INSTRUCTIONS.  
Criteria Code 
Initial Verbal Instruction  
Standard to protocol 1 
Instructions repeated 2 
Additional verbal instructions given 3 
Additional visual instructions given 4 
Task Understanding  
Understood 1 
Some difficulty 2 
Did not understand 3 
Prompts  
Not present 1 
Given, but not necessary 2 
Given and necessary 3 
Task Error  
No Error 1 
Minor errors  2 
Major errors 3 
Could not complete 4 
TABLE 10: CODING CRITERIA FOR VIDEO ANALYSIS. EVERY TRIAL OF EVERY ITEM WAS CODED USING THE FOLLOWING 
CRITERIA. 
capture as much of the testing procedure as possible. Recorded video was coded 
according to five criteria: Initial Instructions, Task Understanding, Prompts Given, Task 
Error and Task Error Type. Table 10 provides the coding criteria. Task understanding was 
based on a subjective interpretation. However, this was provided at three basic levels, as 
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the distinction between full understanding, some understanding and no understanding 
should be clear. Data was entered in SPSS 23. χ2 analysis was used to determine 
differences on the frequency of ratings between complexity levels. Analysis was completed 
for all ratings for all criteria. In addition to this, frequencies of criteria rated as 1 for at least 
one trial and on the first trial for the criteria of: standardised instructions and error were 
also subject to χ2 analysis.  
Results 
 Participants had a mean age of 84.4 ± 8.4 years, median time in facility was 364 ± 476.5 
days and mean psychogeriatric assessment scale (PAS) (Jorm et al., 1995) score was 
12.8 ± 5.1 points, indicative of a moderate level of cognitive impairment. Mean time to 
complete each measure was 24.5 ± 21.3 seconds. This means if an individual completed 
all six measures within the test battery, approximately 2 minutes and 52 seconds of 
recorded video footage was collected. Time was recorded from the beginning of task 
explanation until task completion. Any time between trials, between measures or between 
individuals (i.e. transferring people to and from testing location) was not captured within 
this data. All participant information is available in Table 11.  
TABLE 11: PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS. VALUES MAY NOT EQUAL TOTAL PARTICIPANTS AS INFORMATION 
UNAVAILABLE FROM CARE ORGANISATIONS ELECTRONIC DATABASE. EVERY PARTICIPANT COMPLETED TWO 
ASSESSMENT WITHIN SEVEN DAYS, THE TEST-RETEST INTERVAL IS BASED ON THE TIME OF DAY A PARTICIPANT 
STARTED ASSESSMENT. DATA IS MISSING WHEN THE TIME WAS NOT NOTED FOR EITHER THE TEST OR RETEST TIME 
POINT. * MEDIAN AND INTER-QUARTILE RANGE DISPLAYED AS KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST FOR NORMALITY WAS 
SIGNIFICANT (P<0.05), RAC = RESIDENTIAL AGED CARE; PAS = PSYCHOGERIATRIC ASSESSMENT SCALES (JORM 
ET AL., 1995); * MEDIAN AND INTER-QUARTILE RANGE DISPLAYED AS KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST FOR 
NORMALITY WAS SIGNIFICANT (P<0.05). 
Characteristics n Mean ± SD Range miss % 
Age (yrs) 30 84.4 ± 8.4 65.2 - 103.2 11.8% 
Time in RAC (days) 30 364 ± 476.5* 110.0 - 5214.0 11.8% 
Falls Risk (score) 24 21.4 ± 3.7 15.0 - 28.0 29.4% 
PAS (score) 23 12.8 ± 5.1 1.0 - 21.0 32.4% 
BARTHEL ADL 28 53.6 ± 17.8 20.0 - 100.0 17.6% 
         Females:Males 34 26 : 8 




 Items were rated as simple, moderate or complex. The Single Chair Stand and Grip 
Strength items were rated as simple, five chair stands and walk speed were rated as 
moderate and functional reach and TUG were rated as complex. Table 12 provides the 











The physical function assessment of 35 individuals was videoed on one testing occasion, 
which represented an average of 6.1 assessable items each out of 7. A total of 208 
assessable items were included for analysis. 90% of items that require three trials (n = 
139), three trials were completed for that measure. A further 6% of items (n = 9) only a 
single trial was attempted. 7% of items (n = 11) at least one additional trial was completed 
Criterion Rating Total 
Single Chair Stand   
Length of Task *  
Number of Components *  
Level of instruction * *** 
Grip Strength   
Length of Task *  
Number of Components *  
Level of instruction * *** 
Walk Speed   
Length of Task **  
Number of Components *  
Level of instruction * **** 
Five Chair Stands   
Length of Task ***  
Number of Components **  
Level of instruction ** ******* 
Timed Up and Go   
Length of Task ***  
Number of Components ***  
Level of instruction *** ********* 
Functional Reach   
Length of Task ***  
Number of Components ***  
Level of instruction *** ********* 
TABLE 12: ITEM COMPLEXITY SCORING. SCORE OF EACH ITEM ON EACH CRITERION. TOTALS REVEAL WHICH ITEM WAS 
CONSIDERED THE LEAST AND MOST DIFFICULT. SINGLE CHAIR STAND AND GRIP STRENGTH WERE CONSIDERED ‘SIMPLE’, 




by an individual for a measure. 1% of items (n = 1) items an additional two trials were 
completed.  
In a simple analysis in percentage of items rated as one (follows protocol), instructions 
were used for at least one trial on 62% of simple items, 87% of moderate items and 81% 
of complex items. Approximately 50% of the items occurred on the first trial for simple and 
moderate items, compared to 34% on complex items. Similar levels of errors were present 
for at least one item across the three complexity levels (62-66%) and slightly less frequent 
on the first trial. Items that had at least one trial with standard instructions and no errors 
present was approximately 51%, 62% and 48% for simple, moderate and complex items 
respectively. These differences were more considerable when only the first trial was 
considered. Values were approximately 38%, 32% and 9% for simple, moderate and 
complex items respectively. Considering the frequency of all domains rated as one, the 
best rating in any domain, differences between task difficult demonstrate themselves more 
clearly. Whereby 37% of simple items rated as one for all trials on the first trial, this 
declined to 22% for moderate items and only 9% for complex items.  
 No errors Instructions Both All criteria 
 
one trial first trial one trial first trial one trial first trial one trial first trial all trials 
Simple 62% 58% 62% 50% 51% 38%* 51%* 37%* 35%* 
Moderate 65% 52% 87% 54% 62% 32%* 57%* 22%* 17%* 
Complex 66% 43% 81% 34% 48% 9%* 41%* 9%* 9%* 
TABLE 13: CRITERIA RATED AS ‘1’ FOR FOUR CONDITIONS: NO ERRORS, STANDARD INSTRUCTIONS, BOTH AND ALL CRITERIA. 
NO ERRORS IS PERCENTAGE OF TRIALS THAT RECEIVED A RATING OF 1 FOR TASK ERROR CRITERIA, INSTRUCTIONS IS 
PERCENTAGE OF TRIALS THAT RECEIVED A RATING OF 1 FOR INITIAL INSTRUCTIONS CRITERIA, BOTH IS PERCENTAGE OF TRIALS 
THAT RECEIVED A RATING OF 1 FOR BOTH TASK ERROR AND INITIAL INSTRUCTIONS AND ALL CRITERIA IS THE PERCENTAGE OF 
TRIALS THAT RECEIVED A RATING OF 1 FOR ALL FOUR CRITERIA. *CHI SQUARED ANALYSIS REVEALED SIGNIFICANT (P<0.05) 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS ON CONDITION BOTH ON FIRST TRIAL AND ALL CRITERIA ON ONE TRIAL, FIRST TRIAL AND ALL 
TRIALS. THIS SUGGESTS THAT COMPLEX ITEMS WERE RATED AS ONE ON ALL CRITERIA LESS OFTEN THAN MODERATE OR SIMPLE 
ITEMS. 
Figure 17 visualises the counts of the coded video data for each complexity rating across 
the three trials for the four domains of task execution. Data demonstrate that while the 









FIGURE 17: FREQUENCY OF RATINGS ACROSS TRIALS. GRADUATED SHADING OF BLACK/GREY REPRESENT DIFFERENT RA TINGS, WHERE 1 =    , 2 =    , 3 =     , AND 4 =     . COLOURS ARE 
CONSISTENT ACROSS ALL CRITERIA. 
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 trial, there was a significant minority, continuing to have complexity with task execution 
(i.e. number of errors made). Χ2 analysis revealed significant differences between simple, 
moderate and difficult tasks on the first trial. However, except for the domain of Errors, 
these differences were no longer present on the third trial. Results of the analysis are 
available in Table 14.  
 Trial One Trial Two Trial Three 
Criteria ×2 p ×2 p ×2 p 
Instructions 15.21 0.02 10.23 0.12 7.95 0.09 
Understanding 12.10 0.02 3.23 0.52 0.20 0.90 
Prompts 37.31 0.00 17.76 0.00 4.46 0.35 
Errors 16.40 0.01 9.43 0.15 15.22 0.02 
TABLE 14: Χ2 ANALYSIS RESULTS. THIS REPRESENTS FREQUENCIES OF RATINGS BETWEEN GROUPS ON THE FOUR CRITERIA: 
INSTRUCTIONS, UNDERSTANDING, PROMPTS AND ERRORS ACROSS THREE TRIALS. SIGNIFICANT (P<0.05) REPRESENTS 
DIFFERENCE IN FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE ACROSS TASK COMPLEXITY. 
The errors were specific to the respective measure. Table 15 shows the most common 
errors for each measure. Using hands to arise from a chair was the most common error in 
the five chair stands, single chair stands, walk speed (i.e. holding on) and TUG, and 
position change (i.e. stepping forward) was the most common error in the functional reach 
test and grip strength (i.e. not keeping arm in correct position).  

















5 Chair Stands 93 12% 9% 0% 2% 0% 39% 14% 
Functional reach 90 0% 0% 7% 6% 0% 0% 10% 
Grip Strength 96 0% 0% 4% 0% 1% 1% 1% 
Single Chair Stand 54 0% 6% 0% 0% 0% 57% 0% 
Timed Up and Go 84 15% 11% 0% 0% 11% 46% 2% 
Walk Speed 96 2% 2% 1% 0% 2% 7% 4% 
TABLE 15: ERROR TYPE, PERCENTAGES ARE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE NUMBER OF TRIALS WHICH RECEIVED A RATING OF 2, 3 
OR 4 FOR THE FINAL CRITERION, TASK ERROR. THESE ERRORS WERE CATEGORISED AS ABOVE AND THIS REPRESENTS THE MOST 
COMMON ERRORS PRESENT WITHIN THIS STUDY SAMPLE FOR THE SIX SELECTED TASKS. 
Discussion 
Several studies have reported that in order for people with dementia to complete 
assessment of physical function, deviations from standard protocols were required 
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(Blankevoort et al., 2013; Tappen et al., 1997). Furthermore, another suggested that 41% 
of participants had difficulties in understanding some items of the POMA (Sterke et al., 
2010). Anecdotal evidence from pilot work conducted by our group suggested that items 
that were more physically or cognitively challenging were prone to greater rates of error 
and inability to be completed by people with dementia in residential aged care. This study 
was designed to capture the prevalence of errors within assessment of physical function in 
people with dementia and hypothesised that items rated more difficult would be prone to 
greater rates of error within our sample.  
The results of this study indicated that while differences exist between simple, moderate 
and complex items across the four criteria of Instructions, understanding, prompts and 
errors on the first trial, these differences were not present in the second and third trials. 
Differences still existed in prompts in the second trial, but not the third and errors in only 
the third trial. This suggests there is no difference between items rated as moderate or 
complex and that people with some dementia are capable of completing some of more 
difficult items within test batteries. In addition, rates were as low as 41% for complex items 
and around 51% for simple items for participants who had at least one trial rated as 1 
across all four criteria. Rates were higher when only standard instructions and no errors 
were considered, with 48-62% of participants had at least one trial rated as 1 across both 
criteria. These rates show some promise. However, there exists a significant proportion of 
people with dementia who have trouble in completing measurement items to standard 
protocols. Rates were significantly lower when only the first trial was considered, and as 
low as 9% on items rated as complex, which suggests that multiple trials are necessary to 
obtain optimal data. Furthermore, while these results do not suggest that current measures 
are invalid, there seems to be a minority of individuals were the validity of the measures is 
questioned, and further investigation into appropriate and valid measurement of physical 
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function requires attention. To the knowledge of the research team, this kind of research 
has not been completed elsewhere before. While some studies have indicated that such 
issues exist in the measurement of physical function, no analysis has been completed on 
the prevalence of the deviations away from standard protocols. Neither has task 
complexity been considered to determine a person with dementia’s ability to complete an 
item. 
Several recommendations should be made regarding future work. Research into 
interventions using these items as outcome measurements should be aware that a valid, 
standard protocol should be followed. A description of any deviations from protocol that 
were present within the data should also be made. A robust discussion is necessary on 
how to handle data from people who do not complete items according to protocol. Authors 
suggest future investigation into the possibility of the development of an item bank of items 
of physical function from an IRT framework to circumvent this issue. Furthermore, more 
research is necessary to investigate the validity of more measures of physical function, as 
the measures here were a select sample of commonly used measures, and may not 
represent the totality of current measures commonly used within this population. Finally, 
while it seems that the measures, including those rated as complex, here within were well 
handled by the majority of participants, consideration must be given for test selection in 
more cognitively and physically challenged individuals, who have difficulties completing an 
assessment battery. It is recommended that researchers and clinicians use of measures 
less prone to error, such as the grip strength, walk speed and single chair stand, or be 
aware of the most common errors present for chosen measure. While particular errors 
may not invalidate the protocol, as using an assistive device during walk speed test is 
permissible within the protocol. It is important that individuals complete the same test, 
including such deviations from protocol to allow for intra-individual comparison across 
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time. However, the issue is inter-individual comparison or generalisation when a proportion 
of the sample does not complete identical test forms. This is a limitation of CTT (Lord & 
Novick, 1968), and why such deviations should be recorded in as much detail as possible.  
Limitations 
This study is unique and novel, but several limitations are present. First, is that there is no 
standard method of measuring task complexity. The method described within this study, 
while useful in its application, is not a validated method. However, consultation with an 
expert in motor learning, who was also familiar with assessment in dementia, provided the 
framework for determining an approximate cognitive challenge a particular task may have. 
As such, the length of time and number of components that an individual has to remember 
to perform a task was a helpful framework for the comparison of difficult between tasks. 
Future studies could also utilise a study design that increases the cognitive complexity of a 
single task, similar to Suttanon et al. (2011), but focus on the prevalence of error in 
standard protocol of a wide range of measures of physical function. However, the strength 
of the current design is the use of measures that are commonly employed within the 
sample group, as concurrent manual or cognitive tasks are not used commonly within the 
exercise intervention literature. Secondly, only a select number of measures were coded, 
which may not generalise cross all measures of physical function. These measures were 
selected due to their common usage and application in people with dementia, specifically 
exercise interventions, and this research highlights a particularly important area of under 
reported research. The authors hope this research will open a discussion around best 
practice methodological in measuring physical function for people with dementia. Valid 





Valid outcome measures are necessary to be confident in accuracy of results. While 
differences existed between simple, moderate and complex items for all four criteria on the 
first trial, these differences were not present in the second or third trial, with the exception 
of prompting in the second trial and errors in the third trial. In addition, approximately 50% 
of participants could complete at least one trial with a rating of one across the complexity 
tasks, although this was slightly lower for the complex items (41 vs 51%; complex to 
simple). This suggests that task complexity was not a factor in the prevalence of errors 
within this sample and that the majority of participants could complete at least one trial to 
standard protocols. However, a significant minority exist where the validity of measures in 
this sub-group of individuals is questioned. More simple measures, such as grip strength, 
walk speed and single chair stand (from BERG balance scale) are recommended for use 
in this sub group at the present stage, as these particular tasks were less prone to error 





The results of this section of Stage Three reveal that complexity was not a factor within 
prevalence of errors present within the sample. Additionally, the majority of the sample 
were able to complete the measures, despite being considered complex, with low 
prevalence of errors by the third trial, suggesting these measures are a valid measure of 
physical function for people with dementia. This is antithetical to our observations within 
the pilot study, which suggests that this is not as large problem as it appeared. It is 
possible that a confirmation bias may have existed in previous observations, which 
emphasises the importance of objective assessment in this area.    
Overall, Stage Three has demonstrated that for observed measures, there is reasonable 
evidence to recommend their use at a group level. This is underpinned, however, by 
standardised protocol to allow for comparison across groups and time.   
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4.05 STAGE FOUR 
PREAMBLE 
The overarching question to Stage Four was founded upon the question: What does it 
mean to be ‘physically able’ for someone with dementia? In order to answer this question, 
interviews were planned with staff members who are experienced in working with and 
caring for people with dementia. A qualitative, grounded theory approach was used to 
analyse transcripts. Figure 18 is a visual reproduction of this thesis. Stage One had 
previously identified that physical function was poorly defined for people with dementia. 
This paper is under consideration at Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport.  
 
  
FIGURE 18: STAGE FOUR VISUALISATION 
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STAGE FOUR QUALITATIVE INTERVIEWS 
Introduction 
In the 2001 International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health, the WHO 
defined impairment as “problems in body function or body structure that occur as a result 
of an interaction between a health conditioning and the context in which the person exists 
(2001). This had direct implications on limitations of activity and participation. Painter et al. 
(1999) acknowledged that this definition is broad and measurement should be tailored to 
specific populations and characteristics of interest. However, for people with dementia, this 
has not been specifically explored.  
Clouston et al. (2013) examined the dynamic longitudinal relationship between cognitive 
and physical function in longitudinal studies of older adults. They noted that relationships 
depended on measurement type, with 41% of studies using more than one measurement 
tool to assess physical function, supporting the notion that physical function is poorly 
define as a wide range of tools used by researchers. Additionally, the authors called for 
future work to identify different patterns and rates of decline. An important gap in the 
literature is to understand the difference between healthy older adults and people with 
dementia with respect to the relationships of physical and cognitive function. A barrier to 
moving forward in this area is an understanding of applicability and appropriateness of 
current methods in measuring physical function (Fox et al., 2015). The primary step would 
appear to be defining the construct of physical function for people with dementia, which 
seemingly has not been addressed within the literature to date. With respect to the validity 
of current measurement tools, it is necessary to understand what is being measured, 
before critiquing the applicability. This study aimed to address this shortcoming by 
exploring the construct of physical function among people with dementia residing in an 
aged care facility. The overarching question was: What does it mean for someone with 
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dementia to be physically and functionally able?  With a secondary objective to better 
understand the possibility and nature of assessment of physical function for someone with 
dementia.  
Methods 
A convenience sampling technique was used to recruit participants who were staff in RAC. 
Participants were recruited through posters and interactions with the primary researcher 
within the facilities. Participants were recruited from any role within the RAC. Inclusion 
criteria included two years or more of experience in providing care for people with 
dementia and proficiency in the English language in order to understand interview 
questions. This included including personal carers (PC) (n = 5), Assistants in Nursing (AIN) 
(n = 3), Clinical nurses (CN) (n=1), Registered Nurses (RN) (n = 1) service manager (n = 
1), and physiotherapist (n = 1). The distribution of participants interviewed was reflective of 
the distribution of care staff within a RAC facility (i.e. the predominant workforce is 
provided by personal carers). Staff within a RAC were targeted as participants for 
interviews due to the intimacy of their work environment and direct contact with residents 
with dementia. The study was approved by Uniting Care Queensland Human Research 
Ethics Committee and University of Queensland’s Behavioural and Social Sciences Ethical 
Review Committee. 
Interviews were conducted during January to March, 2015. Interviews were semi-
structured, one on one and conducted at a time mutually convenient to the primary 
researcher and participant. A core schedule of questions was used. These were on the 
nature and understanding of the physical ability of people with dementia, as well as the 
significance of assessment of physical function. Questions were open ended, in order that 
participants could reflect on their experience on the physical limitations of people within 
their care who have a diagnosis of dementia. Relevant topics that participants spoke about 
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were explored further within the interview. This allowed participants to flesh out concepts 
that they spoke about. Techniques to engage the informal portion of the interviews were: 
clarification questions to seek additional meaning, a long pause, verbal affirmation to 
prompt further explanation, or to repeat information a participant had stated. Interviews 
lasted approximately 20mins. A Grounded Theory framework(Glaser, 1992) assisted in the 
development of questions, as themes and phrases from earlier interviews, informed the 
line of questioning for later interviews.  
Interviews were electronically tape recorded and transcribed verbatim by a single person. 
Notes on developing themes were taken during and after interviews. Names and 
identifying information was removed or changed during the transcription process. The 
transcripts were read by the lead investigator and key words and phrases were coded into 
nodes using NVIVO10 (QSR International Pty Ltd, 2012). The text within these nodes was 
read again to ensure the accuracy. Words and phrases could belong to multiple nodes. 
This second reading assisted in the development of a mind map to identify. Potential 
relationships and emergent themes from the data were identified. Similar and contrasting 
nodes were sorted in themes, with the dominant themes reported on within this paper.  
Results 
Twelve participants were recruited from two aged care facilities. The median years of 
experience among participants was 12 yrs (range 3yrs – 43yrs). All participants were 
female (n=11) save one, and 50% had worked in the one care organisation only (n = 6). 
Five dominant themes emerged from the interview process on the nature of physical 
function in people with dementia. These were: Capability, independence, disability, care 
strategies and assessment. Quotes are presented verbatim, as the participants’ own 




The most common area that participants defined physical function as, was around the 
notion of capability in common, everyday tasks. Specially, participants spoke largely about 
mobility and walking as the overwhelmingly most important aspect of an individual with 
dementia’s physical function. Tasks identified by participants were walking to social 
activities provided by the organisation or being able to get to the toilet. Walking was seen 
as part of the care strategy, as many participants spoke about the debilitating nature of 
physical inactivity for people with dementia. 
Service Managers, 43 years’ experience. 
…I’ve always been really concerned about those that can’t still mobilise, 
because the minute they are not mobile, it has so many other ramifications for 
[people] with dementia…so I am very keen to have them be able to wander and 
walk. 
Physiotherapist, 13 years’ experience.  
…Because they might be nervous they tend to sit where they are left. And if you 
sit where you are left, you quickly become weaker and weaker and that 
diminishes your ability to do a whole range of things 
Another aspect affecting the participant’s perceptions of the physical capability of people 
with dementia was the residents’ level of cognitive impairment. Many participants saw the 
cognitive challenge of people with dementia almost take over their abilities to perform 
specific tasks. While this certainly was not a limiting factor for some individuals, for others, 
the ability to remember how to complete tasks, such as how to shower or use cutlery, or to 
remember that tasks need to be completed, such as when to go to the toilet. There was an 
apparent priority in tasks that would maintain the dignity, with one physiotherapist 
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speaking candidly about how important being able to get to the toilet was. In his responses 
many other tasks, such as feeding, would be provided on a routine basis. However, he 
saw that if people were not able to get to the toilet themselves, then they could cause 
embarrassment and a loss of dignity for that person. This participant suggested that if they 
could not get themselves to the toilet, then an individual had to be able to communicate 
their need to staff within the facility. As such, it was his view, as well as the view of all 
participants that physical capability was intertwined with a cognitive understanding of the 
task.  
CN, 9 years’ experience.  
…if they understand that this is [the] time to go to toilet, then [your] mind 
control[s] your body, then they try to go to toilet. But if your mind does not know 
when to go to toilet, [and you are] lost orientation in time, then your body does 
not read [the mental cue to go to the toilet].  
All participants saw physical capability, not as a separate entity, but intertwined with their 
cognitive function and social situations within the care organisation. Participants spoke 
often about everyday tasks, with walking or mobilising mentioned more often than other 
tasks.   
Independence 
Task capability and independence were often linked by participants, with the majority 
stating the importance for individuals to be able to complete tasks by themselves. A 
service manager indicated that being able to complete a task lead to a sense of 
achievement, even if that was only in something small. By ensuring people with dementia 
are successfully able to complete a range of tasks independently, the participants felt they 
were providing a level of respect of the individual as a person and this was considered of 
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primary importance in caring for people with dementia. Additionally, despite several 
participants identifying specific activities that were important when discussing the physical 
function of people with dementia. Participants often mentioned the enablement of tasks 
that were specific to what the person wanted, or the re-enablement of tasks that were what 
a person used to be able to do. 
Service Manager, 43 years’ experience. 
I think it is a sense of freedom, but it’s more about a sense of accomplishment 
[and] achievement because I haven’t got to rely on somebody for this, I can still 
do this. So I’m not a fool … you know the amount of folk that have said to me “I 
feel like a fool, I can’t remember this.”  
PC, 25 years’ experience. 
…learning what they are capable, what they can still do, perhaps not taking over 
the job, perhaps making it a little easier for them to do the job, to do the task 
that they normally would do.  
AIN, 3 years’ experience. 
To be able to do things, in their routine...just anything that they feel like they 
want do, to be able to do that 
Capability in tasks was considered important, but most participants referenced 
capability with being able to complete tasks by themselves.  
Disability 
In contrast to capability, which was often spoken about with positivity by participants, 
disablement was another strong theme in most participants’ responses. This was often 
spoken about with a sense of hopelessness and lost. This theme differentiates itself from 
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capability, as participants spoke with negative emotions to describe the loss of physical 
function. Participants spoke of the chronic, slow loss of physical function, as clinical 
comorbidities took over.  
Physiotherapist, 13 years’ experience. 
Once they can’t be controlled then then they are a hoist, they are kind of lost, 
and that’s what’s true with most people with dementia, once they are a hoist 
they are kind of lost to us….their therapy can be kind of socially stimulating at 
the same time, but once you are in bed twenty four seven, there it’s not really 
[the same].  
Participants also described a decline in physical function due to acute events.  
CN, 9 years’ experience. 
…if they are feeling sick they do not have the physical strength to do anything. 
Even what I am seeing now [with] a few residents with pneumonia. That is very 
simple if you are young. You are able to do lots of things with 
pneumonia,…here, no… once they have got some infection, they feel so weak, 
lethargic... 
AIN, 8 years’ experience. 
If they develop a UTI (Urinary Tract Infection) they go from being mobile people 
to being in bed…bed bound and have no continence control and normally they 
are going to the toilet. 
Most participants often spoke about the debilitating nature of external events or 
comorbidities on physical function and that both acute events and chronic conditions had a 
negative impact on the physical function for a person with dementia. Some participants 
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spoke even about the disabling effects that a fall had on people with dementia. This was 
seen either as due to physical limitations post fall, such as the effects of a broken bones, 
or some participants also mentioned the psychological effects. One participant spoke 
directly about people with dementia being scared and more timid after fall, and, therefore, 
she saw them as less likely to complete tasks. As such, she believed they became more 
dependent on staff to achieve even the most basic of tasks. Participants generally spoke 
with positive emotions when talking about people with dementia and their physical 
function. However, most participants were contrast in their own emotional use of language 
and spoke about the disabling nature of acute and chronic illness. This was seen to have a 
significant impact on an individual’s physical function.  
Physical Care Strategies 
In order to take care of people with dementia, participants spoke often about a culture of 
enablement within the care facility. Participants framed their responses regarding physical 
function around how they undertook care for people with dementia. In describing the care 
strategies participants undertook for residents, many of them spoke frequently about how 
they prioritised which tasks to do based on residents’ preferences. An example of this 
which was common in most participants’ responses was how and when residents had a 
shower. Participants also spoke about how they implemented strategies to enable such 
tasks to be completed. One strong, continuing strategy was prompting.  
AIN, 8 years’ experience. 
…they should be given the soap and turn the shower and wash themselves and 
stand there and make sure they get everything…and [we] say don’t forget under 
there and all that sort of, instead of staff members saying “okay come into the 
shower and sit on the chair” and [the staff] shower them. It should be more 
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supervision, prompting, not doing the task, cause then they are forgetting more 
and more. It is the use it or lose it philosophy. 
Participants often described other bridging strategies that made the task easier for people 
with dementia, such as making tasks easier, close supervision and allowing as much time 
as necessary for residents to completed tasks. One service manager identified that setting 
up residents for success is what allowed residents to still complete tasks for themselves. 
However, this still required a knowledge of what someone was capable of.  
Service Manager, 43 years’ experience.  
If you can’t measure [physical function], you don’t know what they can and can’t 
do, and if you don’t know that then all you are going to do is putting them in a 
position to setting them up for failure…and that’s why it is so important… is 
setting them up for success, and not setting them up for failure…learning what 
they can still do, perhaps not taking over the job, perhaps making it a little easier 
for them to do the job, to do the task that they normally would do.  
AIN, 18 years’ experience. 
Some of the things we try to do, we give them time, because time is important to 
them because I know they limited in [their] thinking. 
The majority of participants spoke about this type of care as a priority and indicated 
that despite taking longer, participants still maintained this as a goal of their care. 
Conversely, some participants stated that in some instances this did not take place in 
reality and the factor most often prevented this was time constraints.  
CN, 9 years’ experience. 
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You understand that you have to give some space and time for that residents, 
but [we are] looking at that three or four staff looking [after] 32-35 residents, and 
most of them need supervision or assistance. Most of them this would be their 
12 o’clock for lunch, [and allowing such time] their lunch will be cold and the 
resident will complain. You have to rush and that is my experience…it’s not 
about they can’t, but in our financial conditions, we just [have to rush 
everything]. 
The care strategies described often gave preference to the tasks that individuals wanted to 
do, and implementing ways to enable tasks to be completed successfully. One strategy 
commonly identified was prompting. However, some participants stated that time 
constraints often prevented such care being implemented due to time constraints within 
aged care.  
Personhood 
Another dominant theme within participants’ response was the notion of personhood. 
Participants often spoke about care strategies, but framed their responses in that care 
strategies were unique to the individual.  
PC, 7 years’ experience. 
Every person is different. 
The care strategies that participants identified were specific to the individual. Participants 
spoke about how behaviours were different between different people and that changed the 
way the participants cared for that person. Another aspect identified in participants’ 
responses was a persons’ desire to undertake the task. One participant talked about 
knowing when residents preferred to be showered, while another participant spoke about 
the preferred activities that people would undertake. Many participants empathised with 
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people in their care, often speaking about implementing care strategies in a way that they 
themselves would want to be treated. Participants saw residents as people, with desires 
and preferences and many spoke about the importance of an in-depth knowledge of that 
person in order to effectively implement care strategies.  
RN, 15 years’ experience. 
…it is being able to engage them and knowing what their idiosyncrasies are to 
engage them…it is so underpinning 
Participants saw that understanding who the person was that they were caring for as a 
critical element in providing care for that person. Participants saw people with dementia as 
people who had previously had their own, different, capabilities and full independence in 
many tasks, but, perhaps had lost some of those capabilities. However, this loss in 
capabilities was also seen as dependent upon the aetiology of the disease, as well as, any 
comorbidities that a person may have. Participants also saw them as people with desires 
and preferences and that in order to effectively care for someone with dementia, knowing 
the person was seen as important.  
Discussion 
The aim of this study was to explore the nature of physical function in dementia, and to 
answer the overarching question: what does it mean for someone with dementia to be 
physically able? Participants within the interviews gave broad answers ranging across their 
varied experiences in caring for people with dementia. A grounded theory framework was 
used through data collection. As such, questions in latter interviews were informed by 
emerging themes from earlier interviews. Sampling was ceased when it was evident that 
no new information was being captured. Five dominant themes emerged. These were: 
capability, independence, disability, care strategies and personhood. For people with 
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dementia, being physically able was multifaceted and extended beyond simple capabilities 
in physical tasks. Capability was spoken about at length by participants, particularly with 
respect to mobility and toileting. Participants often mentioned capability in everyday tasks 
that healthy, older adults may take for granted. However, responses moved beyond merely 
the physical nature of the tasks, onto the cognitive nature, in understanding and 
remembering the tasks, as well as the social nature, in communicating their needs.  
Participants often implemented meaningful care strategies to enable people to accomplish 
tasks, even if the task was simplified or made easier, the nature of the ability to achieve 
even minor tasks was crucial for staff working in this area. There was also the additional 
cognitive limitations, such as not remembering how to do specific tasks (i.e. shower, use 
cutlery, etc) that may require prompting, not knowing that they need to do specific tasks 
(i.e. going to the toilet), or even not wanting to do specific tasks. At all times throughout the 
interviews, the independence and individuality of people with dementia was prioritised 
within care strategies, regardless of time constraints. Although, if the ability of staff to 
engage with such care strategies was sometimes seen as idealistic, the desire was 
certainly present. What was clear, however, was that no single method applies uniformly 
across people with dementia.  
For people with dementia, being physically able is important for remaining independent in 
the most basic of tasks, prioritising mobilising independently within the facility. If this was 
not possible, by either physical or cognitive limitations, bridging people by modifying tasks 
and via prompting was then utilised. In exercise intervention studies, physical function has 
poorly defined by researchers in, as evidenced by the large battery of outcome 
measurement tools used (Fox, Hodgkinson, et al., 2014). Additionally, despite correlations 
between cognitive and physical function, declines in both were not consistent, and no 
single trajectory could be identified (Clouston et al., 2013). Participants within this study 
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saw this relationship to be individual, and the relationship depended upon the person and 
the aetiology of the disease. Therefore, it is necessary to understand that change in 
physical function is not simply just prompted by change in cognitive function for people 
with dementia.  
Tomey and Sowers (2009) conceptualised a model of physical function performance that 
incorporates personal environment and compensatory strategies, which has not been 
captured previously in assessment of physical function. The framework given is suggested 
for the development or extension of current methods of assessment that reflect the reality 
of performance within settings. Drawing on the themes available within this study, physical 
function for people with dementia envelopes a similar definition previously established 
within the literature (Agwubike & Ezeukwu, 2011; Painter et al., 1999). This definition 
states that physical function is the performance in basic and complex tasks of activities of 
daily living. Participants indicated that physical function most related to the most basic 
tasks and those central to remaining independent. Of significance is the ability to mobilise 
and transfer. While, participants did mention many of the tasks that are reported in 
common activities of daily living scales, such as the BARTHEL (Wade & Collin, 1988) 
throughout interviews, but this could either be a function of the assessment requirements 
within the organisation or the importance of such tasks to those in full time care. However, 
the overarching comments from participants referred to a culture of enablement and 
allowing people to actually engage with activities, which would better suit performance 
based measurement approaches. 
Physical function, as a construct should also envelope the notion of goal orientated desires 
from people with dementia, rather than a one-size-fits-all model. Tomey and Sowers 
(2009) acknowledges that physical function performance is individual, and is relevant to 
their environment and compensatory strategies employed. Due to the low levels of function 
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that people with dementia have (Fox, Henwood, et al., 2014a; Sterke et al., 2010) physical 
function should relate to the desires and needs of the individuals, which would connect the 
reality of people with dementia. This would also align assessment of physical function with 
consumer directed care model (Barbosa, Sousa, Nolan, & Figueiredo, 2014; Buntin et al., 
2006).  Furthermore, it has previously been established that while common mortality 
trajectories exist, where a decline in physical function is one aspect of this (Kelley, Ettner, 
Morrison, Du, & Sarkisian, 2012) these trajectories are largely individual (Lunney, Lynn, 
Foley, Lipson, & Guralnik, 2003). While the study was not dementia specific, the purpose 
of Lunney et al. (2003) was to identify common, all-cause mortality trajectories. As care 
models move toward consumer directed care, and moves away from a one size fits all type 
approach, what physical function is for people with dementia should reflect this. This 
additionally would align the assessment of physical function with the recommendations 
from Tomey and Sowers (2009).  
Within current measurement theories, however, this particular assessment approach is 
difficult to undertake as inter- and intra-individual measurements require identical forms for 
comparison (Embretson & Reise, 2000; Hambleton, Swaminathan, & Rogers, 1991), 
meaning comparison can only really be drawn between individuals who have been 
assessed under similar methods. Item banking, as possible under an IRT framework, 
would help solve this problem, and would allow for the measurement of individuals, not just 
groups (Embretson & Reise, 2000). Furthermore, environmental conditions and 
compensatory strategies can be built into this model. IRT has been used to measure 
physical function in other clinical populations (Ni et al., 2013), but dementia research has 




A few limitations exist within this study. All participants are from RAC facilities, owned by a 
single care organisation in South-East Queensland, Australia. As such, the results may 
only generalizable to people with dementia in this setting and locality, and not specifically 
to community, respite or hospital care. In addition, only one care organisation was 
approached to participate in the research, and it is plausible to suggest that different 
themes could emerge if research was conducted within different organisations. However, 
the organisation has been nationally recognised as a leader within the aged care sector. 
Furthermore, while participants were recruited across a variety of roles within the facility, 
the voice of these roles is not represented equally. However, a grounded theory framework 
was used and further recruitment was not considered necessary based on data saturation. 
Finally, interviews were not undertaken on people with dementia, despite the research 
focus being the physical function among this group. However, the information within this 
report has valuable as a basis for further work given the intimate knowledge that care staff 
can provide on facility clients.  
Concluding Statements 
The aim of this research paper was to explore the nature of physical function in dementia, 
and to answer the overarching question: what does it mean for someone with dementia to 
be physically functionally able? Five dominant themes emerged: capability, independence, 
care strategies, disability and personhood. As a construct, physical function does envelope 
previously stated domains for healthy older adults, with priority on the most basic tasks 
central to remaining independent. With respect to the assessment of physical function, 
future research is necessary to identified individualised measurement methodologies and 




5.00 CHAPTER FIVE 
5.01 DISCUSSION 
Are measures of physical function, commonly used in dementia specific populations, 
appropriate for use for people with dementia? This was the overarching question to this 
thesis. The purpose of this chapter is to draw the main findings out from the collective 
results of these four stages and tie them back into previous established literature. This 
chapter will be broken into five sections: Main Findings, Implications, Limitations, Future 
Work and Concluding Thoughts. Main Findings will discuss the three major findings of this 
thesis. These are:  
1) There is reasonable evidence to support the use of assessed measures. 
2) Intended use should guide clinicians and researchers.  
3) Simple measures are suitable for people that have low physical and low 
cognitive function.  
Implications will translate these main findings into expected consequences of this work.   
Limitations will discuss the shortcomings of this research and finally, Future Work will pilot 
some research into IRT as a potential way forward and recommend directions that this 
research should take. Each stage contained a discussion regarding the specific results of 
that stage, this chapter will specifically deal with collective findings of this research in its 
entirety. These findings have incredible significance and will be explored within the context 
of the three aims of this thesis explored in Chapter One. 
The stated aims of this thesis were:  
1) To evaluate the test-retest reliability of common measures of physical function in 
a sample of people with dementia, residing in aged care 
2) To evaluate the validity of common measures of physical function in a sample of 
people with dementia, residing in aged care 
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3) To define physical function specifically for people with dementia.  
In order to answer this question, four stages were planned, each with their own question 
that assisted in answering the overarching question. Figure 19 visually represents these 
four stages and their respective questions.  
 
FIGURE 19: STUDY DESIGN VISUALISATION 
Stage One was informed by the question: “What measures are currently used within the 
exercise science literature?’. In order to answer this question a systematic review was 
undertaken that examined the effects of exercise on physical function for people with 
dementia. Stage Two was informed by the question: “Have common measures been 
rigorously assessed for psychometric properties within a dementia specific population?” In 
order to answer this question, a second systematic review was undertaken that reviewed 
the psychometric properties of measurement tools in dementia specific populations. Stage 
Three was informed by the question: “Are common measures valid and reliable for use 
within a dementia specific population?” In order to answer this question, a quantitative test-
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retest reliability and validity study was undertaken. This assessed the relative and absolute 
test-retest reliability, as well as the execution of standard protocol within the sample, as a 
lack of reliability threatens the validity of current measures.  Finally, Stage Four was 
informed by the question: “What does it mean to be ‘physically able’ for someone with 
dementia, residing in aged care?” In order to answer this question, semi-structured 
interviews with staff within a nursing home were conducted and were subject to qualitative 
analysis using Grounded Theory to identify emergent themes (Glaser, 1992).  
5.02 MAIN FINDINGS 
The primary focus of this thesis was the psychometric assessment of common measures 
of physical function for people with dementia. The purpose of this thesis is to provide 
researchers and clinicians with reasonable evidence to justify selection of measurement 
tools in the assessment of physical function for people with dementia. It was apparent that 
researchers had chosen outcome measurement tools without the necessary psychometric 
evidence to support their decision (Fox, Hodgkinson, et al., 2014). While this was not true 
of all exercise intervention studies (Hauer et al., 2012; Roach et al., 2011; Tappen et al., 
2000) with one study evaluating the reliability of measures as part of their exercise 
intervention study design (Tappen et al., 1997), a large proportion of the measures chosen 
had not referenced dementia specific samples when justifying the selection of the 
measurement tools. The measures that were the target of Stage Three of this thesis were 
chosen due to their common usage and lack of rigorous assessment of psychometric 
properties of these measurement tools within a dementia specific sample. These 
measures are: the BERG Balance Scale (Berg et al., 1989), the POMA (Tinetti, 1986), the 
SPPB (Guralnik et al., 1994), Grip Strength, Functional Reach and TUG. These measures 
are also commonly used by clinicians within the aged care industry. Furthermore, these 
measures have had psychometric assessment in various other populations, including 
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healthy older adults (Tinetti, 1986), stroke (Soyuer & Öztürk, 2007; Stevenson, 2001) and 
Parkinson disease (Kegelmeyer, Kloos, Thomas, & Kostyk, 2007). This demonstrates that 
beyond the scope of the measurement of physical function in dementia, these measures 
are common and familiar. As such, it was not considered desirable to develop a new 
measurement tool to assess physical function. Rather, the focus of this study was to 
provide  researchers and clinicians evidence to support the choice of current measurement 
tools for people with dementia. This leads to the first main finding of this thesis. There is 
reasonable psychometric evidence to support the use of assessed measures for people 
with dementia. This finding bores itself out in all three of the stated aims of this thesis.  
FIRST MAJOR FINDING 
The results of reliability studies suggests there is nothing underpinning about these 
measures, or the cognitive impairment for people with dementia that warrant a conclusion 
that suggests these measures are unsuitable for people with dementia. High ICC values 
were found for all but two measures. These measures were the gait and balance subsets 
of the POMA. Interestingly, total score (gait and balance subsets combined) for the POMA 
had ICC levels greater than 0.71, which indicates a good level of reliability (J. R. Thomas 
& Nelson, 2001). This indicates that to a reasonable degree people with dementia had 
similar results across time. This finding is consistent within the literature for healthy older 
adults for these measures, as well as other clinical populations. For healthy older adults, 
ICC ranged between 0.72-0.80 (Faber, Bosscher, & van Wieringen, 2006) and ranged 
between 0.874 and 0.91 for stroke patients (Canbek, Fulk, Nof, & Echternach, 2013; Daly 
et al., 2006). Furthermore, similar measures of physical function assessed in dementia 
specific populations demonstrated similar levels of relative reliability as those reported 
within this thesis. 
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This indicates that meaningful results can be concluded from a sample of people with 
dementia and warrants the consideration of assessed measures in the design of 
intervention study. Furthermore, there is no strong evidence to suggest that these 
measures are inappropriate for people with dementia. There are, perhaps, contexts of use 
that may be limited in this population and these will be discussed more broadly below, but 
at a general level these measures seem appropriate. The results from the analysis of the 
absolute reliability, once again, provide a guide for interpretation of outcomes from using 
the tools, but do not warrant the exclusion of these measurements from use for people 
with dementia. As with the relative reliability, results from the absolute reliability were 
similar to those previously established within the literature for other measurement tools 
within a dementia specific population. That is, despite reporting good levels of relative 
reliability, intra-individual variation appeared high, leading to low levels of absolute 
reliability for TUG, chair stands and walk speed (Blankevoort et al., 2013; Ries et al., 2009; 
Suttanon et al., 2011). This was a consistent finding within this thesis for the BERG 
Balance Scale, POMA and SPPB. While Minimal Detectable Change scores close 
between 30-40% may be undesirable, this does not necessarily undermine the reliability of 
these measures.  
On the other hand, the validity of these measures may be undermined by not following 
standardised procedures. This has previously been acknowledged within the literature 
(Blankevoort et al., 2013). Within the results of this thesis, any task requiring an individual 
to rise from a chair had a large proportion of the sample requiring hand use. For example, 
the Five Chair Stands item, an item on the SPPB, the most common error present was the 
use of hands to stand from a chair (39%). Comparisons between individuals who 
completed this item with their hands to individuals who completed this item without their 
hands becomes difficult. It may be possible to say that the person that requires the use of 
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hands to rise from a chair may be more  impaired, but there exists no way to quantify that 
difference. It stands to reason that five chair stands with the use of hands and without the 
use of hands is two, albeit slightly, different items. The video analysis was used to explore 
the prevalence of deviations from protocol. Across all three levels of complexity, there was 
a similar pattern of coding across the four criteria. Except where using hands to rise from a 
chair in the five chair stands and TUG, the frequency of non-standardised instructions and 
errors present in the first trial decreased and were essentially non-existent or only slight by 
the third trial. Such deviations from standard protocol were only persistent for a small 
percentage of individuals within the study. 
It has previously been established that within ageing there is a gradual decline in physical 
function (Clouston et al., 2013). With this decline, it is expected that tasks become more 
difficult to complete. However, current practice is to allow deviations from standard 
protocol in order for an individual to complete the task. While this may threaten the validity 
of certain interpretations, the measures themselves are still demonstrating reasonable 
validity for people with dementia. Certainly, for particular measures strict adherence to 
protocol is warranted, particularly for the lowest physically able individuals. However, 
despite early observations in our pilot study that these deviations in protocols  were highly 
prevalent, this was not supported by further investigation, which continues to support the 
notion that the use of these measurement tools are appropriate for use for people with 
dementia.  
Stage Four also provide some context to this first major finding. Validity was defined as the 
degree to which evidence supports test interpretations (Furr & Bacharach, 2008). This 
thesis started by identifying common measures in use. This gave no understanding of 
whether we are measuring the construct of interest. Painter et al. (1999) defined physical 
function as performance in basic and complex tasks of activities of daily living. However, 
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dominant themes that emerged from the interviews with care staff suggested that the most 
basic tasks, central to remaining independent is what physical function means for people 
with dementia. This would include some, but not all measures included within Stage Three 
of this thesis. For example, the BERG Balance Scale contains some items that are simple 
static and dynamic balance activities. However, others items, such as alternating foot on a 
step (Item 12), tandem standing (Item 13) and standing on one foot (Item 14) may not be 
relevant for this population. Items such as single chair stand (Item 1) is particular relevant 
to remaining independent. Other measures, such as Grip Strength (for gripping items or 
hand rails) should also be included.  
The measures assessed within this thesis are congruent with the notion proposed by our 
hypothesis. The outcomes from studies do not support our first stated hypothesis, that is 
measures of physical function commonly employed in research among people with 
dementia will be found to be inappropriate at one or multiple levels of psychometric 
assessment for use in this population. However, it was also hypothesised that modification 
may be necessary and there is evidence that current measures are not ideal or optimised 
for measurement of physical function of people with dementia. There is scope for 
additional work for modification of measures that are specific to people with dementia. This 
could include a reduction in the number of items to only include those that are specific to 
the requirements of people with dementia or modification of specific items. This could be a 
modified five chair stands that permits the use of hands during the task, which would 
change how such performance is coded. This could potentially allow for comparison 
between individuals who complete the task with the use of their hands and those who do 
not. In summary, there is reasonable evidence to support the general use of assessed 
measures, but it is also possible to suggest that current measures are not optimised or 
ideal for measurement in this population.  
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SECOND MAJOR FINDING 
There is reasonable evidence to support the choice and use of the measures within this 
thesis for measuring physical function of people with dementia. However, the results from 
included studies indicate that specific circumstances are not compatible with the assessed 
measures. This is the second major finding of this thesis. That is intended use should 
guide clinicians and researchers as to what conclusions are valid from the measures 
assessed within this thesis. As previously defined, validity is the degree to which evidence 
supports test interpretations (Furr & Bacharach, 2008). Interpretations centred on 
monitoring individuals’ physical function are not congruent with the current measurement 
tools. However, interpretations from intervention outcomes at the group level should be 
considered valid. This finding bores itself from two distinct viewpoints, the underlying 
measurement theory of CTT and as well as the absolute test-retest reliability. This is also 
supplemented by findings from qualitative interviews (Stage Three).  
CTT is founded upon the cancellation of random errors in samples or populations, in order 
to be assured that the true score is being evaluated from a measure (Embretson & Reise, 
2000). The following equation represents this: 
 =     
EQUATION 5: TRUE SCORE EQUATION, WHERE X IS EQUAL TO THE MEASUREMENT OUTCOME, T IS EQUAL TO AN 
INDIVIDUAL’S TRUE SCORE AND E IS THE AMOUNT OF ERROR. 
For truly random error, in a large enough sample, the mean error will tend towards zero 
and be negligible (DeVellis, 2006). As such, changes in the measurement outcome equal 
real change in the true score. From assessment of relative reliability, confidence can be 
had in interpretations of measurement at the group level (J. R. Thomas & Nelson, 2001). 
This is also supported by the non-significant men difference from zero. However, 
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interpretations regarding individual monitoring require assessment of the absolute 
reliability (Bruton et al., 2000; Suttanon et al., 2011), in particular MDC as this provides the 
minimal amount of change required for a measure to be greater than the normal statistical 
variation within a measure, to 95% confidence (Haley & Fragala-Pinkham, 2006). If the 
goal was to measure an individual’s grip strength over time, the results of this thesis 
indicated that an increase or decrease of approximately 4kg would be required before a 
researcher or clinician could be confident that that change is ‘real’. How large an MDC 
must be before the measure is considered to no longer provide useful information? The 
answer can be subjectively determined depending upon the sample and the expected 
amount of change. From our studies, people residing in aged care and who have 
dementia, had a mean grip strength of 18.75kg and 16.5kg for their right and left hand 
respectively. The MDC for grip strength, therefore, was 22.1% and 27.8% of this mean for 
the right and left hand respectively. This is a large relative change in grip strength values. 
A study by Kwak et al., (2008) had mean improvements in grip strength of 3.2kg (31.6%). 
It could be reasonably assumed that some, but not all individuals within the study may 
have bettered this threshold. The authors concluded that for their sample, exercise had a 
significant effect on grip strength. The results from included studies indicate the intra-
individual variation would be too great for people with dementia. If, however, it were 
desired to monitor grip strength change individually that MDC would be too large to detect 
a real change. 
Compared to other studies that have examined the absolute reliability of assessed 
measures, the absolute reliability was poorer than reported within this thesis (Nordin et al., 
2006; Suttanon et al., 2011; Tappen et al., 1997; V. Thomas & Hageman, 2002; Wittwer et 
al., 2008), except for a study by Blankevoort et al. (2013) for grip strength. Within this 
study, despite similar grip strength values, MDCs were twice that of those reported in this 
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thesis (7.59kg vs 4.1kg). In the Blankevoort et al. (2013) study, however, grip strength was 
measured from a standing position, with arm out stretched. Within this thesis, grip strength 
was measured from a seated position, with arm bent at 90 degrees. This aligns with 
recommendations from the European Working Group on Sarcopenia (Roberts et al., 
2011), and may be a more reliable method of measuring grip strength for individuals. 
Blankevoort et al. (2013) concluded similar findings to this thesis that despite high levels of 
relative reliability suggesting that these measures may be useful at the group level, intra-
individual variation is too great to be applicable to individual monitoring.  Both Suttanon et 
al. (2011) and Wittwer et al. (2008) were more cautious in their findings.  The Suttanon et 
al. (2011) study had only 14 participants, a similar size to the pilot study within this thesis. 
As such, it is difficult to have confidence in the conclusions, without further research in 
larger sample sizes. Wittwer et al. (2008) used a GaitRite system to measure gait 
parameters over three trials or ten trials and reported slightly greater reliability than 
presented within this thesis, 0.12m/s and 0.11m/s for three and ten trials respectively 
versus the 0.20m/s reported within this thesis. The methods within this thesis used a 
measured pathway and a stopwatch, and, as such, may present additional systematic 
error, with the measurer as a confounding factor. It is recommended that researchers and 
clinicians use values that mimic the methodology of their approach.  Despite differences in 
the mean walk speed values between Wittwer et al. (2008) and the results reported within 
this thesis, walk speed was considered a homoscedastic item and that between study 
differences in reliability could be due to the methodology used to collect the data 
(i.e.GaitRite vs walkway and stopwatch). However, the range of walk speeds reported 
within this thesis are not representative across all possible walk speeds (Stanaway et al., 
2011) and interpretations outside this range should be approached with caution. As such, 
this may be an underlying factor in the differences reported in this study and others. If 
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available, the GaitRite or other pressure mat systems should be favoured over the 
stopwatch approach due to lower levels of variance. However, due to its expense (Beijer, 
Lord, & Brodie, 2013), it is often not how such measures are collected in the clinical 
setting. As such, there is still value within our results for walk speed within this thesis.  
Findings for measures, outside of those measured within this thesis are: the six minute 
walk test (Blankevoort et al., 2013) and gait characteristics (McGough et al., 2011; 
Suttanon et al., 2011; Wittwer et al., 2008) were similar to those reported within this thesis. 
Compared to studies from other disease categories, or to healthy adults, MDC values 
reported in this thesis were similar for walk speed (Burns, Delparte, Patrick, Marino, & 
Ditunno, 2011; Latham et al., 2008; Steffen & Seney, 2008), larger for TUG (Dal Bello-
Haas, Klassen, Sheppard, & Metcalfe, 2011; Huang et al., 2011; Steffen & Seney, 2008), 
larger for functional reach (Lim et al., 2005; Lynch, Leahy, & Barker, 1998; Smithson, 
Morris, & Iansek, 1998), larger for five chair stands (Wang, Liao, & Peng, 2012), larger for 
POMA total score (Faber et al., 2006) and larger for BERG total score (Liston & Brouwer, 
1996; Steffen & Seney, 2008). 
There is a consistent message from studies attempting to assess the reliability of 
measures of physical function for people with dementia. This message is that intra-
individual variation is too great within this population to draw meaningful conclusions for 
monitoring individuals. Some measures have reduced levels of intra-individual variation 
than others. However, all studies, generally, report appropriate levels of relative reliability, 
which supports the use of these measures at the group level. As such, researchers and 
clinicians need to be aware of the purpose and intended use of the measures before 
choosing a particular measure for use. If measuring a sample of people with dementia, all 
measures assessed in this thesis would be appropriate. However, if individual monitoring 
is the intended use, a researcher or clinician must decide whether the MDC values 
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reported within this thesis, or from other sources, are acceptable for the expected outcome 
compared to how much change is expected/desired. If a change of less than the reported 
MDC value is expected, it is recommended that clinicians or researchers choose less 
variable measures for the situation. Furthermore, future research must identify measures 
that have less intra-individual variation, or less variable ways of measuring the outcome, 
as with the GaitRite (Wittwer et al., 2008).  
Tangentially, one question remains: is individual monitoring an important enough intended 
use to continue the search for less variation? There seems a large body of work that has 
reported similar findings and made similar recommendations. Is the goal of less variable 
measures a pipe dream, or can it be realistically achieved? Results from the qualitative 
study provide insight into why individual monitoring is a worthy goal of future research. 
One of the dominant themes that emerged from the qualitative studies was one of 
‘Personhood’. Two concepts underpin this theme. Firstly, participants translated their 
responses during the interview to empathise those that they care for and spoke of how 
they would feel and act in similar situations. Secondly, participants spoke of the 
individuality of people with dementia. That despite being of one disease category, each 
person was seen as unique, with their own idiosyncrasies. Furthermore, a study by Lunney 
et al. (2003) examined mortality trajectories, which included measuring physical function, 
and despite four similar trajectories identified, the authors pointed out that these 
trajectories were actually individual in nature. In another study, Tomey and Sowers (2009) 
conceptualised a theoretical model of physical function that incorporated a persons’ unique 
environment and compensatory strategies which either enable or hinder a persons’ 
performance. Within the context of aged care consumer directed care (Buntin et al., 2006) 
is directing care strategies to be person centred. Because of this, clinicians are likely to 
examine an individual’s physical function and generate interventions or care plans around 
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these outcomes. However, at the current stage, outcomes from current measures, 
including those assessed in this thesis, may be invalid. Therefore, providing clinicians with 
measurement tools that are valid and reliable for individual monitoring is an important goal 
of future research. This also means that any future research that can provide clinicians 
such a tool would have direct policy and practice implications.  
From the measures included in this thesis, intended use should guide how these 
measures are implemented. At the group level, these measures seem appropriate, as 
indicated by high levels of relative reliability. However, at the individual level, high levels of 
intra-individual variation undermine the applicability of most measures to monitoring 
individuals’ physical function for people with dementia. Research from similar studies 
supports this finding, this thesis contributes to this body of work, by adding measures that 
have not previously been assessed for people with dementia. These include: POMA, 
BERG, SPPB (in full) and functional reach.  
THIRD MAJOR FINDING 
At this point, the intra-individual variation seems too great to individually track physical 
function over time, for people with dementia. Another exception to the first major finding of 
this thesis, however, is how to choose measures for individuals of low physical function or 
low cognitive function. This leads to the third major finding from this thesis that simple 
measures should be preferred for people with dementia with very low physical or very low 
cognitive function. If intended use should guide selection of outcome measurement tools of 
physical function, intended sample should also guide selection. This viewpoint is 
particularly a function of  the reliability and video analyses of Stage Three. 
The psychometric properties are an important consideration in the selection of outcome 
measurement tools when designing any intervention. Results from the reliability analysis 
suggested that shorter, more simple measures (e.g. grip strength, walk speed) had higher 
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levels of relative and absolute reliability than the longer, more complicated measures (e.g. 
TUG, Five Chair Stands, Functional Reach) in our sample. The age group, living situation, 
low physical function scores, and scores of the Psychogeriatric Assessment Scales should 
provide confidence to outcome measurement in similar populations. This was discussed at 
length in the first major finding. However, the question has been asked: “Which measures 
should I choose for my sample, in my study?” Results from Stage Three revealed that 
simple measures have greater reliability. This suggests that selecting such measures as 
the grip strength and walk speed measures could be reasonably justified on the weight of 
this evidence. This is not to suggest that the other measures are invalid or unreliable, but 
rather they are not the most appropriate measures for a sample of very low physical 
function or very low cognitively functioning sample.  
Furthermore, results from the video analysis demonstrated that for 39% of all trials, hands 
were used to stand from a chair during five chair stands and 46% of all trials for the Timed 
Up and Go. As explored in that chapter, deviations from protocol threaten the validity and 
comparability of a measure. However, similar levels of errors were not established for 
walking speed and grip strength, and due to the frequent occurrence of such errors, 
supports the notion that some particular measures may be more appropriate than others 
when measuring physical function for people with dementia. Similar studies have reported 
that 41% of people with dementia in a particular study had difficulty in understanding the 
instructions of the POMA (Sterke et al., 2010), while others have acknowledged that 
deviations from standard protocols were necessary for participants to physically complete 
the measure (Blankevoort et al., 2013; Tappen et al., 1997). The inherent issue with this is 
the inflexibility of CTT, in which comparisons cannot be readily drawn across individuals or 
groups who do not complete equal test form (DeVellis, 2006). In particular, significant 
problems arise in trying to establish whether two complementary, yet different test forms 
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measure the same construct (Embretson & Reise, 2000). This was partly established in 
the systematic review conducted Stage One as demonstrated by the significant 
heterogeneity present between study outcomes. Consideration for the physical or cognitive 
limitations of the intended sample must be taken into account and measures carefully 
selected, an equal test forms are created. IRT could potentially overcome this issue by 
calibrating items on a single latent trait of ability (Zhu, 2006).  
The use of an IRT approach would also allow for the development of a scale of physical 
function similar to that created for measuring motor ability in children (Hands, Sheridan B 
Fau - Larkin, & Larkin, 1999; Zhu et al., 2011). Hands et al. (1999) created performance 
categories for children as they develop their motor abilities throughout the early years of 
life. The authors acknowledge the implications of such research that could lead to the early 
detection of children who fall behind in their motor development. Zhu et al. (2011) 
developed a measure to be used as an assessment in physical education classes in 
primary school. As children develop their motor abilities throughout the early years of life, 
this can be measured on a tool that also increases in difficulty. That is, the children in Year 
5 were not completing the same items as those in kindergarten in the study (Zhu et al., 
2011). However, IRT translates scores on these measures onto a single latent trait across 
all ability levels, despite which items were completed by individuals and allows 
comparisons can be drawn (Zhu et al., 2011).   
This, currently, is beyond the scope of this thesis and well beyond what is available for 
measuring physical function in people with dementia. However, there is precedence with 
the gain of motor ability in childhood to develop a model and a measurement tool of loss of 
physical function in old age. For the moment, researchers and clinicians should be aware 
that current measures may not be appropriate for some people with dementia, either due 
to very low physical function or low cognitive function. As such, the appropriate 
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consideration must be given when choosing measures in this population. Some inherent 
success and failure must be present within measurement, as items that are difficult to 
complete still provide valuable information. Some items, however, must be able to be 
completed successfully, as per standard protocol. Therefore, for those with very low 
physical function or very low cognitive function, choosing simple measures will provide 
useful information, as well as the ability to draw valid conclusions from the outcomes. More 
difficult items should be included, such as five chair stands, but standardised protocols 
must be adhered to and using hands to stand from the chair is incongruent with this 
approach.  
5.03 IMPLICATIONS 
Translating these findings into practice and policy implications is a necessary and presents 
the final step in this thesis. There are two major practice implications from this thesis. 
These will be explored in turn. The first major practice implication from this research will be 
to equip researchers and clinicians with additional measures of physical function that have 
been previously unassessed in a dementia specific population. Specifically, these are the 
BERG Balance Scale (Berg et al., 1989), the SPPB (Guralnik et al., 1994) and the POMA 
(Tinetti, 1986).  The POMA had previously been the target of psychometric assessment in 
the form of sensitivity and specificity of cut off scores (Sterke et al., 2010), but no absolute 
or relative reliability analysis has been conducted in older adults with dementia. This 
advancement in knowledge will provide clinicians with confidence in the justification of 
outcome measures by continually adding to the battery of measures that are appropriate 
or inappropriate for people with dementia. For researchers, it provides a foundation for 
justifiable selection of more measures of physical function to advance the knowledge 




The second major practice implication for this research is that it will bring to light an 
important, yet under investigated, issue. By addressing this issue and communicating the 
findings of this thesis, the profile of the question of, “Are current measures and by 
extension the respective conclusions born out of these outcomes, valid and reliable?” The 
goal is not to undermine the quality of the work already undertaken, rather to ensure that 
moving forward clinicians and researchers are more aware that the measures they choose 
to assess physical function, or anything else, is supported by rigorous psychometric 
assessment. This thesis adds to the current literature by improving the understanding in a 
critical topic and promotes further investigation into best practice of measurement of 
physical function.  
Unfortunately, there are no policy implications from the findings within this thesis. This is in 
part, largely due to the funding structure of the Australian Government, where physical 
function is only one component of the Aged Care Funding Instrument (ACFI) for aged care 
practices in Australia. Current research is limited by the quality of current methods to 
assess physical function to have a wide reaching impact on policy. However, the potential 
for future work to impact on national policy does exist.  
5.04 LIMITATIONS 
This thesis represents steps forward in the assessment of physical function, however 
several limitations do exist. The first limitation from this research is that the starting point 
used within this thesis to identify measures of physical function does not exhaustively 
represent all available measures of physical function. The starting point could also be 
considered a strength, as the purpose was to review measures that are commonly used in 
people with dementia. However, other potentially appropriate measures for people with 
dementia could exist and were not explored within this thesis. Furthermore, none of the 
assessed measures have been assessed from an IRT framework, despite the availability 
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of such methods and potential advantages. However, the starting point used within this 
thesis was intentional in order to have as far reaching practice implications as possible. 
The underlying desire was to not add to the large volume of measures currently available 
in the literature. By limiting the scope of this thesis to measures commonly used, but not 
adequately assessed for their psychometric properties, provides a valuable platform to 
impact current practice.  
The second limitation in this thesis is that dementia type and cognitive impairment were 
not considered within the studies. This was largely due to the sample size used, as sub-
group analysis would have significantly reduced the statistical power available. Therefore, 
the ability to determine whether these findings are consistent across disease type and 
severity is not available. Ries et al. (2009) reported differences in relative and absolute 
reliability for mild-moderate and moderate to severe cognitive impairment. Furthermore, 
different dementia types affect the brain differently (ADI, 2009). For example, dementia of 
the Alzheimer’s type largely affects memory, whereas Fronto-temporal dementia has a 
more prominent effect on behaviour and language and Lewy Bodies dementia has a 
similar phenotype to that of Parkinsons disease (ADI, 2009). There is potential that 
different forms of dementia could impact on the results within this thesis differently. These 
are unable to be determined. However, it has been acknowledged that ante-mortem 
diagnosis of dementia is difficult to confirm, particularly in its earliest stages (WHO, 2012) 
and was outside the scope of this thesis. Furthermore, the sample size requirements for 
sub-group analysis were untenable within the design of this thesis.  
The third limitation is that despite the preference for IRT within conclusions in each stage 
of this thesis, the notion that IRT is a better measurement theory than the current 
approaches cannot be determined. While significant advantages do exist regarding IRT, it 
may not be the saving grace that modern measurement theorists make out (Fan, 1998). 
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This is largely due to the reports that psychometric assessment that compares traditional 
approaches and more modern approaches come to very similar conclusions (Fan, 1998). 
Nevertheless, there still exists some exciting potential for the use of IRT approaches in 
people with dementia. However, the technical understanding of complex theoretical 
concepts and specific statistical software does not make it approachable for clinicians. 
This does not undermine the notion that future research should utilise IRT as a way 
forward. Rather, it is a qualifier that the best approach to measurement of physical function 
for people with dementia, either CTT or IRT, cannot yet be determined.  
Finally, the fourth limitation in this thesis is centred on the notion around intra-individual 
variation. A common finding reported by the literature, and reported within this thesis is 
that intra-individual variation was too great to allow use of these measures at the individual 
level. However, a significant question remains, which is, how much intra-individual 
variability should be acceptable in human performance, especially for people with 
dementia. A study by Wittwer et al. (2008) examined the reliability of spatio-temporal gait 
parameters using the GAITRite system and demonstrated lower coefficient of variation, 
standard error of measurement statistics and smaller minimal detectable change scores 
than found in this thesis. Compared to this thesis, walk speed was measured using a 
stopwatch and measured walkway. This closely resembles how measurement would look 
in the field, but may be the cause of significant increases in absolute reliability of the 
measures. However, variation in walk speed and even whether the intra-individual 
variation reported by Wittwer et al. (2008) should be accepted, or still too great for 
meaningful measurement cannot be determined. This is largely because what is deemed 
acceptable is often subjectively interpreted.  
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5.05 FUTURE WORK 
Throughout the course of this thesis, IRT has been reference on numerous occasions. 
While the thesis operated predominantly under a CTT framework, some weight has been 
given to IRT and the benefits it may provide. The quantitative data from Stage Three was 
used in a secondary analysis. Model fit and unidimensionality are the two primary 
underlying assumptions to Rasch analysis. These assumptions were assessed to 
determine whether this methodology presents a viable future direction for this research. 
FACETS software was used to analyse data, using Rasch’s Rating Scale Model. Model fit 
data was assessed by Infit and Outfit statistics. Unidimensionality was assessed by 
Principal Component Analysis of standardised Rasch residuals. This removes the first 
component and aims to determine if any meaningful dimensions exist in the remaining 
values. In addition to this, data were re-analysed using split half methods, to determine 
whether additional dimensions exist.  
Item Statistics 
A total of 36 items were included in the analysis. One item was removed as it was rated 
identical across all participants. Difficulty estimates ranged from -2.10 to 2.45 logits, with a 
mean of 0.00 ± 1.14 logits. SPPB 1 was rated as the most difficult item, following by BERG 
13 and BERG 14. Items were estimated with 2.45, 2.09 and 2.03 logits on the scale of 
difficulty respectively. All three items require good balance to be able to score well. 
Alternatively, POMA 10, POMA 11b and POMA 11d were rated as the easiest items to 






These items were related to gait, specifically initiation of gait and foot clearance (i.e. no 
shuffling gait) on both the left and right feet. With regards to model fit, mean square 
OUTFIT ranged from 0.50-2.63, with a mean of 1.07 ± 0.55. Mean square INFIT ranged 
from 0.83-2.12, with a mean of 1.01 ± 0.34. This suggests that there was good overall 
Item n Difficulty SE Infit (Z std) Outfit (Z std) 
POMA1 37 -1.36 0.52 0.97 (0.0) 0.55 (-0.6) 
POMA2 38 -0.39 0.38 0.77 (-0.9) 0.77 (-0.7) 
POMA3 38 -0.07 0.40 0.89 (-0.5) 0.73 (-0.9) 
POMA4 38 -0.23 0.41 0.96 (-0.1) 1.07 (0.3) 
POMA5 38 -0.94 0.33 0.99 (0.0) 1.04 (0.2) 
POMA6 36 -1.38 0.39 1.20 (0.6) 1.52 (1.0) 
POMA7 37 1.66 0.49 1.06 (0.2) 1.16 (0.4) 
POMA8a 35 1.31 0.38 0.79 (-1.5) 0.73 (-1.4) 
POMA8b 35 -0.39 0.44 0.74 (-1.1) 0.71 (-0.7) 
POMA9 38 0.81 0.30 0.95 (-0.1) 0.95 (-0.1) 
POMA10 38 -2.10 0.64 0.91 (0.0) 0.76 (0.0) 
POMA11a 38 0.24 0.38 0.66 (-2.0) 0.61 (-1.7) 
POMA11b 38 -1.74 0.57 1.18 (0.5) 1.12 (0.4) 
POMA11c 38 0.38 0.38 0.69 (-1.9) 0.63 (-1.7) 
POMA11d 38 -1.74 0.57 1.14 (0.4) 0.88 (0.0) 
POMA12 37 -0.86 0.47 1.20 (0.8) 0.98 (0.1) 
POMA13 38 -0.23 0.41 0.77 (-1.1) 0.62 (-1.2) 
POMA14 37 0.28 0.27 2.12 (4.0) 2.63 (4.7) 
POMA15 36 0.88 0.24 0.85 (-0.6) 0.70 (-0.9) 
POMA16 36 -1.63 0.57 1.25 (0.7) 1.01 (0.2) 
BERG1 38 -0.31 0.26 0.72 (-1.3) 0.71 (-1.4) 
BERG2 38 -0.82 0.26 0.62 (-1.3) 0.65 (-0.8) 
BERG4 38 -0.57 0.27 0.80 (-0.8) 0.82 (-0.8) 
BERG5 36 -0.37 0.22 0.92 (-0.2) 0.89 (-0.3) 
BERG6 37 -0.68 0.23 1.43 (1.3) 1.76 (2.3) 
BERG7 36 -0.46 0.21 0.59 (-1.5) 0.61 (-1.0) 
BERG8 35 0.58 0.27 0.92 (-0.2) 1.00 (0.1) 
BERG9 36 -0.28 0.24 1.27 (1.0) 1.87 (2.2) 
BERG10 34 -0.01 0.22 1.49 (2.1) 2.04 (2.5) 
BERG11 35 0.78 0.19 0.85 (-0.6) 0.82 (-0.7) 
BERG12 35 1.18 0.15 0.83 (-0.6) 0.50 (-0.5) 
BERG13 35 2.09 0.18 1.73 (2.1) 2.22 (1.9) 
BERG14 35 2.03 0.18 0.81 (-0.6) 0.78 (-0.5) 
SPPB1 34 2.45 0.22 1.00 (0.0) 1.97 (1.3) 
SPPB2 29 0.61 0.21 1.65 (2.0) 1.99 (1.8) 
SPPB3 35 1.25 0.21 0.59 (-2.1) 0.60 (-1.6) 
TABLE 16: DIFFICULT ESTIMATES AND ITEM FIT STATISTICS FOR THREE COMMON MEASURES OF PHYSICAL FUNCTION. 
DIFFICULTY ESTIMATES IN LOGITS. INFIT AND OUTFIT STATISTICS LESS THAN 0.5 OR GREATER THAN 1.5 DO NOT FIT 
THE MODEL. BERG = BERG BALANCE SCALE,  POMA1 = FIRST ITEM OF THIS BATTERY. SE = STANDARD ERROR,  Z STD 
= Z STANDARD 
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model fit, but some individual items were not fitting the model ideally. Examination of the 
Zstd for those items with Mean Square values greater than 1.5 or less than 0.50, suggest 
that POMA 14, BERG 13 and BERG 10 are too unpredictable for model fit and should be 
removed. Table 16 is the full results of the item level analysis and Figure 20 is a visual 
representation of this data.  
Person Statistics 
 A total of 38 persons were included in the analysis. Ability estimates ranged from -1.75 to 
2.75 logits, with a mean of 0.90 ± 1.17 logits. Person 4 was rated as the highest performer, 
followed by person 10 and person 11. Ability estimates were 2.75, 2.63 and 2.63  
FIGURE 20: ITEM DIFFICULT ESTIMATES. ITEMS RATED MORE DIFFICULT ARE LOCATED FURTHER UP THE GRAPH AND EASIER 
ITEMS LOCATED TOWARDS THE BOTTOM. THE SPPB1 WAS CONSIDERED THE MOST DIFFICULT ITEM. POMA10 WAS 








































































respectively. Person 11, 32 and 29 were rated as the lowest performers. Ability estimates 
were -1.75, -1.01, -0.91 logits respectively. Mean OUTFIT statistics ranged from 0.31 to 
2.77, with a mean 1.05 ± 0.57. Mean INFIT ranged from 0.89-2.27 with a mean of 1.03 ± 
Person Total Score Ability SE Infit (Z std) Outfit (Z std) 
4 84 2.75 0.35 0.89 (0.0) 0.31 (-1.0) 
10 83 2.63 0.33 1.51 (1.1) 1.11 (0.3) 
11 83 2.63 0.33 1.64 (1.3) 1.23 (0.5) 
24 77 2.47 .032 0.91 (0.0) 1.32 (0.6) 
6 80 2.33 0.30 1.24 (0.7) 0.76 (-0.2) 
15 79 2.24 0.29 1.29 (0.9) 0.75 (-0.2) 
8 78 2.16 0.28 0.68 (-0.9) 0.50 (-0.9) 
9 76 2.01 0.27 0.56 (-1.5) 0.45 (-1.1) 
29 74 1.86 0.27 1.00 (0.0) 0.74 (-0.4) 
25 71 1.65 0.26 0.91 (-0.1) 1.08 (0.3) 
37 71 1.65 0.26 0.71 (-0.8) 0.50 (-1.2) 
2 68 1.62 0.27 0.67 (-0.9) 0.55 (-1.0) 
17 67 1.39 0.25 1.51 (1.5) 1.98 (2.0) 
32 67 1.39 0.25 0.52 (-1.8) 0.33 (-2.2) 
35 62 1.26 0.25 1.71 (2.1) 1.68 (1.6) 
5 64 1.20 0.25 1.67 (2.0) 1.79 (1.8) 
23 60 1.18 0.27 1.19 (0.7) 1.16 (0.5) 
26 63 1.13 0.25 0.99 (0.0) 0.90 (-0.1) 
16 60 1.07 0.26 0.99 (0.0) 1.16 (0.5) 
28 62 1.07 0.26 1.06 (0.2) 1.05 (0.2) 
30 62 1.07 0.26 1.15 (0.6) 1.06 (0.2) 
3 59 0.97 0.27 0.97 (0.0) 1.14 (0.4) 
34 59 0.97 0.27 2.14 (2.9) 2.45 (3.0) 
27 57 0.90 0.27 0.63 (-1.2) 1.18 (0.6) 
36 56 0.66 0.27 0.74 (-0.6) 0.83 (-0.4) 
19 38 0.44 0.37 0.81 (-0.4) 0.87 (-0.2) 
1 51 0.28 0.28 0.90 (-0.1) 1.04 (0.2) 
12 50 0.28 0.28 2.27 (2.7) 1.92 (2.2) 
20 45 -0.11 0.28 1.15 (0.5) 2.77 (3.4) 
22 44 -0.26 0.27 0.46 (0.2) 0.58 (-1.1) 
31 40 -0.33 0.27 0.38 (-2.6) 0.41 (-1.8) 
7 42 -0.33 0.27 1.21 (0.7) 1.70 (1.5) 
14 36 -0.63 0.27 0.52 (-2.0) 0.64 (-0.7) 
21 20 -0.84 0.34 1.01 (0.1) 0.79 (-0.7) 
13 31 -0.88 0.27 0.82 (-0.6) 0.84 (-0.7) 
39 29 -0.91 0.28 0.83 (-0.6) 0.78 (-0.4) 
18 32 -1.01 0.27 0.60 (-1.8) 0.57 (-0.7) 
33 11 -1.75 0.42 0.92 (-0.1) 0.83 (-0.2) 
TABLE 17: ABILITY ESTIMATES AND PERSON FIT STATISTICS FROM THREE COMMON MEASURES OF PHYSICAL FUNCTION. 
ABILITY ESTIMATES ARE IN LOGITS, INFIT AND OUTIFT STATISTICS LESS THAN 0.5 OR GREATER THAN 1.5 DO NOT FIT THE 
MODEL. PERSON NUMBERS ARE INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANTS WITHIN THIS STUDY, SORTED BY ESTIMATED ABILITY ACCORDING 
TO THE MODEL. TOTAL SCORE IS THE RAW SCORE PARTICIPANTS ACHIEVED DURING TESTING. SE = STANDARD ERROR OF THE 
ESTIMATE. Z STD =  Z STANDARD   
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0.44. Examining mean square values less than 0.50 or greater than 1.5, revealed 
unpredictable responses from persons 20, 34, 12, 17, 5, 35, 31 and 32. This still suggests 
that the majority of the sample demonstrated good model fit, the first of the underlying 
assumptions with IRT. Table 17 is the full results of person level analysis and Figure 21 is 





FIGURE 21: PERSON ABILITY ESTIMATES. EACH DOT REPRESENTS AN INDIVIDUAL INCLUDED WITHIN THE STUDY. PARTICIPANTS LOCATED FURTHER TO THE LEFT OF THE GRAPH HAVE LESS 
ABILITY, AND PEOPLE LOCATED FURTHER TOWARDS THE RIGHT HAVE GREATER ABILITY. PARTICIPANT 4 HAS THE LEAST ABILITY ON THESE MEASURES. PARTICIPANT 33 HAS THE GREATEST 
ABILITY ON THESE MEASURES. 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
Participant 4, 10, 11, 24, 6, 15, 8, 9, 29, 25, 37, 2, 17, 32, 35, 5, 23, 26, 16, 28, 30, 3, 34, 27, 36, 19, 1, 12, 20, 22, 1, 7, 14, 21, 13, 39, 18, 33 
Less ability                                                                                                                                             Greater ability 
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Assumption of Unidimensionality 
Variance explained by the Rasch measure equated to 69.17%, with the remaining 30.83% 
explained by the residuals. The PCA of standardised Rasch residuals, revealed five 
components with Eigenvalues greater than 2.7. The first component had an eigenvalue of 
5.7. This explained 4.62% of the variance in the data. The first five components explained 
16.18% of the variance within the data. Figure 22 is the scree plot of the PCA of Rasch 
Residuals.  
 
FIGURE 22: SCREE PLOT FROM A PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS OF STANDARDISED RASCH RESIDUALS. AN EIGENVALUE 
LESS THAN 2.7 SUGGESTS THAT THE DIMENSION IS DUE TO CHANCE. 
Items were split into two, separate test halves and re-analysed using the FACETS 
software. Every second item was used create the test form. A plot of ability estimates from 
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both test halves was created. Figure 23 visually represents the outcome from this 
measure. There was not an exact match between ability estimates, but an R2 value of 0.82 
suggests that outcomes are highly correlated. 
 
FIGURE 23: ABILITY ESTIMATE ON SPLIT TEST FORMS. IN ORDER TO EXAMINE THE POTENTIAL INFLUENCE OF MULTIPLE 
DIMENSIONS, THIRTY SIX ITEMS WERE SPLIT IN HALF AND ABILITY ESTIMATES CALCULATED. R SQUARED VALUE OF 0.82, 
SUGGESTS THAT 82% OF THE VARIANCE IN ONE TEST FORM, IS EXPLAINED BY THE OTHER. THIS PROVIDES EVIDENCE THAT ONE 
UNDERLYING CONSTRUCT IS BEING MEASURED BY TEST FORMS. SOLID LINE REPRESENTS EXACT AGREEMENT BETWEEN BOTH 
HALVES. THIS WOULD BE THE IDEAL OUTCOME. DOTTED LINE REPRESENTS TREND LINE THROUGH ACTUAL ESTIMATES ON BOTH 
TEST FORMS. 
A Rasch analysis is unique in that it estimates both item difficulty and person ability onto a 
single, latent trait scale. However, several underlying assumptions must be met. The data 
from Stage Three, suggests there is reasonable, but not perfect model fit despite the small 
sample size. Furthermore, while there is evidence to suggest that multiple dimensions may 
be present within the data, these do not seem to be strong enough to violate the 
unidimensionality assumption. There does appear scope for test optimisation, as several 
items were too unpredictable for meaningful measurement and there is seemingly 
redundant items. Given the data, there is evidence to suggest that the BERG balance 
scale, the POMA, and the SPPB, provide useful information onto the latent trait of physical 
function for people with dementia. However, conclusions must be made cautiously due to 
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the small sample size, and future studies should significantly increase the sample to 
ensure accurate estimation of parameters. 
5.06 CONCLUDING REMARKS  
This thesis represents a large body of work that has been undertaken to examine the 
psychometric properties of common measures of physical for people with dementia. It is 
the intersection of three distinct areas of interest: measurement, human movement and 
dementia. It is the culmination of a journey to explore physical function for a population of 
people that are unique and measurement in this population is not to be taken for granted. 
This thesis has the potential to grow into something much greater than its sum of parts, as 
there are unanswered questions that perhaps inspires a lifetime of learning. Within the 
confines of a single thesis, there is only so much that can be achieved. This thesis adds to 
weight of current evidence and brings further attention to a critical topic. As previously 
stated, the question of measurement should not be taken for granted. Without the 
evidence to support the validity and reliability of chosen outcome measures, it is difficult to 
determine valid interpretations from any intervention study. So the question of why this 
thesis is critical to our understanding of physical function for people with dementia is a 
given. While it has not solved all the world’s problems, nor was it finding a cure for 
dementia, its contribution to understanding dementia is valuable. While it may be only one 
building block to further understanding physical function for people with dementia, valid 
and reliable outcome measures should be considered one of the cornerstones of any such 
research upon which to build confident interpretations of interventions, to build further 
understanding of the decline in physical function for people with dementia and our ageing 
population and to build great measures of physical function that account for the unique 
circumstances of people with dementia.  
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Semi structured interview guide for participants 
Good morning/afternoon. Thank-you for agreeing to take part in my research. My name is Ben Fox and I an 
undertaking research as part of the Doctor of Philosophy program at the University of Queensland. My 
research topic is physical functioning of older people with dementia. You have been chosen as a ‘key 
informant’ for the study because of your experience of working with older people with dementia.  
I appreciate that you have taken the time to engage in this interview process with me. The interview will 
take approximately 30 minutes and will consist of a range of questions about your views about physical 
functioning of older people with dementia. After I collect data, I will write up the findings. I aim to complete 
the research by the end of this year. This interview will be tape recorded and then I will transcribe the 
content. Any identifying data such as names will be removed during the transcription. You are free to opt 
out of the research at any time without any consequences. Just let me know if you want to stop or if you do 
not want to answer certain questions. Before we start I need to make sure that you formally consent to 




To start, I have some questions about how you define what it means to be able to 
function physically.  
Prompt: ……….. 
1. What do you understand by the term ‘functional ability’?  
2. So in thinking about the physical aspects, how would you define being 





Now I would like to ask you about the effect of debilitation on the functional ability 
of an older person with dementia. 
 
1. What things impact on an older person’s ability to function physically?  
2. How would you describe the connection between declining physical function 
and declining cognitive function? 
3. In your experience, what increases debilitation in an older person with 
dementia? 
4. What kinds of interventions do you think can improve the physical function 





In thinking about assessing older people with dementia, 
1. How important it is to be able to measure physical function and why do you 
think this is the case? 
2. How does that compare with current measurements of ADLs (activities of 
daily living) for assessing older adults? 
3. What would be most helpful in assessing older people with dementia? 
 
 













Search strategy of four major databases and results 
MEDLINE via EBSCOhost 
 
CINAHL via EBSCOhost 
 
Search # Search Term Results 
S1  “cognitive impairment” 5,398 
S2 “dementia” 24,683 
S3 “alzheimer’s disease” 15,022 
S5 “cognitive defect” 2 
S7 “Cognitive disorder” 59 
S8 “cognitive ability” 591 
S9 S1 OR S2 OR S3 OR S5 OR S7 OR S8 37,722 
S10 “cognition” 28,602 
S11 S9 OR S10 59,021 
S12 “exercise” 71,871 
S13 “physical activity” 24,130 
S14 “exertion” 4,339 
S15 “function” 76,044 
S16 S12 OR S13 OR S14 OR S15 157,478 
S17 “intervention” 90,550 
S18 “program” 101,755 
S20 “training” 78,220 
S21 S17 OR S18 OR S19 178,341 
Search # Search Term # of studies 
S1 “cognitive impairment” 24,734 
S2 “dementia” 83,458 
S3 “Alzheimer’s Disease” 65,957 
S4 “cognitive defect” 53 
S5 “cognitive disorder” 361 
S7 S1 OR S2 OR S3 OR S4 OR S5 144,879 
S8 “exercise” 227,112 
S9 “physical activity” 51,667 
S10 “exertion” 58,463 
S11 “function” 1,447,860 
S12 S8 OR S9 OR S10 OR S11 1,668,022 
S13 “intervention” 294,102 
S14 “program” 449,334 
S15 “training” 267,534 
S16 S13 OR S14 OR S15 919,605 
S17 “older adults” 29,922 
S18 “elderly” 167,978 
S19 “old age” 20,732 
S20 “geriatric” 64,128 
S21 S17 OR S18 OR S19 OR S20 247,201 
S22 “cognitive ability” 16,786 
S23 S22 OR S7 158,391 
S24 S23 AND S12 AND S16 and S21 722 
 Limit to 1993-2013 699 
 Limit to English 632 
 Limit to Human 522 
 Abstract Available 518 
 Limit to Adults (+65 years) 443 
   
 201 
 
S23 “older adults” 16,809 
S24 “elderly” 41,791 
S25 “old age” 63,649 
S26 “geriatric” 21,450 
S27 S23 OR S24 OR S25 OR S26 98,411 
S28 S11 AND S16 AND S21 AND S27 398 
 Limit to 1993-2013 398 
 Limit to English 376 
 Limit to Abstract Available 352 
 Limit to Aged: 65+ years 302 
EMBASE via embase.com  
 
Search # Search Term # Results 
2 “cognitive impairment” 72,597 
4 “dementia” 58,216 
5 “alzheimers disease” 99,958 
6 “cognitive defect” 72,516 
7 “cognitive disorder” 72,597 
8 “cognitive ability” 2,670 
9 2 OR 4 OR 5 OR 6 OR 7 OR 8 191,791 
10 “exercise” 143,850 
11 “physical activity” 171,346 
12 “exertion” 123,649 
13 “function” 9,276,162 
14 10 OR 11 OR 12 OR 13 9,312,003 
15  “intervention” 375,775 
17 “program” 644,339 
18 “training” 58,102 
19 15 OR 17 OR 18 1,018,270 
20 “older adults” 26,960 
21 “elderly” 1,373,013 
22 “old age” 17,432 
23 “geriatric” 107,405 
24 20 OR 21 OR 22 OR 23 1,422,569 
25 9 AND 14 AND 19 AND 24 6,060 
 Limit to 1993-2013 5,825 
 Limit to English 5,558 
 Limit to Humans 5,149 
 Limit to with abstracts 3,327 
 Limit to Aged: 65+ 2,790 
   
ISI Web of Science via Web of Knowledge 
 
Search # Search Term Results 
1 “cognitive impairment”  35,888 
2 “dementia” 92,190 
3 “alzheimer’s disease” 69,471 
4 “cognitive defect” 48 
5 “cognitive disorder” 377 
6 “cognitive ability” 4,975 
7 1 OR 2 OR 3 OR 4 OR 5 OR 6 158,822 
8 “exercise” 231,327 
10 “physical activity” 72,064 
11 “exertion” 8,966 
12 “function” 2,178,474 
13 8 OR 10 OR 11 OR 12 2,426,165 
14 “intervention” 333,082 
 202 
 
15 “program” 534,651 
16 “training” 342,559 
17 14 OR 15 OR 16 1,126,251 
18 “older adults” 52,105 
19 “elderly” 183,461 
20 “old age” 19,800 
21 “geriatric” 26,654 
22 18 OR 19 OR 20 OR 21 252,739 
 7 AND 13 AND 17 AND 22 826 
 Limit to 1993-2013 820 
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Williams CL, Tappen RM. Exercise training for depressed older adults with Alzheimer's disease. Aging Ment Health. 2008;12(1):72-





Winett RA, Williams DM, Davy BM. Initiating and maintaining resistance training in older adults: a social cognitive theory-based 
approach. Br J Sports Med. 2009;43(2):114-9. PubMed PMID: 2010188293. Language: English. Entry Date: 20091002. Revision 
Date: 20110513. Publication Type: journal article. 
Not exercise 
intervention 
Yágüez L, Shaw KN, Morris R, Matthews D. The effects on cognitive functions of a movement-based intervention in patients with 
Alzheimer's type dementia: a pilot study. Int J Geriatr Psych. 2011;26(2):173-81. PubMed PMID: 2010946106. Language: English. 
Entry Date: 20110304. Revision Date: 20120817. Publication Type: journal article. 
Not exercise 
intervention 
Yamamoto N, Yamanaka G, Takasugi E, Ishikawa M, Yamanaka T, Murakami S, et al. Lifestyle intervention reversed cognitive 
function in aged people with diabetes mellitus: two-year follow up. Diabetes Res Clin Pr. 2009;85(3):343-6. PubMed PMID: 
2010369911. Language: English. Entry Date: 20100129. Revision Date: 20110520. Publication Type: journal article. 
Dementia patients 
excluded 
Yao L, Giordani B, Alexander NB. Developing a positive emotion-motivated tai chi (PEM-TC) exercise program for older adults with 
dementia. Res Theory Nurs Pract. 2008;22(4):241-55. PubMed PMID: 2010092237. Language: English. Entry Date: 20090123. 
Revision Date: 20091218. Publication Type: journal article. 
No comparison 
group 
Yerokhin V, Anderson-Hanley C, Hogan MJ, Dunnam M, Huber D, Osborne S, et al. Neuropsychological and neurophysiological Controlled against 
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effects of strengthening exercise for early dementia: A pilot study. Aging Neuropsychology and Cognition. 2012;19(3):380-401. 
PubMed PMID: WOS:000306171800003. 
normative, healthy 
adults 
Yu F. Guiding Research and Practice: A Conceptual Model for Aerobic Exercise Training in Alzheimer's Disease. Am J Alzheimers 
Dis Other Demen. 2011 May;26(3):184-94. PubMed PMID: WOS:000290349400003. 
Literature review 
Yu F, Bil K. Correlating heart rate and perceived exertion during aerobic exercise in Alzheimer's disease. Nurs Health Sci. 2010 
Sep;12(3):375-80. PubMed PMID: WOS:000281140400016. 
No comparison 
group 
Yu F, Kolanowski A. Facilitating aerobic exercise training in older adults with Alzheimer's disease. Geriatr Nurs. 2009;30(4):250-9. 
PubMed PMID: 2010392672. Language: English. Entry Date: 20091009. Revision Date: 20110520. Publication Type: journal article. 
No comparison 
group 
Yu F, Kolanowski AM, Strumpf NE, Eslinger PJ. Improving cognition and function through exercise intervention in Alzheimer's 
disease. J Nurs Scholarship. 2006;38(4):358-65. PubMed PMID: 2009363018. Language: English. Entry Date: 20070216. Revision 
Date: 20120302. Publication Type: journal article. 
Literature review 
Yu F, Leon AS, Bliss D, Dysken M, Savik K, Wyman JE. Aerobic Training for Older Men with Alzheimer's Disease Individual 
Examples of Progression. Res Gerontol Nurs. 2011 Oct;4(4):243-50. PubMed PMID: WOS:000298276300003. 
No comparison 
group 
Yu F, Savik K, Wyman JF, Bronas UG. Maintaining Physical Fitness and Function in Alzheimer's Disease: A Pilot Study. Am J 
Alzheimers Dis Other Demen. 2011 Aug;26(5):406-12. PubMed PMID: WOS:000296102400008. 
No comparison 
group 
Yu F, Swartwood RM. Feasibility and Perception of the Impact From Aerobic Exercise in Older Adults With Alzheimer's Disease. Am 






Full table of results from included studies 
Outcome Study Units Intervention Control Interaction Effects 
 
   Baseline Post Baseline Post   
Mobility                 
Walk Speed Coelho et al. cm/s 79 ± 12 83 ± 12 71 ± 14 71 ± 14 p = 0.233  
 Cott et al. m 52.8 ± 27.7 53.3 ± 27.5 48.0 ± 28.8 47.7 ± 33.8 p>0.05  
 Hauer et al. m/s 0.90 ± 0.30 1.22 ± 0.36 0.90 ± 0.30 0.96 ± 0.34 ES = 0.28, p = <0.001  
 Rolland et al. m/s 0.33 ± 0.14 0.41 ± 0.16 0.33 ± 0.14 0.36 ± 0.19 P = 0.002  
 Kemoun et al. m/s 0.74 ± 0.12 1.02 ± 0.24 0.91 ± 0.20 0.75 ± 0.16 F (1,29) =53.4, P<0.01  
Gait  Hauer et al. m 0.48 ± 0.15 0.55 ± 0.13 0.46 ± 0.14 0.47 ± 0.14 ES = 0.16, p<0.001  
Stride Length Kemoun et al. m 0.93 ± 0.20 1.02 ± 0.22 1.00 ± 0.20 0.86 ± 0.15 F (1,29) =16.3, p<0.01  
 
Coelho et al. cm 92 ± 12 98 ± 10 86 ± 12 85 ± 12 
P = 0.050  
Gait Hauer et al. #/min 117.1 ± 18.7 131.7 ± 17.1 116.7 ± 18.9 117.9 ± 20.7 ES = 0.18, p<0.001  
Cadence Coelho et al. #/min 84 ± 8 85 ± 9 81 ± 9 81 ± 8 p = 0.534  
Gait Kemoun et al. s 0.16 ± 0.04 0.11 ± 0.03 0.13 ± 0.04 0.14 ± 0.04 F (1,29) =27.0, p<0.01  
DLST    ±   ±   ±   ±    
TUG Christofoletti et al. s 13.7 ± 1.2 12.9 ± 1.0 30.6 ± 6.5 35.6 ± 8.6 p>0.05  
 Christofoletti et al. # 19.9 ± 1.4 18.3 ± 1.2 31.3 ± 4.2 35.3 ± 6.4 p>0.05  
 Hauer et al. s 14.9 ± 6.7 11.2 ± 4.5 17.9 ± 16.0 17.5 ± 17.3 ES = 0.06, p=0.009  
 Rolland et al. score 2.7 ± 0.8 3.1 ± 1.1 2.7 ± 0.8 3.2 ± 1.2 P = 0.31  
8ft Get up and Go Santana- Sosa et al. s 26.5 ± 5.0 23.5 ± 5.2 27.5 ± 5.3 28.8 ± 3.8   
House Moving Garuffi et al. s 57.3 ± 16.7 52.1 ± 13.0 63.0 ± 35.0 55.2 ± 23.6 p>0.05  
800m Walk Garuffi et al. s 720.8 ± 118.8 738.6 ± 119.3 742.1 ± 159.9 756.1 ± 112.5 p>0.05  
POMA-G Hauer et al. score 9.3 ± 2.3 11.4 ± 1.9 9.0 ± 2.7 9.4 ± 3.1 ES = 0.19, p<0.001  
Gait Stride Length DT Coelho et al. cm 87 ± 14 82 ± 13 79 ± 13 78 ± 15 P = 0.122  
Gait Cadence DT Coleho et al. #/min 68 ± 15 61 ± 17 59 ± 12 60 ± 15 p = 0.436  
Walk Speed DT Coelho et al. cm/s 60 ± 16 61 ± 17 46 ± 12 47 ± 17 P = 0.821  
ACSM Agility Kwak et al. s 21.8 ± 3.2 10.9 ± 3.0 26.3 ± 5.2 41.5 ± 7.7 not reported  
Strength                 
Grip Strength Hauer et al. Kpa 59.1 ± 17.8 60.9 ± 17.4 59.7 ± 16.6 59.7 ± 15.7 ES = 0.004, p =0.55  
 Kwak et al. kgW 10.1 ± 3.6 13.3 ± 3.9 10.7 ± 4.5 9.3 ± 3.2 not reported  
5 Chair Stands Hauer et al. s 17.3 ± 6.8 11.8 ± 3.2 17.6 ± 9.3 19.7 ± 15.9 ES = 0.15, p<0.001  
30sec Chair Stands 
Santana-Sosa et al. reps 8.4 ± 1.6 13.3 ± 2.3 8.1 ± 1.5 8.8 ± 1.0 
F(1,14) = 48.7, p<0.001, ES 
= 0.8 
 
 Kwak et al. # 8.1 ± 4.5 12.1 ± 5.1 7.9 ± 3.6 7.7 ± 3.1 not reported  
Stair Climbs Hauer et al. s 13.3 ± 6.6 9.8 ± 4.0 16.0 ± 11.0 14.7 ± 12.4 ES =0.07, p=0.006  




Santana-Sosa et al. reps 12.8 ± 0.9 17.5 ± 0.9 12.3 ± 1.8 12.4 ± 2.5 
F(1,14) =73.2, p<0.001. ES 
= 0.8 
 
Stand from Floor Garuffi et al. s 26.2 ± 26.7 22.4 ± 24.3 14.2 ± 7.2 25.0 ± 22.2 F(1,33) = 6.06, p=0.0  
1RM Leg Press Hauer et al. kg 148.7 ± 57.9 225.2 ± 79.7 140.9 ± 44.0 136.5 ± 45.4 ES = 0.43, p <0.001  
Balance    ±   ±   ±   ±    
BERG Christofoletti et al. score 39.5 ± 1.9 41.7 ± 2.4 35.2 ± 2.6 27.4 ± 3.2 F=10.3, p<0.05  
POMA-B Hauer et al. score 10.8 ± 2.8 13.2 ± 1.9 10.8 ± 3.1 11.1 ± 3.2 ES = 0.23, p<0.001  
ACSM Balance Kwak et al. s 1.7 ± 0.3 2.7 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.8 not reported  
Flexibility                 
Sit and Reach Kwak et al. cm -1.5 ± 0.3 2.2 ± 0.7 -1.2 ± 0.8 -2.5 ± 0.10 not reported  
 
Santana-Sosa et al. cm 23.6 ± 8.0 20.6 ± 7.4 22.6 ± 6.6 23.0 ± 6.5 
F(1,14) = 40.2, p<0.001, 
ES = 0.7 
 
Back Scratch 
Santana-Sosa et al. cm 30.4 ± 8.0 27.5 ± 7.7 31.3 ± 5.3 31.1 ± 4.7 
F(1,14) =36.0, p<0.001, ES = 
0.7 
 
Putting on Socks Garuffi et al. s 11.2 ± 7.2 9.0 ± 4.2 8.8 ± 5.4 10.1 ± 7.0 F(1,33) = 4.23, p =0.04  
Cardiovascular Fitness    ±   ±   ±   ±    
6min Walk Test Kwak et al. m 128.5 ± 55.4 184.4 ± 41.16 123.8 ± 47.8 99.07 ± 45.4 not reported  
 Tappen et al. m 391.7 ± 233.3 310.6 ± 219.3 261.1 ± 175.0 212.1 ± 168.8 p>0.05  
 Venturelli et al. m 245.4 ± 30.9 294.0 ± 49.0 238.5 ± 47.1 168.0 ± 34.0 P<0.001  
 Roach et al. ft 387.1 ± 214.8 384.9 ± 217.6 294.6 ± 229.4 324.8 ± 274.4 P = 0.61  
2min Step Test Santana-Sosa et al. # 12.4 ± 4.0 14.6 ± 3.6 13.1 ± 1.1 13.4 ± 1.1 F(1,14) = 9.0, p=0.01, ES = 0.4  
Other                 
POMA-T 
Santana-Sosa et al. score 17.3 ± 3.7 22.0 ± 3.2 17.4 ± 2.6 17.4 ± 2.6 
F(1,14) =45.13, p<0.001, 
ES = 0.887 
 




Article Search Strategy 
Database: MEDLINE via [EBSCOHOST] 
Search ID Search String Number of Results 
S1 “physical per*” 5,319 
S2 “physical func*” 13,824 
S3 “func* abil*” 4,984 
S4 “gait” 37,507 
S5 “strength” 204,953 
S6 “balance” 175,864 
S7 “geriat* assess*” 19,411 
S8 “func*” 2,751,021 
S9 S1 OR S2 OR S3 OR S4 OR S5 OR S6 OR S7 OR S8 3,074,678 
S10 “dementia” 92,132 
S11 “demented” 7,218 
S12 “alzheimer’s” 82,006 
S13 “cog* func*” 35,508 
S14 “cog* impair*” 35,485 
S15 S10 OR S11 OR S12 OR S13 OR S14 196,351 
S16 “POMA” 875 
S17 “tinetti” 519 
S18 “short physical performance battery” 392 
S19 “sppb” 254 
S20 “senior fitness test” 56 
S21 “wal*” 760,995 
S22 “gaitrite” 268 
S23 “bessou” 370 
S24 “stair” 2,653 
S25 “timed up and go” 1,410 
S26 “TUG” 1,365 
S27 “grip strength” 6,416 
S28 “leg press” 902 
S29 “BERG” 27,315 
S30 “sit and reach” 457 
S31 “flexibility” 44,157 
S32 S16 OR S17 OR S18 OR S19 OR S20 OR S21 OR 
S22 OR S23 OR S24 OR S25 OR S26 OR S27 OR 
S28 OR S29 OR S30 OR S31 
839,049 
S33 “reproducib*” 360,904 
S34 “methods” 3,531,421 
S35 “vali*” 460,955 
S36 “reliab*” 321,713 
S37 “sensitiv*” 1,240,405 
S38 “psychometri*” 67,827 
S39 “precision” 79,472 
S40 “rasch” 3,408 
S41 “item response theory” 1,459 
S42 S33 OR S34 OR S35 OR S36 OR S37 OR S38 OR 
S39 OR S40 OR S41 
4,934,527 
S43 S9 AND S15 AND S32 AND S42 1,330 
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 Limited to Humans 1,125 







Database: EMBASE [via EMBASE.com]   
Search ID Search String Number of Results 
#1 'physical performance'/exp OR 'physical 
performance' 
64,046 
#2 'physical function' 9,973 
#3 'physical functioning' 8,952 
#4 ‘functional ability’ 4,522 
#5 ‘gait’ 54,345 
#6 ‘strength’ 248,957 
#7 ‘balance’ 226,361 
#8 'geriatric assessment' 10,753 
#9 ‘function’ 2,342,310 
#10 #1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6 OR #7 OR #8 
OR #9 
2,810,924 
#11 ‘dementia’ 134,323 
#12 ‘demented’ 9,695 
#13 ‘alzheimers disease’ 1,314 
#14 ‘cognitive function’ 27,642 
#15 ‘cognition’ 207,864 
#16 ‘cognitive impairment’ 46,759 
#17 ‘cognitive defect’ 99,603 
#18 #15 OR #16 OR #17 OR #18 OR #19 OR #20 OR 
#21 
389,714 
#19 'performance oriented mobility assessment' 119 
#20 'tinetti (assessment)' 178 
#21 'short physical performance battery' 589 
#22 ‘sppb’ 432 
#23 ‘senior fitness test’ 73 
#24 ‘walk’ 109,194 
#25 ‘walking’ 76,894 
#26 ‘gaitrite’ 511 
#27 ‘bessou’ 464 
#28 ‘stair’ 3,140 
#29 ‘stair climb’ 246 
#30 ‘timed up and go’ 2,150 
#31 ‘tug’ 2,042 
#32 ‘grip strength’ 12,767 
#33 ‘leg press’ 978 
#34 ‘berg’ 33,081 
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#35 ‘sit and reach’ 521 
#36 ‘flexibility’ 49,910 
#37 #19 OR #20 OR #21 OR #22 OR #23 OR #24 OR 
#25 OR #26 OR #27 OR #28 OR #29 OR #30 OR 
#31 OR #32 OR #33 OR #34 OR #35 OR #36 
271,378 
#38 'reproducibility' 166,387 
#39 ‘methods’ 4,023,803 
#40 ‘validity’ 146,347 
#41 ‘valid’ 90,476 
#42 ‘reliability’ 175,468 
#43 ‘reliable’ 244,012 
#44 ‘sensitive’ 605,461 
#45 ‘sensitivity’ 934,073 
#46 ‘psychometric’ 31,400 
#47 ‘psychometrics’ 3,154 
#48 ‘precision’ 91,958 
#49 ‘rasch’ 4,004 
#50 ‘item response theory’ 1,761 
#51 #38 OR #39 OR #40 OR #41 OR #42 OR #43 OR 
#44 OR #45 OR #46 OR #47 OR #48 OR #49 OR 
#50 
5,451,528 
#52 #10 AND #18 AND #37 AND #51 2,655 
#53 #52 AND [embase]/lim 2,499 
#54 #53 AND [english]/lim 2,429 
#55 #54 AND [humans]/lim 2,084 
   
 
Database: CINAHL [via EBSCOHost] 
Search ID Search String Number of Results 
S1 “physical per*” 13,098 
S2 “physical func*” 8,226 
S3 “func* abil*” 2,021 
S4 “gait” 9,830 
S5 “strength” 29,501 
S6 “balance” 22,046 
S7 “geriat* assess*” 6,366 
S8 “func*” 167,875 
S9 S1 OR S2 OR S3 OR S4 OR S5 OR S6 OR S7 OR S8 221,840 
S10 “dementia” 27,582 
S11 “demented” 1,121 
S12 “alzheimer’s” 16,628 
S13 “cog* func*” 5,953 
S14 “cog* impair*” 7,570 
S15 S10 OR S11 OR S12 OR S13 OR S14 46,582 
S17 “POMA” 41 
S18 “tinetti” 159 
S19 “short physical performance battery” 183 
S20 “sppb” 107 
S21 “senior fitness test” 31 
S22 “wal*” 65,748 
S23 “gaitrite” 102 
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S25 “stair” 1,055 
S26 “timed up and go” 633 
S27 “TUG” 431 
S28 “grip strength” 3,527 
S29 “leg press” 412 
S30 “BERG” 729 
S31 “sit and reach” 248 
S32 “flexibility” 5,411 
S33 S17 OR S18 OR S19 OR S20 OR S21 OR S22 OR 
S23 OR S25 OR S26 OR S27 OR S28 OR S29 OR 
S30 OR S31 OR S32 
75,689 
S34 “reproducib*” 18,048 
S35 “methods” 584,302 
S36 “valid*” 85,878 
S37 “reliab*” 67,971 
S38 “sensitiv*” 75,279 
S39 “psychometri*” 12,489 
S40 “precision” 3,191 
S41 “rasch” 1,132 
S42 “item response theory” 357 
S43 S34 OR S35 OR S36 OR S37 OR S38 OR S39 OR 
S40 OR S41 OR S42 
693,508 
S44 S9 AND S15 AND S33 AND S43  485 





Database: ISI Web of Science [inc. Science Citation Index Expanded (SCI-EXPANDED) --1900-present; 
Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) --1900-present; Arts & Humanities Citation Index (A&HCI) --1975-
present; Conference Proceedings Citation Index- Science (CPCI-S) --1991-present; Conference 
Proceedings Citation Index- Social Science & Humanities (CPCI-SSH) --1991-present; Book Citation Index– 
Science (BKCI-S) --2005-present; Book Citation Index– Social Sciences & Humanities (BKCI-SSH) --2005-
present;Web of Science Core Collection: Chemical Indexes; Current Chemical Reactions (CCR-
EXPANDED) --1985-present;(Includes Institut National de la Propriete Industrielle structure data back to 
1840); Index Chemicus (IC) --1993-present.] 
Search ID Search String Number of Results 
#1 “physical per*” 7,766 
#2 “physical func*” 14,281 
#3 “func* abil*” 4,670 
#4 “gait” 39,424 
#5 “strength” 616,792 
#6 “balance” 314,080 
#7 “geriat* assess*” 2,769 
#8 “func*” 4,340,344 
#10 #8 OR #7 OR #6 OR #5 OR #4 OR #3 OR #2 OR #1 5,152,486 
#11 “dementia” 103,141 
#12 “demented” 6,452 
#13 “alzheimer’s” 85,139 
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#14 “cog* func*” 42,447 
#15 “cog* impair*” 48,912 
#16 #15 OR #14 OR #13 OR #12 OR #11 213,915 
#17 “POMA” 385 
#18 “tinetti” 298 
#19 “short physical performance battery” 356 
#20 “sppb” 235 
#21 “senior fitness test” 63 
#22 “wal*” 809,339 
#23 “gaitrite” 326 
#24 “bessou” 12 
#25 “stair” 3,853 
#26 “timed up and go” 1,249 
#27 “TUG” 2,021 
#28 “grip strength” 5,715 
#29 “leg press” 923 
#30 “BERG” 5,403 
#31 “sit and reach” 521 
#32 “flexibility” 135,956 
#33 #32 OR #31 OR #30 OR #29 OR #28 OR #27 OR 
#26 OR #25 OR #24 OR #23 OR #22 OR #21 OR 
#20 OR #19 OR #18 OR #17 
957,543 
#34 “reproducib*” 147,229 
#35 “methods” 3,384,601 
#36 “vali*” 986,620 
#37 “reliab*” 666,545 
#38 “sensitiv*” 1,446,691 
#39 “psychometri*” 43,535 
#40 “precision” 224,445 
#41 “rasch” 3,841 
#42 “item response theory” 4,085 
#43 #42 OR #41 OR #40 OR #39 OR #38 OR #37 OR 
#36 OR #35 OR #34 
5,927,396 
 Limit to English 1,174 
   
Proquest 
((“physical per*”) OR (“physical func*”) OR (“func* abil*”) OR “gait” OR “strength” OR “balance” OR 
(“geriat* assess*”) OR “func*”) AND (“dementia” OR “demented” OR “alzheimer’s” OR (“cog* func*”) OR 
(“cog* impair*”)) AND (“POMA” OR “tinetti” OR (“short physical performance battery”) OR “sppb” OR 
(“senior fitness test”) OR “wal*” OR “gaitrite” OR “bessou” OR “stair” OR (“timed up and go”) OR (“timed 
up and go”) OR “TUG” OR (“grip strength”) OR (“leg press”) OR “BERG” OR (“sit and reach”) OR “flexibility”) 
AND (“reproducib*” OR “methods” OR “vali*” OR “reliab*” OR “sensitiv*” OR “psychometri*” OR 
“precision” OR “rasch” OR (“item response theory”)) 
77 articles found 
Google Scholar 
((“physical per*”) OR (“physical func*”) OR (“func* abil*”) OR “gait” OR “strength” OR “balance” OR 
(“geriat* assess*”) OR “func*”) AND (“dementia” OR “demented” OR “alzheimer’s” OR (“cog* func*”) OR 
(“cog* impair*”)) AND (“POMA” OR “tinetti” OR (“short physical performance battery”) OR “sppb” OR 
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(“senior fitness test”) OR “wal*” OR “gaitrite” OR “bessou” OR “stair” OR (“timed up and go”) OR (“timed 
up and go”) OR “TUG” OR (“grip strength”) OR (“leg press”) OR “BERG” OR (“sit and reach”) OR “flexibility”) 
AND (“reproducib*” OR “methods” OR “vali*” OR “reliab*” OR “sensitiv*” OR “psychometri*” OR 
“precision” OR “rasch” OR (“item response theory”)) 






The COSMIN checklist for assessing the methodological quality of studies on measurement properties of 
health status measurement instruments 
The COSMIN checklist (COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of health status Measurement 
INstruments) is provided below in its published format (www.cosmin.nl). For the purpose of this review the 
COSMIN checklist with the four-point scale will be used to assess the methodological quality of the studies. 
The COSMIN checklist will be used as prescribed (see COSMIN Checklist Manual; www.cosmin.nl), with the 
option of minor modifications in the process as required by the types of studies retrieved for review.  
The COSMIN checklist was developed for evaluating measurement instruments of health related patient 
reported outcomes (HR-PROs). The use of the COSMIN checklist in this review is valid because the criteria 



























































Author, Title Reason for 
exclusion 
"Universal Health Outcome Measures for Older Persons with Multiple Chronic Conditions." No dementia 
Abreu, B. C., et al. "The Effects of the Predictability of an Arm Reaching Target on Seated Postural Stability, Reaching 
Time and Selected Minimum Data Set for Nursing Home Residents." 
No dementia 
Aihie Sayer, A., et al. "Do All Systems Age Together?" No dementia 
Al Snih, S., et al. "Hand Grip Strength and Incident Adl Disability in Elderly Mexican Americans over a Seven-Year 
Period." 
No dementia 
Albala, B., et al. "Physical Performance Predicts 2y Incidence of Dementia." No dementia 
Alexander, Neil B, et al. "Maintenance of Balance, Gait Patterns, and Obstacle Clearance in Alzheimer's Disease." Not predefined 
measures 
Alfaro-Acha, A., et al. "Handgrip Strength and Cognitive Decline in Older Mexican Americans." No dementia 
Allali, G., et al. "Gait, as a New Marker of Frontotemporal Dementia." Not predefined 
measures 
Annweiler, C., et al. "Association between Gait Variability and Brain Ventricle Attributes: A Brain Mapping Study." No dementia 
Annweiler, C., et al. "The Five-Times-Sit-to-Stand Test, a Marker of Global Cognitive Functioning among Community-
Dwelling Older Women." 
No dementia 
Atkinson, H. H., et al. "The Relationship between Cognitive Function and Physical Performance in Older Women: Results 
from the Women's Health Initiative Memory Study." 
No dementia 





Autenrieth, C. S., et al. "Decline in Gait Performance Detected by an Electronic Walkway System in 907 Older Adults of 
the Population-Based Kora-Age Study." 
No dementia 
Ayan, Carlos, et al. "Influence of the Cognitive Impairment Level on the Performance of the Timed "up & Go" Test (Tug) 
in Elderly Institutionalized People." 
No dementia 
Baldasseroni, S., et al. "Relationship between Cognitive Function and 6-Minute Walking Test in Older Outpatients with 
Chronic Heart Failure." 
No dementia 
Beauchet, O., et al. "Gait Analysis in Demented Subjects: Interests and Perspectives." No dementia 
Beauchet, O., et al. "Test-Retest Reliability of Stride Time Variability While Dual Tasking in Healthy and Demented 
Adults with Frontotemporal Degeneration." 
No dementia 
Bergland, A., et al. "Evaluating the Feasibility and Intercorrelation of Measurements on the Functioning of Residents 
Living in Scandinavian Nursing Homes." 
No dementia 
Ble, Alesandro, et al. "Executive Function Correlates with Walking Speed in Older Persons: The Inchianti Study." No dementia 
Borges, S., et al. "Dual Tasking and Functional Mobility in Alzheimer's Disease, Mild Cognitive Impairment and Normal 
Aging: Correlation with Executive Function." 
No dementia 
Bridenbaugh, S., et al. "How Does Gait Change as Cognitive Decline Progresses in the Elderly?" No dementia 
Buchman, Aron S, et al. "Grip Strength and the Risk of Incident Alzheimer’s Disease." No dementia 
Cabrero-Garcia, J., et al. "Validation of a Mobility Item Bank for Older Patients in Primary Care." No dementia 
Callisaya, M. L., et al. "Risk of Falls in Older People During Fast-Walking - the Tascog Study." No dementia 
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Final study evaluation using the COSMIN Checklist 
Study Box Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 
Tappen et al B good fair fair excellent excellent excellent fair excellent excellent poor excellent n/a 
n/a n/a 
Suttanon et al  B good fair poor excellent poor excellent good excellent excellent excellent excellent n/a 
n/a n/a 
  C 
good 
fair poor excellent poor excellent good excellent excellent excellent excellent n/a 
n/a n/a 
Nordin et al. B 
good 
fair good excellent fair excellent good excellent excellent excellent excellent n/a 
n/a n/a 
  C 
good 
fair fair excellent fair excellent excellent excellent excellent excellent excellent n/a 
n/a n/a 
McGough et al B 
good 
fair fair excellent good excellent good excellent excellent excellent excellent n/a 
n/a n/a 
  F 
good 
fair fair excellent excellent good excellent excellent excellent excellent 
   
n/a 
Fox et al B 
good 
fair poor excellent poor excellent good excellent excellent excellent good n/a n/a 
n/a 
  C 
good 
fair poor excellent poor excellent good excellent excellent excellent excellent n/a n/a 
n/a 
Bramell-
Risberg et al. F 
good 
fair poor excellent excellent good 
n/a n/a 





fair good excellent fair excellent good excellent fair excellent excellent n/a n/a 
n/a 
  C 
good 





fair poor excellent fair excellent good excellent good excellent good n/a n/a 
n/a 
Wittwer et al. B 
good 
fair poor excellent fair excellent good excellent excellent excellent excellent n/a n/a 
n/a 
  C 
good 
fair poor excellent fair excellent good excellent excellent excellent excellent 
  
n/a 
Sterke et al. B 
good 
fair excellent excellent excellent excellent good excellent good excellent good excellent n/a 
n/a 
  F 
good 
fair excellent fair good excellent 
n/a n/a 
excellent excellent 
   
n/a 
Ries et al. C 
good 
excellent good excellent fair excellent good fair good excellent excellent n/a n/a 
n/a 







Tables of results 
Walk Speed   
Relative Reliability - Intra Rater 
Study N Distance Notes Model Time ICC 95%CI  
Fox 11 2.4m  ICC (2,1) 7 Days 0.676   
Blankevoort 58 6m  ICC (2,1) 7 Days 0.86 0.78-0.92  
Suttanon 14 1.5m NEUROcom ICC (3,1) 7 Days 0.495   
Tappen 33 25ft R1, AM ICC (2,1) 7 Days 0.530   
Tappen 33 25ft R1, PM ICC (2,1) 7 days 0.500   
Wittwer (10) 25 7.63m GAITrite ICC (3,1) 7 days 0.96 0.91-0.99  
Wittwer (3) 25 7.63m GAITrite ICC (3,1) 7 days 0.95 0.88-0.98  
Thomas 10 6m   7 Days 0.92   
McGough 8 3.66m GAITrite ICC (2,1) 4 hours 0.952 0.813-0.992  
Tappen 33 25ft W1, R1 ICC (2,1) AM-PM 0.770   
Tappen 33 25ft W2, R1 ICC (2,1) AM-PM 0.540   
Tappen 33 25ft W1, R2 ICC (2,1) AM-PM 0.450   
        REVC 
    Total N=12 0.6990 0.6781-0.7199 0.027 
    7 Days N=9 0.7502 0.7260-0.7745 0.029 
    AM/PM N=3 0.5867 0.5661-0.6072 0.005 
 
Inter Rater 
Study N Distance Notes Model # of raters ICC 95%CI  
Tappen 33 25ft AM ICC (3,1) 2 0.940   
Tappen 33 25ft PM ICC (3,1) 2 0.810   
        REVC 
    Total N=2 0.8750 (0.8691-0.8809) 0.003 
 
Absolute Reliability  
Study N Distance Notes Statistic  Statistic  
Fox 11 2.4m  SEM 1.312 Mean Dif. (%) 0.16 (1.86%) 
Witwwer_10 25 7.63m GAITrite CV 3.83 % MDC (CI=95%) 0.11 
Wittwer_3 25 7.63m GAITrite CV 4.2% MDC (CI = 95%) 0.13 
Suttanon 14 1.5m NeuroCOM SEM 7.58 CV% 20.6 
      MDC (CI = 95%) 14.86 
 
Validity - Hypothesis Testing 
Correlation 
Study N Distance Comparison Statistic  Statistic  
McGough 8 3.66m SPPB Bivariate 0.66 p<0.001  
    Partial* 0.71 P<0.001  
McGough 8 3.66m Modified Berg Bivariate 0.73/0.62 P<0.001  
    Partial* 0.62 P<0.001  
*partial adjusted for age and MMSE score 
 
Comparison  
Study Group N Distance Notes Value SD P 
Bramell-Risberg Dementia 21 2.4m Maximum 28.8 5.2 0.022 
 
Non-Dementia 80+ 22   24.6 4.6  
Bramell-Risberg Dementia Under 80 10 2.4m Maximum 28,7 4.4 NS 
 Dementia 80+ 12   28.8 5.2  
Bramell-Risberg Dementia 22 2.4m Maximum 28.8 4.8 0.001 
 Non-Dementia 22   24.4 4.5  
Bramell-Risberg Dementia 21 2.4m Self-Selected 33.6 5.8 0.005 
 Non-Dementia 80+ 12   28.4 4.0  
Bramell-Risberg Dementia Under 80 10 2.4m Self-Selected 34.6 8.1 NS 
 Dementia 80+ 12   33.6 5.8  
Bramell-Risberg Dementia 22 2.4m Self-Selected 34.1 6.9 0.001 








Study N Distance Notes Model Time ICC 95%CI  
Wittwer 10 25 7.3m GAITrite ICC (3,1) 7 Days 0.89 0.74-0.95  
Wittwer 3 25 7.3m GAITrite ICC (3,1) 7 Days 0.88 0.72-0.95  
McGough 8 3.66m GAITrite ICC (2,1) 4 hours 0.913 0.621-0.986  
        REVC 
    Total N=3 0.889 0.8887-0.8890 0.00 
    7 Days N=2 0.885 0.885-0.885 0.00 
 
Absolute Reliability 
Study N Distance Notes Statistic  Statistic   
Witter 10 25 7.3m GAITrite CV% 2.54 MCD (CI=95%) 7.64  




Correlation   
Study N Distance Comparison Statistic  Statistic  
McGough 8 7.3m SPPB Bivariate 0.56 P<0.001  
    Partial* 0.51 P<0.001  
McGough 8 7.3m Modified Berg Bivariate 0.68 P<0.001  
    Partial 0.67 P<0.001  
*partial adjusted for age and MMSE score 
 




Study N Distance Comparison Statistic  Statistic  
McGough 8 7.3m SPPB Bivariate -0.69 P<0.001  
    Partial* -0.64 P<0.001  
McGough 8 7.3m Modified Berg Bivariate -0,70 P<0.001  
    Partial* -0.64 P<0.001  




Study N Distance Notes Model Time ICC 95%CI  
McGough 8 3.66m GAITrite ICC (2,1) 4hrs 0.917 0.873-0.994  
Wittwer 10 25 7.3m L GAITrite ICC (3,1) 7 days 0.98 0.96-0.99  
Wittwer 3 25 7.3m L GAITrite ICC (3,1) 7 days 0.97 0.92-0.99  
Wittwer 10 25 7.3m R GAITrite ICC (3,1) 7 days 0.96 0.91-0.98  
Wittwer 3 25 7.3m R GAITrite ICC (3,1) 7 days 0.97 0.93-0.99  
        REVC 
    Total N=5 0.9661 0.9659-0.9663 0.000 
    Left N=2 0.9750 0.9750-0.9750 0.000 
    Right N=2 0.9650 0.9650-0.9650 0.000 
 
Absolute Reliability 
Study N Distance Notes Statistic  Statistic  
Wittwer 10 25 7.3m L GAITrite CV% 2.69 MDC (CI=95%) 8.99 
Wittwer 3 25 7.3m L GAITrite CV% 3.21 MDC (CI=95%) 11.17 
Wittwer 10 25 7.3m R GAITrite CV% 2.41 MDC (CI=95%) 8.12 





Study N Distance Comparison Statistic  Statistic  
McGough 8 7.3m SPPB Bivariate 0.63 P<0.001  
    Partial* 0.61 P<0.001  
McGough 8 7.3m Modified Berg Bivariate 0.72 P<0.001  
    Partial 0.71 P<0.001  
*partial adjusted for age and MMSE score 
 
6min Walk Test 
Relative Reliability 
Intra-Rater Reliability 
Study N Distance Notes Model Time ICC 95%CI  
 250 
 
Tappen 33  W1, R1 ICC (2,1) AM-PM 0.890   
Tappen 33  W2, R1 ICC (2,1) AM-PM 0.790   
Tappen 33  W1, R2 ICC (2,1) AM-PM 0.840   
Tappen 33  AM, R1 ICC (2,1) 7 Days 0.840   
Tappen 33  PM, R1 ICC (2,1) 7 Days 0.750   
        REVC 
    Total N=5 0.8220 0.8200-0.8240 0.000 
    AM/PM N=3 0.8400 0.8381-
0.84199 
0.000 
    7 Days N=2 0.7950 0.7922-0.7978 0.000 
 
Inter-Rater Reliability 
Study N Distance Notes Model # of raters ICC 95%CI  
Tappen 33  AM ICC (3,1) 2 0.980   
Tappen 33  PM ICC (3,1) 2 0.960   
        REVC 
    Total N=2 0.9700 0.9699-0.9701 0.000 
 
Absolute Reliability 
Study N Distance Notes CV% MDC (CI = 95%) SEM 
Blankevoort 58    0.27 0.10 (0.08-0.12) 
 
Timed Up and Go 
Relative Reliability 
Intra-Rater Reliability 
Study N Distance Notes Model Time ICC 95%CI  
Blankevoort 58   ICC (2,1) 7 days 0.94 0.92-0.97  
Fox 11   ICC (2,1) 7 days 0.857   
Nordin 78   ICC (2,1) 3sessions.wk 0.92 0.86-0.95  
Suttanon 14   ICC (3,1) 7 days 0.757   
Thomas 9   NR 7 days 0.87   
        REVC 
    Total N=5 0.9067 0.9045-0.9089 0.002 
 
Inter-Rater Reliability 
Study N Distance Notes Model # of raters ICC 95%CI  
Nordin 78   ICC (3,1) 2 0.91 0.86.0.94  
 
Absolute Reliability 
Study N Distance Notes CV% MDC (CI = 95%) SEM Mean Dif. 
Blankevoort 58    5.88 2.12 (1.2-2.52)  
Fox 11     5.959 4.77 (8.43)* 
Suttanon 14   9.4 2.42 1.21  
Nordin 78  #1-#2    0.1 (9.0) 




Study Group N Distance Notes Value SD P 
Bramell-Risberg Dementia 21 3m to wall Maximum 9.9 2.4 0.01 
 
Non-Dementia 80+ 12   7.6 1.0  
Bramell-Risberg Dementia Under 80 10 3m to wall Maximum 9.7 2.0 NS 
 Dementia 80+ 12   9.9 2.4  
Bramell-Risberg Dementia 22 3m to wall Maximum 9.8 2.2 0.000 
 Non-Dementia 22   7.6 1.0  
Bramell-Risberg Dementia 21 3m to wall Self-Selected 12.3 2.9 0.001 
 Non-Dementia 80+ 12   9.6 1.4  
Bramell-Risberg Dementia Under 80 10 3m to wall Self-Selected 13.2 1.9 NS 
 Dementia 80+ 12   12.3 2.9  
Bramell-Risberg Dementia 22 3m to wall Self-Selected 12.7 2.5 0.000 
 Non-Dementia 22   9.6 1.4  
 
5 Chair Stands 
Relative Reliability 
Intra-Rater Reliability 
Study N Distance Notes Model Time ICC 95%CI  
Suttanon 14   ICC (3,1) 7 Days 0.797   
Fox 11   ICC (2,1) 7 Days 0.966   
Thomas 10   NR 7 Days 0.940   
 251 
 
        REVC 
    Total N=3 0.8910 0.8842-0.8977 0.002 
 
Absolute Reliability 
Study N Distance Notes CV% MDC (CI = 95%) SEM Mean Dif. 
Suttanon 14   7.7 2.44 1.25  
Fox 11     3.309 1.22 
 
30sec Chair Stands 
Relative Reliability 
Intra-Rater 
Study N Distance Notes Model Time ICC 95%CI  
Blankevoort 52   ICC (2,1) 7 days 0.84 0.73-0.90  
 
Absolute Reliability 
Study N Distance Notes CV% MDC (CI = 95%) SEM Mean Dif. 





Study N Hand Notes Model Time ICC 95%CI  
Blankevoort 57 Dominate  ICC (2,1) 7 Days 0.90 0.84-0.94  
Fox 7 Left  ICC (2,1) 7 Days 0.963   
Fox 12 Right  ICC (2,1) 7 Days 0.919   
Thomas 9 Left   7 Days 0.70   
Thomas 10 Right   7 Days 0.68   
        REVC 
    Total N=3 0.9088 0.9084-0.9092 0.000 
 
Absolute Reliability 
Study N Hand Notes CV% MDC (CI = 95%) SEM Mean Dif. 
Fox 12 Right    1.701 0.17 
Fox 7 Left    1.215 -0.57 
Blankevoort 57 Dominate   7.59 2.74 (2.05-2.98)  
 
Static Standing Balance Test (SPPB) 
Relative Reliability - Intrarater 
Study N Foot Notes Model Time ICC 95%CI  
Fox 12   ICC (2,1) 7 Days 0.490   
  
Absolute Reliability 
Study N Foot Notes CV% MDC (CI = 95%) SEM Mean Dif. 
  
Fox 12     4.971 -1.17 (7.03) 
 
Short Physical Performance Battery Summary Score 
Relative Reliability – Intrarater 
Study N Foot Notes Model Time ICC 95%CI  
Fox 11   ICC (2,1) 7 days 0.875   
 
Absolute Reliability – Intrarater 
Study N Foot Notes CV% MDC (CI = 95%) SEM Mean Dif.  
Fox 11     0.858 -0.45 (1.21) 









INFORMATION SHEET: Reliability in measures for adults with Dementia 
Principal Investigator: 
Mr Benjamin Fox, 
UQ/Blue Care RPDC 
e: ben.fox@uqconnect.edu.au 
 
UQ and Blue Care are working together on a project to determine the accuracy of common 
performance and anthropometric measures used within physical activity research in older people 
with dementia. 
 
The benefits of physical activity for later life wellbeing are widely acknowledged, including for 
older people with dementia. However, the appropriateness of the measures used for physical 
assessment in the elderly with cognitive impairment, specifically dementia, has been called into 
question recently. Despite this, researchers and clinicians continue to use common measures 
based on their validity in healthy, older populations. 
 
It is the aim of this project to analyse how accurate these measures are and, hopefully, provide a 
basis of understanding for how best to employ such measures. Accurate and reliable 
measurement tools will provide a positive step forward in dementia research, allowing researchers 
to confidently determine exactly how physical activity benefits the proportion of the population 
living with dementia. Moreover, this will have wide reaching implications for Blue Care and other 
care organisations, given the drive towards improving physical capacity through exercise and the 
need to measure outcomes to define client benefit and appropriateness. 
 
Your centre’s participation in the project 
Upon your approval a meeting to discuss your continued participation will be arranged. It will be 
the goal of this meeting to identify potential Blue Care clients with dementia for inclusion in this 
study. Identified clients will be mailed an information sheet and consent form to be signed by a 
substitutionary decision maker. Two 60-minute testing sessions, undertaken one week apart will 
be arranged at your convenience. To maximise safety, testing sessions it is requested that each 
session is supervised by nursing staff, to optimise patient care and handling. Your client’s will be 
measured for their ability in Activities of Daily Living (ADL) and functional performance within 
the domains of balance, mobility, agility and muscle strength.  
 
Further involvement in the project may also be required for focus groups or interviews for 
feedback on measurement modifications. This forms a separate stage of the project, and your 
participation in the current stage does not bear any commitment or desire to participate in further 
portions of the project. This will be discussed during the aforementioned meeting.  
The University of Queensland / Blue Care 
Research & Practice Development Centre 
56 Sylvan Road Toowong QLD 4064 
PO Box 1539 Milton BC QLD 4064 
T: 07 3720 5300 




Your voluntary participation 
Participation in this project is completely voluntary. You and your clients have the freedom to 
withdraw, without consequence, comment or penalty, at any time and your decision will be 
respected. Upon withdrawal, any information already collected will be disregarded immediately. 
Non-participation with this project will not affect the care your clients are, or will receive and will, 
in no way, impact any current or future relationship with UQ or with Blue Care. 
 
Risks 
There are some risks associated with any participation in a physical activity program. Potential 
risks will be identified through comprehensive consultation with stakeholders and a management 
strategy implemented. Testing may make your clients more susceptible to confusion, agitation or, 
as with any mobility task, a chance of falling. However, a nursing staff member is requested to 
assist with moving clients between tests, and to monitor the health and safety of your client 
during the testing procedures. All sessions will be well supervised and the project will follow the 
quality assurance processes laid down by Blue Care. 
 
Confidentiality 
All information and identifies will be treated with the utmost privacy and confidentiality. No 
publication from the study will include any information that could identify you or your clients. 
 
Storage of data/information 
Information collected pertaining to yours or your relative’s identity will be kept in a locked filing 
cabinet within the offices of the RPDC. All electronic data will be kept password protected, 
accessible only to project staff. All information pertaining to results of your relative will be de-
identified and kept in a locked filing cabinet and any process to re-identify data will be kept in 
strictest confidence. 
 
Feedback available to you 
A summary of the final project report will be provided to family members of the participants.  
This study has been cleared by one of the human ethics committees of the University of 
Queensland and UnitingCare Queensland in accordance with the National Health and Medical 
Research Council's guidelines. You are free to discuss your participation in this study with project 
staff (contact details below). If you would like to speak to an officer of the University not involved 
in the study, you may contact the Ethics Officer on (07) 3365 3924. 
 
Principal Investigator: 
Mr Benjamin Fox, 
UQ/RPDC  
e: ben.fox@uqconnect.edu.au;  3720 5617 
Secondary Investigator: 
Dr Timothy Henwood,  
UQ/RPDC 
e: thenwood@uq.edu.au;  3720 5302 
Secondary Investigator: 
Assoc. Prof. Justin Keogh 
Bond University 
Secondary Investigator: 
Mr Brent Hodgkinson 
Blue Care 
Secondary Investigator: 
Assoc. Prof. Christine Neville 
University of Queensland 
Project Manager:  
Mr Benjamin Fox, 












INFORMATION SHEET: Measuring functional performance in institutionalised people with dementia 
 
Principal Investigator: 
Mr Benjamin Fox, 
University of Queensland/Blue Care Research and Practice Development Centre  
e: ben.fox@uqconnect.edu.au  
  
UQ and Blue Care are working together on a project to determine the accuracy of common performance 
and anthropometric measures used within physical activity research in older people with dementia.  
 
The benefits of physical activity for later life wellbeing are widely acknowledged, including for older people 
with dementia. However, the appropriateness of the measures used for physical assessment in the elderly 
with cognitive impairment, specifically dementia, has been called into question recently. Despite this, 
researchers and clinicians continue to use common measures based on their validity in healthy, older 
populations. 
 
It is the aim of this project to analyse how accurate these measures are and, hopefully, provide a basis of 
understanding for how best to employ such measures. Accurate and reliable measurement tools will 
provide a positive step forward in dementia research, allowing researchers to confidently determine exactly 
how physical activity benefits the proportion of the population living with dementia. Moreover, this will 
have wide reaching implications for Blue Care and other care organisations, given the drive towards 
improving physical capacity through exercise and the need to measure outcomes to define client benefit 
and appropriateness. 
 
Your relative’s participation in the project 
Upon your approval, your relative will be enrolled in the project and will be complete two 60-minute 
testing sessions, undertaken one week apart. To maximise safety, testing sessions will be supervised by 
nursing staff and delivered by an Exercise Physiologist experienced in the testing protocol. All sessions will 
be recorded by video camera and will be used for research purposes only. Your relative will be measured 
for their ability in Activities of Daily Living (ADL) and functional performance within the domains of balance, 
mobility, agility and muscle strength.  
 
Your voluntary participation 
Participation in this project is completely voluntary. You and your relative have the freedom to withdraw, 
without consequence, comment or penalty, at any time and your decision will be respected. Upon 
withdrawal, any information already collected will be disregarded immediately. Non-participation with this 
project will not affect the care your relative is, or will receive and will, in no way, impact any current or future 
relationship with the UQ or with Blue Care. 
 
Risks 
There are some risks associated with any participation in a physical performance testing. Potential risks will be 
identified through comprehensive consultation with stakeholders and a management strategy implemented. 
Testing may make your relative more susceptible to confusion, agitation or, as with any mobility task, a 
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chance of falling. However, clinical staff will be present to assist with moving clients between tests, and to 
monitor the health and safety of your relative during the testing procedures. All sessions will be well 
supervised and the project will follow the quality assurance processes laid down by Blue Care.  
 
Confidentiality 
All information and identifies will be treated with the utmost privacy and confidentiality. No publication 
from the study will include any information that could identify you or your relative. 
 
Storage of data/information 
Information collected pertaining to yours or your relative’s identity will be kept in a locked filing cabinet 
within the offices of the RPDC. All electronic data will be kept password protected, accessible only to 
project staff for seven (7) years.  All information pertaining to results of your relative will be de-identified 
and kept in a locked filing cabinet and any process to re-identify data will be kept in strictest confidence.  
 
Feedback available to you 
A summary of the final project report will be provided to family members of the participants. 
  
This study has been cleared by one of the human ethics committees of the University of Queensland and 
UnitingCare Queensland in accordance with the National Health and Medical Research Council's guidelines. 
You are free to discuss your participation in this study with project staff (contact details below). If you 
would like to speak to an officer of the University not involved in the study, you may contact the Ethics 
Officer on (07) 3365 3924.  
 
What to do if you want to be involved 
If you agree to participate, please sign the consent form. There will be no financial reimbursement for 
participation in this project.  
 
Principal Investigator: 
Mr Benjamin Fox, 
UQ/RPDC  
e: ben.fox@uqconnect.edu.au;  3720 5617 
Secondary Investigator: 
Dr Timothy Henwood,  
UQ/RPDC 
e: thenwood@uq.edu.au;  3720 5302 
Secondary Investigator: 
Assoc. Prof. Justin Keogh 
Bond University 
Secondary Investigator: 
Mr Brent Hodgkinson 
Blue Care 
Secondary Investigator: 
Assoc. Prof. Christine Neville 
University of Queensland 
Project Manager:  
Mr Benjamin Fox, 











INFORMATION SHEET: Measuring functional performance in institutionalised people with dementia 
 
Principal Investigator: 
Mr Benjamin Fox, 
University of Queensland/Blue Care Research and Practice Development Centre  
e: ben.fox@uqconnect.edu.au  
  
UQ and Blue Care are working together on a project to determine the accuracy of common performance 
and anthropometric measures used within physical activity research in older people with dementia.  
 
The benefits of physical activity for later life wellbeing are widely acknowledged, including for older people 
with dementia. However, the appropriateness of the measures used for physical assessment in the elderly 
with cognitive impairment, specifically dementia, has been called into question recently. Despite this, 
researchers and clinicians continue to use common measures based on their validity in healthy, older 
populations. 
 
It is the aim of this project to analyse how accurate these measures are and, hopefully, provide a basis of 
understanding for how best to employ such measures. Accurate and reliable measurement tools will 
provide a positive step forward in dementia research, allowing researchers to confidently determine exactly 
how physical activity benefits the proportion of the population living with dementia. Moreover, this will 
have wide reaching implications for Blue Care and other care organisations, given the drive towards 
improving physical capacity through exercise and the need to measure outcomes to define client benefit 
and appropriateness. 
 
Your participation in the project 
Upon your approval, a one on one interview will be organised. The session will be organised with your 
availability as a priority. The session should last 30mins in total. Only one session will need to be organised. 
The interviewer will be the Primary Investigator of this project. Location will be somewhere convenient for 
you. All sessions will be audio-taped and transcribed. Questions will not be of sensitive nature and will be in 
relation to your experience in caring for someone with dementia. There is no personal financial 
compensation for involvement within this research. However, a contribution of $20 will be made to your 
facilities Christmas fund.   
 
Your voluntary participation 
Participation in this project is completely voluntary. You have the freedom to withdraw, without 
consequence, comment or penalty, at any time and your decision will be respected. Upon withdrawal, any 
information already collected will be disregarded immediately. You have the freedom to not answer any 
questions asked by the interviewer. Non-participation with this project will not affect the care your relative 
is, or will receive and will, in no way, impact any current or future relationship with the UQ or with Blue Care. 
 
Risks 
There is minimal risk to your participation in this project. Questions will not be of sensitive nature.   
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All information and identifies will be treated with the utmost privacy and confidentiality. No publication 
from the study will include any information that could identify you or your relative. 
 
Storage of data/information 
Information collected pertaining to yours or your relative’s identity will be kept in a locked filing cabinet 
within the offices of the RPDC. All electronic data will be kept password protected, accessible only to 
project staff. All information pertaining to results of your relative will be de-identified and kept in a locked 
filing cabinet and any process to re-identify data will be kept in strictest confidence.  
 
Feedback available to you 
A summary of the final project report will be provided to you upon completion of the project. If you wish to 
have a copy of the transcript, that can be requested during the session.  
  
This study has been cleared by one of the human ethics committees of the University of Queensland and 
UnitingCare Queensland in accordance with the National Health and Medical Research Council's guidelines. 
You are free to discuss your participation in this study with project staff (contact details below). If you 
would like to speak to an officer of the University not involved in the study, you may contact the Ethics 
Officer on (07) 3365 3924.  
 
What to do if you want to be involved 
If you agree to participate, please sign the consent form. There will be no financial reimbursement for 
participation in this project.  
 
Principal Investigator: 
Mr Benjamin Fox, 
UQ/RPDC  
e: ben.fox@uqconnect.edu.au;  3720 5617 
Secondary Investigator: 
Dr Timothy Henwood,  
UQ/RPDC 
e: thenwood@uq.edu.au;  3720 5302 
Secondary Investigator: 
Assoc. Prof. Justin Keogh 
Bond University 
Secondary Investigator: 
Mr Brent Hodgkinson 
Blue Care 
Secondary Investigator: 
Assoc. Prof. Christine Neville 
University of Queensland 
Project Manager:  
Mr Benjamin Fox, 











Project Title: Measuring functional performance in institutionalised people with dementia 
 
Principal Investigator: 
Mr Benjamin Fox; University of Queensland/Blue Care Research and Practice Development Centre 
e: ben.fox@uqconnect.edu.au ph: 3720 5617 
 
Secondary Investigators:  
Dr Timothy Henwood; UQ/Blue Care RPDC;  
Associate Professor Justin Keogh; Bond University; 
Mr Brent Hodgkinson, Blue Care; 
Associate Professor Christine Neville, UQ 
 
1. I declare that I have given my Informed Consent, as evidenced by the following: 
 
2. I have been provided with and have read and understood the Information Sheet. 
 
3. I consent to my relative’s clinical data, being collected by aged care staff and forwarded to research 
staff. I understand the information collected will relate to my relative’s activities of daily living 
(bathing, dressing, toileting, transferring, continence, feeding), medications, pain, mobility and 
falls, dexterity, behavioural and psychological symptoms, functional performance and sleep. 
 
4. The purpose and the benefits of the project have been explained to me. 
 
5. Details of my relative’s involvement in the project and any risks have been explained to my 
satisfaction. 
 
6. I have had an opportunity to discuss my relative taking part in this project with the researcher. 
 
7. I am aware that I should retain a copy of the Information Sheet for future reference. 
 
8. I understand that 
a. I am free to withdraw my relative from the project at anytime and my decision will be 
respected.  
b. All data will be securely stored during and after the project. 
c. Information gained in this project will be published, but my relative will not be identified. 
 
9. Any information I or my relative give to the researcher will be treated in the strictest confidence. 
 
10. I know who to contact to answer any further questions I may have concerning my participation in 
this project. 
 
I have read the Informed Consent information and I hereby consent to participating in the research project 
titled: Measuring functional performance in institutionalised people with dementia 
 




Name of Family Guardian ____________________________________________ 
 
Signature of Family Guardian ________________________ Witness ______________________ 
 






Consent Form – Stage Four 
 
 
Project Title: Measuring functional performance in institutionalised adults with dementia 
 
Principal Investigator: 
Mr Benjamin Fox; University of Queensland/Blue Care Research and Practice Development Centre 
e: ben.fox@uqconnect.edu.au ph: 3720 5617 
 
Secondary Investigators:  
Dr Timothy Henwood; UQ/Blue Care RPDC;  
Associate Professor Justin Keogh; Bond University; 
Mr Brent Hodgkinson, Blue Care; 
Associate Professor Christine Neville, UQ 
 
I declare that I have given my Informed Consent, as evidenced by the following: 
 
1. I have been provided with and have read and understood the Information Sheet. 
 
2. I consent to my verbal information being recorded and transcribed.  
 
3. The purpose and the benefits of the project have been explained to me. 
 
4. I am aware that I may refuse to answer any question, without consequence and questions will not 
be of the sensitive nature.  
 
5. I have had an opportunity to discuss my taking part in this project with the researcher. 
 
6. I am aware that I should retain a copy of the Information Sheet for future reference. 
 
7. I understand that 
a. I am free to withdraw from the project at anytime and my decision will be respected.  
b. All data will be securely stored during and after the project. 
c. Information gained in this project will be published, but I will not be identified. 
 
8. Any information I give to the researcher will be treated in the strictest confidence. 
 
9. I understand there is no personal financial incentive to complete such research.  
 
10. I know who to contact to answer any further questions I may have concerning my participation in 
this project. 
 
11. I have read the Informed Consent information and I hereby consent to participate in the research 


















Text from letter to General Managers of Blue Care 
To whom it may concern,  
 
The following is the expected requirements for Blue Care for the completion of the research project 
entitled: Measuring Functional Performance in Institutionalised people with dementia: Stage One 
 
Before Testing: 
General Managers:  
Identify potential centres within cluster that the project could be completed in and give permission to 
Benjamin Fox to contact individual Service Managers, via email, and then follow-up phone call. 
 
Service Managers:  
Respond to communication from Benjamin Fox only. 
Provide consent for research to be conducted within their centre 
Organise a time with Benjamin Fox for a meeting to discuss the project and identify up to ten (10) potential 
clients for inclusion in the project. This meeting can be conducted over the phone or by face-to-face 
meeting and is expected to last no longer than 15mins in duration.  
Pass on Information Sheets and Consent Forms to identified participants substitutionary decision maker. 
Forms will be provided in envelopes, with stamps. These forms can be handed out to the appropriate 
individual by hand too, if possible.  
Identify two (2) dates, 7 days apart, which would be most convenient for Benjamin Fox to complete testing 
within the centre.  
 
Two (2) Testing Days: 
General Managers: 
There are no requirements for General Managers at this stage 
 
Service Managers: 
Provide an area in which the research can be completed, previously agreed upon during the 
aforementioned. Benjamin Fox will be conducting all research, will collect, and return upon completion, 
participants from rooms and will work independently within the facility.  
We expect research to take 1hr maximum per participant. 
A Registered Nurse is needed to complete a short, questionnaire. This is attached and is expected to only 
take 2-3mins to complete for each participant. 




There are no requirements for General Managers at this stage. 
 
Service Managers: 
There are no requirements for Service Managers at this stage. 
 
There is limited funding for this project, but for every 5 participants a centre provides, up to 1hr 30mins 
worth of back-fill funding will be available to cover costs of completing the questionnaire, handing out 
forms to participants’ substitutionary decision makers and for all communication with Benjamin Fox.  
 
All correspondence will be with Benjamin Fox. No other researcher involved in the project will be involved 




Research Team commitments to Blue Care 
Work independently within Blue Care and ensure to minimise impact on day-to-day running of Service 
Centres 
Respect all wishes and requests from Blue Care staff throughout the duration of the project. 
Provide timely feedback to General Managers and Service Managers the results of research 
Complete the research in a timely manner.  
 
We believe that this research will impact minimally on the day to day running of the facilities and every 
attempt to reduce the impact has been taken, as we understand that facilities, staff and Service Managers 
have extensive time commitments. All wishes of Blue Care staff and managers will be adhered to and the 
research will be fully flexible around such wishes.  
 
We are grateful for any opportunity to conduct our research within Blue Care and wish to thank you in 
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